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GREENBLOOM

Abstract of the Dissertation
Gabriel Fielding's In the Time of Greenbloom is a major twentieth century novel
that has received littre-critical attention. With its dramatic plot and colorful
characters, it has an immediate surface appeal for most readers. The novel
requires deeper, symbolical reading in order to reach its central theme, man's
potential for transformation.
John Blaydon, the protagonist, is a very different young man at the end of the
novel from the child he is at the beginning. His activities, the narrative base
of the novel, reveal more than the external events of his life.
Fielding uses
them as objectifications of confrontations that occur within John's psyche. As
the novel opens, John is regressive, uncertain of his sexual indentity, and suicidal.
During the following six years, he undergoes a series of traumatic
encounters within his psyche made concrete in the details of the novel. As a
result of the inner confrontations, John is transformed into a young man growing
into healthful maturity' and hovering on the edge of creative accomplishment.
The process by which Fielding communicates psychological change is the establishment in the first chapter of a matrix, the scene at the Bellingham lake and
woods, a fictional embodiment of John's psyche. That scene is made up of components guch as characters, settings, actions, and motifs that symbolize John's
psychological complexes.
In.a technique of transformation, Fielding repeats
the scene again and again, changing the contents of the components to reveal
qualitative changes in the complexes.
The components become correlatives that
guide the reader in keeping account of changes in John. The matrix and its components remain relatively fixed throughout and underlie the fundamental architectonics of the novel, but the contents of the components change. Thus, Fielding
fictionalizes the changes in John's psyche.
The components of the matrix do not function in isolation to communicate transformation.
They are fleshed out and supported by an elaborate texture of
smaller units, of cross-references, among the novel's image patterns, direct
statements, word-plays, allusions, and the like.
These details intertwine to
amplify, extend, deepen, validate, and enrich the insight gained from the correlatives of John's psychological growth.
Transformation is the key word for the novel both technically and thematically as
the detailed analysis that makes up much of this study reveals. Other techniques
are employed to communicate the psychological theme. Fielding establishes a
doubling pattern--characters are paired (John and Victoria, John and Greenbloom),
oppositions are utilized (noise and silence, inertia and activity)--to emphasize.
the role of the conscious and the unconscious and the negative and positive
polarities implicit in many psychological principles. He superimposes details to
reveal growing psychic integration, he juxtaposes actions to heighten contrasting
psychic forces at work, he recapitulates incidents to reveal the lessened power
of earlier threatening complexes, and he freezes actions to communicate psychic
arrest.
Fielding has his protagonist describe much of what he does: John sees other
characters as being "inside" himself and explains that "things that happen to you
are you." Fielding manipulates his technique forcing it to function expressively
to reveal the psychological processes at work in John's gradually developing
maturity. His description of growth from boyhood to manhood and from emotional
crippling to psychic health employs a variety of ways to dramatically communicate
transformation and suggests a similarity between the dynamics of the psyche and
the dynamics of literary technique.

TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNIQUE
IN GABRIEL FIELDING'S IN THE TIME OF GREENBLOOM
Abstract of the Dissertation
Gabriel Fielding's In the Time of Greenbloom is
a major twentieth century novel that has received little
critical attention.

With its dramatic plot and colorful

characters, it has an immediate surface appeal for most
readers.

The novel requires deeper, symbolical reading

in order to

rea~h

its central ·theme, man's potential for

transformation.
John Blaydon, the protagonist, is a very different
young man at the end of the novel from the child he is at
the beginning.

His activities, the narrative base of the

novel, reveal more than the external events of his life.
Fielding uses them as objectifications of confrontations
that occur within John's psyche.

As the novel opens, John

is regressive, uncertain of his sexual identity, and
suicidal.

During the following six years, he undergoes a

series of traumatic encounters within his psyche made concrete in the details of the novel.

As a result of the

confrontations, John is transformed into a young man growing into healthful maturity and hovering on the edge of
creative accomplishment.
The process by which Fielding communicates psycho·logical change is the establishment in the first chapter

of a matrix, the scene at the Bellingham lake and woods, a
fictional embodiment of John's psyche.

That scene is made

up of components such as characters, settings, actions,
and motifs that symbolize John's psychological complexes.
In a technique of transformation, Fielding repeats the
scene again and again, changing the contents of the components to reveal qualitative changes in the complexes.

The

components become correlatives that guide the reader in
keeping account of changes in John.

The matrix and its

components remain relatively fixed throughout and underlie
the fundamental architectonics of the novel, but the contents of the components change.

Thus Fielding fictionalizes

the changes in John's psyche.
The components of the matrix do not function in
isolation to communicate transformation.

They are fleshed

out and supported by an elaborate texture of smaller units,
of cross-references, among the novel's image patterns,
direct statements, word-plays, allusions, and the like.
These details intertwine to amplify, extend, deepen, validate, and enrich the insight gained from the correlatives
of John's psychological growth.
Transformation is the key word for the novel both
technically and thematically as the detailed analysis that
makes up much of this study reveals.

Other techniques are

employed to communicate the psychological theme.

Fielding

establishes a doubling pattern--characters are paired (John
and Victoria, John and Greenbloom), oppositiohs are utilized

!

(noise and silence, inertia and activity)--to emphasize the
role of the conscious and the unconscious and the negative
and positive polarities implicit in many psychological
principles.

He superimposes details to reveal growing

psychic integration, he juxtaposes actions to heighten contrasting psychic forces at work, he recapitulates incidents
to reveal the lessened power of earlier threatening complexes, and he freezes actions to communicate psychic
arrest.
Fielding has his protagonist describe much of what
he does:

John sees other characters as being "inside"

himself and explains that "things that happen to you are
you."

Fielding manipulates his technique, forcing it to

function expressively to

re~eal

the psychological processes

at ·work in John's gradually developing maturity.

His

description of growth from boyhood to manhood and from
emotional crippling to psychic health employs a variety
of ways to dramatically communicate transformation and
suggests a similarity between the dynamics of the psyche
and the dynamics of literary technique.
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INTRODUCTION
Gabriel Fielding's novel In the Time of Greenbloom
covers John Blaydon's life from his twelfth to his eighteenth year.

It is a dramatic narrative describing the

e~ents

colorful

and dynamic personalities that influence

John in his growth to manhood.
story.

But it is more than a good

Concerned with man's psychological .nature and

potential for transformation, Fielding's highly readable
novel has deep symbolic implications.
John Blaydon is a very different young man at the
end of the novel from the child he is at the beginning.

As

a twelve year old, he is insecure, deceitful, regressive,
and suicidal.

During the following six years, he undergoes

a series of critical experiences that cause traumatic confrontations within his own psyche.

When the novel ends,

John at eighteen has the beginnings of mature insights into
life's complexities.

He is happier, less dependent, and

more honest with himself and his world.
his place in society.

He is ready to take

The future seems to hold a good

relationship for him with the young woman

Dymphn~

and a

fulfilling life as a doctor, a psychologist, and a writer.
The changes in John's physical behavior and in his
conscious attitudes toward himself and others are readily
apparent.

But deeper, more significant changes take place,
1
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and much of the richness of the novel lies in Fiel~ing~s
subtle communication of these inner psychical encounters.
Most clearly, Fielding's pl6t functions expressively, but
Fielding uses other devices as well to reveal psychological
development.

Characterization, settings, motifs, and

imagery all work narrowly to show John's gradually increasing awareness of the turbulent and powerful forces at work
within him.
The purpose of this study is to show how Fielding
makes the structure of the novel itself
change.

co~nunicate

psychic

Transformation, a central theme of the external

adventure, also takes place within John; the art of the construct is that this transformation also serves aesthetic
ends.

As I shall argue, Fielding creates a structural

ground plan for certain affective crises in John's psychic
growth; this ground plan or matrix is built up of characters,
settings, motifs, images, actions and the like which represent elements in John's emotional drama, in his psyche.
Then, Fielding repeats this basic structural unit (in
essence it looks like a scene of crisis, a set piece, or a
particularly striking episode) from time to time, but
specifically when John is either

unde~

psychological stress

or has reached a point in his development when it is no
longer possible for him to remain unchanged.

Smaller struc-

tural elements within the larger structural episodes are
used as correlatives paralleling John's psychic changes and
emph-asizing by way of their transformations the complexity

3

and intensity of John's experiences.

Apparently Fielding

discovered that any qualitative or quantitative changes he
made in the content if not the shape of most important
a~pects

of each structure would furnish the grounds by

which to judge changes in John's emotional development.
Fielding's aesthetic is this:

early in the novel

he establishes a basic structural unit as symbolic of John's
psyche, i.e., the totality of John's psychic processes.

He

furnishes and peoples that structure or matrix with houses,
objects, landscapes, and human beings which represent unconscious fragments of the psyche or, to use the psychological
term, psychological complexes. 1 In objectified form, John's
complexes of fear, of eroticism, of suicidal longing, and
the like become components of the matrix.

The contents of

those components first gradually, then drastically, change
in reappearances of the basic structural unit, the changes
revealing John's.changing psyche.

In other words, Fielding

creates a densely textured fictional episode and then puts
its changing components in parallel episodes and thereby
effects significant transmutations which express the psychological pressures at the center of the episodes.

Changes

that occur in the components reveal affective changes that
occur in John.

I do not refer to changes in John's

1
"Complexes are psychic contents which are outside
the control of the conscious mind. They have been split off
from consciousness and lead a separate existence in the unconscious, being at all times ready to hinder or to reinforre
the conscious intentions." C. G. J·ung, Modern Man in Search
of a Soul (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Worra::-Inc ;-, 1933),

79.- - -
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conscious behavior which are apparent in the novel's surface.
I refer rather to those changes within John that are
revealed appropriately when Fielding's transformational
structure expresses John's psychological development.
At this point a simple illustration of transformation at work may help reveal Fielding's method.

Its

mean~

ingful ·implications will become clearer as this essay
progresses.

Fielding establishes a psychologically charged

detail and then repeats it in another but similar form, and
thus he creates correlatives for psychic change.

The boat-

house and the summer house shed of chapter one are parallel
to John's boarding school cubicle in chapter two, which then
tr~nsmogrifies

into a fearsome cave in chapter three.

Later

this motif of containing residence materializes as an impressively large men's room in.chapter four, as a green tent in
chapter five, and once again as a boathouse in chapter six.
A schematization follows of some psychological implications
of this multiple transformation.

The chart is oversimpli-

fied and in need of detailed explanation, but that will be
forthcoming in the chapters that follow.

Here, however, it

illustrates briefly the phenomena of structural transformation which governs the novel.

Of course, instead of one

structural element undergoing change, many elements, motifs,
actions, and details undergo transformation as though
obedient to hidden but active laws of psychology and fiction.

5

Incident

Details that undergo transformation

Psychological
implications

1. Chapter One
John and Victoria at the
lake

The "sagging" 2
boathouse (17)

John's isolation in his
troubled psychological
complex; appearance of
negative anima; suicidal
longings.

2. Chapter One
John and his
mother in the
garden

The cobwebby
summer house
shed (34)

John's complex centered
on his mother's repressiveness. John's psyche
is revealed as "cracked"
in the shed's mirror.

3. Chapter Two
John and Marston at Abbey

John's boarding
school cubicle

John give~ active battle
against his androgynous
complex.

4. Chapter Three
John and Jack
Noone (murderer)
at Danbey Dale

The devouring
cave (122)

John, haunched like an
animal, troubled by the
dark side of his psyche,
explores his own amoral
instincts.

5. Chapter Four
John and his
brother Michael
in London

The magisterial
hotel men's
room (229)

Strange associations of
purgation evoked by traditional religious and
Baccanalian references.
John begins to cleanse
himself of inhibitions
resulting from familial
and cultural domination
and negative aspects of
his psychological complexes.

6. Chapter Five
John and Desmond
Something-or- other at
Worthing Beach

The ea·sily torn
green tent (312)

John's darker self confronted, trapped, but
allowed to escape, indicating John's unconscious
acceptance of the Shadow
complex as part of himself
and of all mankind.

7. Chapter Six
John and
Dymphna on
the island

The coz.y,
thatched boathouse John
shares with
Dymphna (393)

Reemergence of'the anima,
but now as a positive
force; triumph over troubled psychological complex;
John looks to life not
death, beyond himself to
mankind, moving toward
psychic wholeness.

2Gabriel Fielding, In the Time of Greenbloom (New York: William
Morrow & Company, 1957~ Page references are taken from this edition and follow in parentheses quotations from and references to
the novel.
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I propose to examine in detail in this study how the
structural pattern or psychological and emotional ground
plan of the entire novel repeats key elements in moments of
crisis when changes in John are naturally to be expected.
I intend to show how the use of transformation as a controlling fictional device leads to the discovery of meaning, in
particular how structural transformations reveal thematics.
Important elements of the novel, significant because
of their revelation of John's psychic history, will be discussed in detail in the chapter by chapter analysis that
constitutes this study.

They function both as literal com-

ponents of the narrative and as concrete visualizations of
the condition of John's psyche.

Of course, in a novel whose

entire texture contributes elements of

transfor~ation,

it

would be impossible and prohibitive to examine every
instance of transformation among dozens of components.
strategy, therefore, is to select the most important

My

elemen~

of transformation for full-length discussion and to evoke
and examine minor elements less rigorously in order to support or substantiate the principal structural components.
The elements chosen for lengthy consideration were selected
for the following reasons:

they reveal significant changes

in John, they embody John's most serious psychological complexes as the rest of the study will show, they appear in
substantial portions of the text, and they represent the
variety and extent of the devices that Fielding
communicate transformation.

e~ploys

to

They consist of (1) skillfully

7
drawn characters, (2) a pervasive use of certain aspects of
the quest myth, (3) imaginative settings, (4) cohesive color
motifs, (5) fearsome images, and (6) the use of a central
symbol for John's unconscious.
(1) In particular, the study will draw attention to
Fielding's pairing of characters.

Sometimes John faces

(often quite literally as though a mirror image) a character
who is really an aspect of himself, a personification of an
unconscious projection, e.g., John and Victoria, John and
Marston.
ters:

Other times John faces sets of paired-off charac-

Mr. Victor and Peter Probitt, Greenbloom and Jane

Boscowen-Jones.

In his experiences with these paired-off

characters, John is tested, is defeated by or triumphs over
some aspect of self that is embodied in them, and ultimately
he gains information.

Often these pairings are androgynous.

(2) Journeys, both literal and symbolical, are given
close attention.· John moves about frequently.

He visits

lakes at the Bellingham and Bodorgan estates; he goes to the
ocean at Worthing Beach and at The Point; he makes two contrasting trips to London.
he were on a quest.
motion.

He moves through time as though

Like the ancient heroes, he is kept in

But not all of his movements are forward; there is

much flight, much regressive running, and some accidents.
The busy journeying is symbolical as well as literal, for
John moves toward psychic wholeness, toward his specific
mode of psychic being, never an easy or direct undertaking.

8

(3) The settings can be seen as psychic projections
contributing, as the other key elements do, to insight into
John's psychological drama .. John moves from an isolated
lake early in the novel to far different environments that
reveal psycho-physical parallels.

Narrow areas, such as a

cobwebby Victorian summer house and a lonely dormitory
cubicle, are parallel psychic enclosures which press in on
John and prevent him from open, healthful relationships.
(4) The emphasis on green in the novel's title
alerts the reader to the use of color throughout.

Fielding

does not always fulfill traditional expectations in his use
of color.

From the color green one anticipates hope, resur-

rection, repristination, and renewal.

The lake water in

chapter one is a green that submerges John into a world of
near-death, and the cave with "a green earthen tongue" (122)
in chapter three is the site of Victoria's murder.

With the

color white one expects freshness, purity, holiness, or
innocence.

Yet Victoria in chapter one has a deathlike

whiteness, and in chapter five the murderer's stalking
ground is a slate and white beach.

As the novel concludes

in chapter six, the implications associated earlier with
green and white clearly change as we read of a pleasant
countryside of

"whit~washed

green slope" (356).

cottages which studded the

Colors in the novel assume new mean-

ings in new contexts; they transform under the pressure of
the psychological development of John.

9

(5) Many difficulties arise for John on his way
toward maturity.

Fielding's way of making these difficul-

ties concrete and dramatic is to embody them in incidents,
characters, and landscapes.
deceit and dishonesty:

John has frequent urges toward

he lies to his teacher at the Abbey

(53), he steals money from his friend Greenbloom (212).
The ugly Badger and Toad in chapter two and Ikey Victor
in chapter five do their utmost to block John's healthy
emotional growth and must be defeated.

The dark half of

John's psyche projects landscapes as devouring creatures,
e.g., a lake that exhales black bubbles from its cold
depths (17) and that later almost destroys John and Victoria (24).

These difficulties function like the other

elements in various ways.

Encounters with them bring not

only tests for the hero but also a variety of results.
Some of these terrors are aspects of Self that John must
accept, others are aspects of Self that he must destroy or
be destroyed by.
(6) John's mother, tiny, overwrought, acid-tongued
Mrs. Blaydon, makes her presence felt throughout the novel.
John's experiences with her are important indications of his
psychic attitudes toward this strong deterrent to his ever
reaching maturity.

Mrs. Blaydon's tendency to dominate John,

to mold him to her pattern of ideal manhood, to keep him
harnessed by her beliefs and attitudes, makes John's efforts,
both conscious and unconscious, to reach his uniqueness difficult.

As a literal character, she is a powerful challenge
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to John's capacities to make his own decisions.
tions in other ways too.

She func-

She represents nineteenth century

attitudes towards behavior and morality.

She is a central

symbol which strongly colors John's unconscious.

Blay-

Mrs~

don is an important factor in John's emotional development.
She is a representative of Victorian attitudes.

She is an

energetic projection from John's psyche.
Changes in the six key elements, perhaps better
called correlatives in the basic structural unit, provide
an almost concrete paradigm of the changes in John's psyche
as he moves from childhood to early manhood.

The six cor-

relatives appear first in a pattern in chapter one when John
and Victoria nearly drown in a secret, tree-walled lake.
Fielding forces that pattern to function artistically as
a transformational matrix, i.e., transformations of the
elements of that initial emotional matrix parallel in later
repetitions of transformations of John's own psyche.

The

correlatives thus provide ways by which Fielding guides us
in keeping account of the changes from John's original psychological makeup.

As was mentioned earlier, Fielding's

narrative abilities incorporate these correlatives dramatically into the novel's plot.

Also the meanings and the art

of the novel like those other important symbolic works--one
thinks of Heart of Darkness and Dr. Faustus--are revealed by
reaching beyond the literal into deeper symbolic levels suggested by these correlatives.

Furthermore, they do not

function in stripped isolation like a skeleton; they are

..,:. .. .. :
. .. . ..
~

. •,

.
~

. ;: ~· '.: '.· .
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fleshed out and supported by an elaborate texture of cross
references among the novel's actions, direct statements,
image patterns, word-plays, motifs, and allusions.
stant

~nter-twining

A con-

of details functions in a poetic manner,

amplifying, extending, deepening, validating, and enriching
the insight gained from the correlatives into John's psychological growth.
In the essay that follows, I shall comment on
Fielding's transformational technique from a broad critical
perspective, relying primarily on the insights of C. G. Jung
and his

followers~

References to disciplines such as folk-

lore, anthropology, and myth will be made whenever such
references may clarify meaning.

Chapter One
'
"L'APRES
MIDI"

In the Time of Greenbloom describes moments of
crisis in John Blaydon's life from his twelfth to his eighteenth year.

John gradually changes from a troubled and

insecure child to a perceptive and assured young man, well
on his way to mature adulthood.
clearly more than physical.

The changes that occur are

While Fielding narrates major

events of John's early life and the psychological influences
of those events, a gradual process of psychic transformation
occurs, a process involving both John's conscious and his
unconscious.
Transformation is a key word in a discussion of
In the Time of Greenbloom.

Transformation is the central

theme of the novel and the central structural technique.
Fielding parallels changes that occur in important elements
of the novel with changes that occur in the protagonist,
John Blaydon.

As discussed in the introduction, these

elements act as correlatives communicating symbolically
changes that occur in John's psychic condition.
During the scene in chapter one at the isolated,
tree-encircled lake where John and Victoria almost drown,
.the elements are first dramatized strikingly and form the
components of the novel's basic structural unit.
12

That basic
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unit serves as a psychological matrix by which to judge
John's psychological development.

M1en the components

change in later repetitions, those changes reveal psychological meanings which are correlatives of psychological
changes in John.
The first element that appears in the matrix is
Fielding's pairing of the characters--in this situation,
John and Victoria.

As the chapter opens, John's interest

in Victoria is apparent:

"The first thinghe noticed about

her was her whiteness'' (3).

His interest is reciprocated

as her eyes continually seek him out (4).

Mly they are so

fascinated with one another at their first meeting is easy
to understand.

They are much alike.

John and Victoria are

"most suited" (7) to one another; both are erratic (7), are
poor participants in sports (8), find secret pleasure in
defeat (9), and prefer not to think (9).

When Victoria com-

pares herself to Melanie, John's red-headed younger sister,
she reminds him:
more like you.

"'She doesn't look like you!
You might have

been~

pale and thin and tall, aren't we?

I look much

brother: we're both

And if you let your hair

grow, why, some people might even think you were me,
they?'" (10).

mightn~t

He sees, yes, that they are not one of the

·novel's "red people" or "yellow people" (10), but that they
both look ill because of their paleness and are "dreadfully,
excitingly alike" (10).
After Victoria places white cake in John's mouth,
they meet a few minutes later in a rose garden before they

14
slip off to a secret lake.

In the garden, they discover

further identifying characteristics.

They both hate school

(12); they both are reminded of the world of fantasy, the
world of Sleeping Beauty (12) as they had earlier been
reminded of the world of Alice in Wonderland (8).
Victoria is intoxicated by the abundance of dying
white roses in the garden.
.
t ant motJ."f . 1
1mpor

Roses, incidentally, are an

Strangely she sees herself not as a rose,

an obvious feminine symbol, but as an insect down in the
heart of a large flower (12).
instincts.

Victoria has regressive

Her view of herself as a rose insect also brings

recollections of Blake's "The Sick Rose," of the worin in
that poem whose love sickens and destroys life. 2 An uneasiness about Victoria's rightness for John begins to assert
itself.

That uneasiness builds when John is scratched as

he picks a r.ose and Victoria expertly nips at his hand,
sucking his blood to remove the thorn (13).

Victoria as a

blood-sucker, a lamia, following immediately on her image
as a destructive insect, bodes ill for John •.
1Another rose garden is the burial place of "Doctor," the Abbey student John so closely identifies with in
chapter two (51). Greenbloom smashes into a rose garden
as he drives John towards a new way of life in chapter four
(242). John strips off a rhododendron (derivation--rose
tree) in chapter six (377), a gesture with positive psychological implications as we shall see.
2Late.r Victoria will delight in the death of Romeo
and Juliet. "'We were reading Romeo and Juliet last term
and it was wonderful. In the tomb scene I felt much happier
at them dying than I would have done if they'd gone on living • • • I II· (107)
o
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What we see here under the paleness, the regressive
qualities, and the potential for destruction in Victoria is
what Jung calls the negative anima.

The anima is an emo-

tional complex in the male represented by an archetype
which 'discloses contrasexual traits repressed within a
man's unconscious. 3
As the psychological implications of the novel
become more apparent, there will be other occasions to
refer to archetypes; therefore, some clarification of archetypes and the anima archetype in particular may be helpful.
According to Jung, it is essential that a man understand
and assimilate the forces of the. unconscious if he is to
become self-fulfilled. 4 Attempts to refuse to encounter the
reservoir of human experience that makes up the unconscious
may cause neurosis, even insanity, and deny the potential
achievement of Self, Jung's term for unity and wholeness of
the human personality.

The unconscious makes demands for

recognition by raising symbolical images called archetypes
into a man's conscious mind.

These images, br.idges between

man's instinctual nature and his conscious mind, are symbolic figures representative of psychological insights.
The anima is such an archetype.
man has an androgynous nature.

According to Jung,

The anima, personification

3c. G. Jung, "Anima and Animus," Two Essays on
Analytical Psycholo!y, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966 , VII, 194-95.
4Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 116.
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of female psychological tendencies in a man's psyche, upon
its appearance indicates the raising to consciousness of the
world of the unconscious,

a feminine place.

The anima then

is a manifestation of man's inner feminine side that enables
him to connect with his unconscious, an essential step in
achieving wholeness.
Like all archetypal figures, the anima has both
negative and positive aspects.

A negative ariima can be the

result of negative influences that a man's mother has had
in his development. 5 When Fielding describes Victoria--a
girl so like John (after all she is symbolically an aspect
of John himself) and yet so much associated with lifenegating qualities--we are alerted to the possibility of
an unsatisfactory relationship between John and his mother,
something that becomes apparent later in chapter one.
The negative anima has, however, a larger significance.

John clearly has an unsatisfactory relationship with

himself if his anima is attractea to atavism; disease, and
death, negative qualities that become increasingly a part
of his conscious mind after his experience with Victoria
at the lake. 6 He soon longs to lose his human qualities
and become a bird (31).

In chapter two, he believes himself

to be mad (61), and he clings to suicidal thoughts (55).
5M.-L. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation,"
in Man and His Symbols, ed. Carl G. Jung (Garden City:
DouOieday ana-company, Inc., 1964), 178.
6Jung refers to the anima as "the face of the subject as seen by the collective unconscious." Jung, Two
Essays on Analytical Psychology, 304.
-----
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The pairing of John and Victoria is the first
element of the matrix, its implications clearly significant
from the psychological viewpoint.

So too is the second

element of the transformational pattern that Fielding establishes in the matrix scene of chapter one:
aspects of the quest myth.

the use of

Journeys attempted by heroes of

legends, myths, and novels often have innate validity as
symbolic descriptions of man's attempts to achieve important
goals, and especially that most difficult goal, the search
for wholeness or, to use the Jungian term, for Self.

The

quest, archetypal in implication, is a universal and nearly
uniform description of man's search for Self.

It is made up

of mythic elements that the hero moves through that are
symbolic of the impulses, needs, and appetites of the human
psyche.

Literary heroes of many times and places--heroes

as varied as Gilgamesh, Odysseus, and Bolkonsky--make such
symbolic quests

~nd

in their efforts undergo severe tests
'

and trials that are also part of the archetype.
As John Blaydon pursues psychic wholeness, he takes
many literal journeys that also function symbolically and
that contain details with mythic and symbolic implications.
In the matrix scene, John goes from the Bellingham social
gathering to a rose garden, to a lake hidden deeply in the
woods.

John and Victoria turn away eagerly from the party.

John's psychic state is apparent in the description of the
scene at the garden of dying white roses:

John's avoidance

of reality is implicit in the references to Sleeping Beauty
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(12) and Rudolph Valentino (12); his regressive tendencies
are clear in his delight--"'what a lovely idea!'"--at the
notion of becoming an insect (12); his negative anima is
emphasized by mythic references to a lamia (12) and to
Atalanta (13).

Victoria hurries him on to an isolated,

green-curtained lake, a place of blindness "his eyes tight
shut" (14), of "private darkness" (14).

His anima has

raised in his mind the world of the unconscious; John is
beginning his long psychic adventure.
A hero's quest is difficult, but the goal is worthy.
Eliade refers to quest myths as symbols of man's "gaining
consciousness of his specific mode of being in the world." 7
John's particular quest will bring consciousness of the
nature of his psychological being, an essential part of
the discovery of Self.
Fielding selects details carefully to communicate
the symbolical implications of John and Victoria's movement
from the party to the rose garden to the dark lake.

There

is a close association between myth and archetype:

myths

are made up of bundles of archetypes that give insight into
the human psyche.

Archetypal projections appear frequently

in the form of mythic characters whom the hero encounters on
his journey to his goal.

Such characters are instinctive

symbolical images of the primordial attitudes and beliefs
7Mircea Eliade, Rites and Stmbols of Initiation:
The Mysteries of Birth and Rebirth 7 New York: Harper & Row,

1958), 101.

-

.-

.
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that make up the unconscious.
of myth gradually.

Fielding brings in the world

After Victoria rushes eagerly ahead

through a wicket gate that separates the woods from the
estate (the conscious from the unconscious), John says,
"'By Jove!

You can run'" (13) and Vtctoria replies, "'At

school the games mistress calls me Atalanta'" (13).
John repeats "Atalanta" (14).

Later,

We recall the myth of

Atalanta, the virgin huntress who causes the death of young
men she,outruns and yet who accompanies Jason on his quest
for the Golden Fleece. 8 That mythic journey suggests the
dangers of encounters with the unconscious, a place of
irrationality and instinct, and yet the potential those
encounters offer in attaining self-fulfillment. 9
The mythic associations continue as John feels he
has entered a female world, one that "ought to have girls
in every tree, nymphs and dryads in willows and oaks, and
the printless flashing of white feet through sphagum and
fern" (14).

(This female wood of mother fixation is linked

to the Admiral's man-made garden of chapter six which marks
John's growth to manhood.)

He joins hands with Victoria and

8Robert Graves, The Greek Myths (Baltimore: Penguin
Books, Int., 1955), II, 217.
9Jung states that the unconscious stores the experience and wisdom mankind has accumulated throughout the
ages, riches potentially available to the conscious self
through the individuation process, an arduous but potentially rewarding way of achieving self-fulfillment, of
"becoming a single, homogenous being," of "becoming one's
own self." Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 185.
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trots to the water where Victoria, with the voice of a siren
"like chimes in the wind" (19), encourages John to go into
the water with her.
Victoria as anima has lead John to a woodland lake
.
10
that is symbolical of the female world of the unconscious,
the turbulent portion of his psyche far removed from reason
and control.

Fielding then uses the setting of the matrix

scene, the third element of the transformational pattern
established in chapter one, to reveal the condition of
John's unconscious.

He skillfully focuses our attention on

the dramatic and psychologically significant fact that John
is no longer part of the conscious world when he is at the
lake.

Victoria swims to the lake's eye and suddenly becomes

part of a tableau in a silent, timeless place, her cheeks
like "a wind cherub's" (22) as she is held firmly by the
lilies.

John, also motionless, looks on this ''arrested

picture" (22).
Qualities of the unconsciou5 are implicit in Fielding's description of the setting of the matrix.
unconscious is a timeless place.

The

A curtain of green silence

(14) encloses John and Victoria in their own strange place
where time seems to have stopped since the moment in the
garden when Victoria obstructs the sun's rays on the sundial
with her "drooping" body (11).

It is an attractive place:

10 c. G. Jung, The Archetypes an~ the Collective
Unconscious, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1968), IX, -Part 1, 176.
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stories come alive--a hand and a mouth merge "tantalizingly
into a flower or a stone" (14) and Victoria in Wonderland
feels she can hold the secret lake between her hands (17).
It is a dangerous place:

John considers suicide the first

of many times in this "world of death and emptiness" (23).
Other qualities of the unconscious emerge:ll its
potential as a source of psychic energy; 12 its indifference
to conscious control; its fearsome yet potentially magical
nature.

Early in the matrix scene black bubbles break from

the cloudy lake's depths suggesting latent energy in that
dark archetypal setting (17).

The inhabitants of the lake,

the silent swans, "in their white indifference . . . with
no curiosity,'' (22) ignore John and Victoria's struggle for
life, expressive of the unresponsiveness of the unconscious
to the conscious.

The swans also communicate the fear

implicit in encounters with the unconscious, for when John
sees the swans he knows "the full cold measure of his
llThe contents of the unconscious are "quite impossible to specify" even though some of the properties of
the unconscious are known, according to Jung. The personal
unconscious includes "the forgotten; the repressed; the
subliminally perceived, thought and felt." The collective
unconscious includes psychic associations "which have never
been the object of consciousness and hence must proceed
wholly from unconscious activity . . . . These are mythological associations--those motives and images which can
spring anew in every age or clime without historical tradition or migration." C. G. Jung, Psychological Types
(London: Pantheon Books, 1923), 614-16.
12Jung states that the contents of the unconscious,
once activated, possess great energy. That energy can be
thrust into consciousness when there is a loss of energy
in the conscious mind. C. G. Jung, The Practice of Psychotherapy, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton Unl versl ty Press,
1966), XVI, 180.
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terror" (22). 13

The suicidal and deadly monstrous lake is

touched with ambiguity that suggests it will be transformed
into a positive force.
qualities.

Fielding gives the lake near magical

It is a place where "at any moment a hand with

Arthur's sword in it might rise out of that blue centre and
point at the sky" (17)--a legendary reference that suggests
the possibility of help from the waters of the unconscious.
It is "an almost perfect circle" (17) that reflects the
branches of surrounding trees, the tops of .which form a
smaller circle.
Self.

The circle is one of mariy symbols of the

Symbols of the Self occur frequently at the beginning

of the individuation process.
shadowed in the beginning. 1 4

The end (Self) is often fore-

The setting includes a "sagging boathouse at the far
side'' (17).

The boathouse reminds us of several psychologi-

cally significant things.

As the only man-made object in

the scene, it is ·a reminder of the outside, the conscious,
world.

The skewed, moral attitudes of that outside world

are apparent in John's insistence that Victoria undress in
the boathouse (16) and his fascination later with her
nakedness (17).
The "sagging boathouse" has other implications.
Enclosed areas appear often in the novel and suggest John's
13Jung states that "the power of the unconscious is
feared as something sinister" even though the unconscious
can produce beneficial effects. Jung, The Practice of Psychotherapy, 293.
--165.

14Jung, The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,
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isolation in his troubled psychological complex:

the summer

house shed (33), the dormitory cubicle (55), the boxing
ring (63).

The "sagging" of this boathouse points up John's

psychic state.

In the matrix he is threatened by a "droop-

ing" negative anima (Victoria) and is tempted to commit
suicide (23).
appears.

In the last chapter, a transformed boathouse

It is warm with its thatched roof, cozy and com-

fortable with its cushioned, pleasant swing.

It is a place

in which a transformed John shares intimate confidences with
a positive anima, the vital and healthy young woman, Dymphna,
who is linked to Victoria by a motif of vomiting.
Fielding skillfully depicts John's unconscious
psyche through his description of the setting, and dramatically makes us aware of the complex qualities of the
unconscious.

It is a primordial, fascinating, perilous

aspect of the psyche that has the power to overwhelm or
to aid in the achievement of Self, a long and challenging
process that John begins in the matrix scene.

Fielding

reminds us too of John's conscious ps~che, of his developing ego, 15 by referring to John's skewed attitude toward
morality.
15 Jung defines ego as follows: "By Ego, I understand
a complex of representations which constitutes the centrum
of my field of consciousness and appears to possess a very
high degree of continuity and identity. Hence I also speak
of an ~ complex. The ego complex is as much a content as
it is a condition of consciousness, since a psychic element
is conscious to me just insofar as it is related to my ego
complex." Jung, Psychological Types, 540.
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The dominant color of the setting is green.

From

the time the green curtain of silence (14) drops around
Victoria and John, the children are in an almost totally
green world of hovering trees, green-brown water, lichencovered planks,. shifting green shadows, even green sunlight
(23).

Green reflections play over the surfaces of Victor-

ia's body as John, spellbound but fearful, looks on (19),
his attitude suggesting the nature of an encounter with the
unconscious.

Fielding uses color, particularly green, as

the fourth element of the matrix, an element like the others
that acts as a counter by which to measure changes in John's
psyche as the novel progresses.
The symbolical implications of green are antithetical:

it is the color of healthfully growing vegetation

and the color of gangrenous decay.

It can suggest the

potential for sound growth or the possibility of unhealthy
disintegration.

In the matrix, John's green world is not

one in which there is wholesome progress toward maturity.
There is an awareness of "sudden evil," of "guilt and horror" (22).

It is a place of "coldness and silence" far from

"that other world harsh with questions and light" (23), a
reference to the conscious, that part of the psyche controlled by the mind and the senses.
A sense of sickness is communicated by this green
that suggests a retrogression of John's psychic development.
It is the green of the suicidal lake \vhere John waits to
drown (23).

John and Victoria have hidden away in a place
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of dangerous isolation from the tennis matches, the tea
party, the cultivated gardens--almost from life itself.
In this setting that is almost dominated by greenness, John is immersed in the feminine world of the
unconscious, that deeply hidden aspect of the psyche that
has strange capacities to both bring insight and create
chaos.

John has far to go before he discovers the intuitive

wisdom of his unconscious and before he harnesses the power
of that dynamic part of himself.

In the matrix, Fielding

depicts the unconscious as increasingly treacherous.

Early

in the scene John thinks it is a place where he would like
to steal something from Victorii (19) and where he plans
that "no one" will ever know of his adventure (24); no one
is a pronoun to be recalled when the murderer "Jack Noone"
appears in chapter three.

(Jack is the diminutive of John;

Jack Noone suggests "Little John No one.")
Later in the matrix John longs for death.

In the

green waters, he loses conscious control of himself and
waits "uncritically for the moment when . . . he must certainly . . . drown" (23).

Victoria appears as a pale green

chrysalis-like shape and John "with all his thoughts fled"
begins the struggle to save himself and Victoria.

He has

journeyed very close to death.
The few touches of other colors that appear only
intensify the unhealthy implications of John's hiding from
his conscious being.
swans are black.

The eyes of the cruelly

ins~nsitive

So is Victoria's black reptilian tongue
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(26) and her Medusa-like hair that snakes into a corner of
her mouth (21).
·from positive.

White appears too with connotations far
A net of white lilies and green leaves

becomes a near death trap.

Victoria has bony fingers (22)

and is "thin as the ivory tusk in the hall'' (19).

John is

even paler than Victoria's white face (20).
Later, John brings Victoria back to life by forcing
air into the "chrysalis of her chest," an image that recalls
the butterfly brooch Victoria wears earlier and that alerts
us to the rebirth/transformation motif and theme.

The age-

old use of the butterfly as an emblem of rebirth and transformation came about no doubt because of man's observation
of the three very different stages of its life from caterpillar, to chrysalis, to butterfly. 16
Victoria's association with transformation and her
appearance as a pale green shape at the moment John.seems
ready to lose hifuself completely in the waters of the unconscious, suggests again the complexity of archetypal figures.
Victoria leads John to this encounter with his unconscious,
a dangerous but essential beginning of the individuation
process.

She is also responsible for motivating John's

struggle for life.

A further discussion of that nature of

archetypal projections, so essential to understanding
16 George Ferguson, Signs and Symbols in Christian Art
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), 13. In chapter
four when John undergoes major transformation, cocoons of
steam explode from a train (261) and Greenbloom takes John
to a new country in a Moth (256).
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Fielding's use of Jungian associations, appears a little
later in this chapter when we look at the way Fielding has
depicted John's mother as both a literal personality and an
archetypal projection.
The dark green lake, a major part of the setting of
the matrix, is guarded by trees with boles like "the legs
of elephants'' (17).

It has other strange characteristics:

it seems to be a living creature, a creature from a nightmare in attributes and power.
to contract and expand itself:

It has a Merlin-like capacity
"'This is like a lake in a

story or a peep show, you almost feel you can hold it
between your hands as .though it were really yours'" (17).
"He remembered then how far he himself had sunk on that
first jump, his pas!;)ing surprise at the largeness of the
waters beneath its bright surface'' (22) .

It exhales black

bubbles from its cold depths (17), it opens and closes a
single circular eye (19), it exudes specters of evil (22).
It is a lake where there is first a tight focus on Victoria
stilled in the lilies' death grasp, then a wide angle view
that suddenly and frighteningly reveals the thick tracks of
lily leaves that surround Victoria "like the green footprints of some enormous beast" (22).
Fielding embodies difficulties that John must face
dramatically, concretely, and often in monstrous.form.
Fielding's skillful use of symbolism in that regard is the
fifth element of the pattern of the matrix, that ·pattern of
correlatives by which John's changing psyche can be observed.
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With the monster-like lake, Fielding creates a symbol of
John's unconscious, a frightening yet compelling part of
his psyche.
Modern psychologists interpret water as a symbol of
the unconscious, that formless, powerful, motivating female
side of the personality.

Because it is a symbol of trans-

formation, immersion in water symbolizes death and destruction on one hand and rebirth and revitalization on the
other.

John's symbolical near-death in the. lake reinforces

the regressive qualities of his adventuri, but the lake's
waters have amniotic implications:

they offer the possi-

bility of rebirth as John moves toward the achievement of
Self.

Movement toward psychic health is most apparent in

the later chapters.

Symbolic rebirths, transformations,

are suggested by the many references to bodies of water:
the Irish Sea (that John thinks is the English. Channel) in
chapter four,

th~

ocean in chapter five, the Bodorgan lake

in chapter six.
There are oppositions then implicit in dealing with
the unconscious.

Those oppositions explain why John and

Victoria, while they are at the lake, sink into an ambiguous
psychological state that is deadly--emotionally regressive,
anti-social, even suicidal--and

attractive-~beautiful,

peaceful, strangely rewarding in that John feels he can
steal something of value from Victoria (19).
that can be an outcome of psychic trials

The rewards

(integra~ion

of

Self) are sometimes depicted symbolically as golden treasure
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guarded by a dragon in the land of the unconscious, a metaphoric expression that needs further explanation.
The monstrous lake that symbolizes the waters of
death and rebirth is a dragon, a symbol of the "devouring"
aspects of the unconscious. 17 The reg~essive trends of
the unconscious can and almost do overwhelm John.

The

. domination of the unconscious must be destroyed by John's
ego or conscious psyche b&fore he can discover his heritage ·
of intuitive understandings stored in the dark world of the
unconscious.
The unconscious is destructive, but paradoxically
it offers the possibility of rebirth.

That rebirth .can be

achieved, however, only by John's confrontation with the
dragon of parental fixation; otherwise, repression, paralysis, and.disintegration may result.

He must destroy his

dragon and reach the gold it shields--insights that have
resulted from the sum of mankind's experience.

To state it

more simply, John must attain and make part of his conscious
being the fundamental wisdom hidden in the feminine unconscious before he can achieve selfhood.

Fielding communicates

the stress, the danger, and the mystery of this process by
'his symbolization of inner experience.

In the matrix, the

magnitude of that experience is apparent in his depiction
of the lake as a monstrous, dragon-like presence .
. 17Joseph L. Henderson, "Ancient Myths and Modern
Man,'' in Man and His Symbols, ed. Carl G. Jung (Garden City;
N.Y.: Doubleday ana-company, Inc., 1964), 117.
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Fielding emphasizes the maternal implications of the
unconscious by the novel''s maternal figures headed by Mrs.
Blaydon, John's aggressive and dominating mother, who would
have another son remain a eunuch for Jesus (92).
don has many surrogates.

Mrs. Blay-

She has carefully trained her

daughters, Melanie and Mary.

They are junior-sized editions

of their mother, quick-moving and willful.

She is the

"fiery general" (32) of a female army of friends much like
her--friends such as Mrs. Bellingham, Mrs. Mudd, Mrs. Huggins, Mrs. Boult, and no little like Atalanta-Victoria.
Mother's influence on John is the sixth element of
the matrix that will be used to judge subsequent changes in
John's psyche.
the matrix.

Mrs. Blaydon does not, however, appear in

Instead, her angry and alert daughter Melanie

and her enormous, outraged friend Mrs. Bellingham foreshadow
and intensify her appearance later in chapter one.
Mrs. Blaydon and her surrogates have _a complex role.
Fielding depicts them as literal and strong-minded characters whom John must contend with or be dominated by.
Fielding also uses them as symbolical manifestations of
the unconscious, an important concept I shall expand on
·again and again in discussing various phases of John's psychic growth.

Fielding also has Mrs. Blaydon and her surro-

gates represent the forces of tradition, the attitudes and
conventions of Victorian society, forces that can easily
restrain John from attaining his potential.
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Throughout the novel, Mrs. Blaydon manages her husband, her children, her household, and even her husband's
parish.

She is secure with her Victorian view of an ordered

society built on certainties and absolutes.

She and her

daughters and her friends expect traditional proprieties
of conduct to be followed and deal severely with observed
or implied infractions.
Her influence as a representative of nineteenth
century attitudes causes an awareness of the social world,
of consciousness, of ethics and morality, to penetrate the
matrix.

These matters are part of John's eventual cure, for

John must not regress as he does when he and Victoria are
alone at the lake--regression is emotional suicide .. John
must come to terms with the real world, facing. up to it and
freeing himself from its shackles when that is necessary.
A new atmosphere then is.

creat~d

with the arrival

of Melanie and Mrs. Bellingham at the lake.

John faces

females very different from Victoria, now weak from vomiting
and the trauma of near-drowning.

Angry and alert Melanie

demands that John explain what he has been doing (25).

·She

is joined by Mrs. Bellingham, "a tremendous ally all flowers
and silk and outrage" (27).

At their sudden and noisy

arrival, the action stopsrin "a badly taken snapshot" (26)
and John undergoes "arrest"--psychic trauma.

Melanie and

18 Another moment of frozen action suggesting John's
fixation in his troubled psyche occurs as he is "immobilized" when Victoria drives off with the murderer, Jack
Noone (142).

18
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Mrs. Bellingham are appalled by what they see:
straddling naked Victoria.

John naked,

Shocked) with an official gong-

like voice, Mrs. Bellingham insists that "no one" (again!)
be told and banishes John to the boathouse to dress.
John has been easily routed by his mother's standins:

Melanie and Mrs. Bellingham.

John knows Melanie will

report all she has seen at the lake to Mrs. Blaydon, whose
eagerness, aggressiveness, and persistence she has inherited.
John has even less defense against Mrs. Bellingham with her
adult authority, her appropriately gonging voice, her swooping movements.

In her presence he feels his nakedness grow

"like a mushroom" (27), he is unable to make a sound, and he
is incapable of doing anything except what he is told:
He put on his clothes slowly; there was no point in
hurrying; the afternoon was over and he could never go
back to where he had been before he took them off.
They were the same clothes, but he was different and
once he had resumed. them everyoneand everything else
would be different and go on being different for ever.
He was sure of it (28).
The afternoon's experience has been traumatic for him; he
and everything about him have changed.
It may be well here to identify more precisely John's
psychological state as the matrix ends with Mrs. Bellingham
contentedly cooing.

Victoria longs to lose her human qual-

ities, to regress to being an insect.

She is associated

with a lamia as she nips and sucks his hand at the garden
(12), with a siren when her voice "like chimes in the wind"
calls him into the water (19), and with the killer maiden
Atalanta.

Even with the rebirth (chrysalis, butterfly) and
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purgation (vomiting) motifs (26) around her, John has in
Victoria a negative anima. 19 Victoria, so like John in her
appearance and characteristics, signals another aspect of
him--his androgynous nature, his almost even balance of
male and female qualities:
'Well, I'll tell you. It may sound stupid but I
was frightened because when I first saw you I thought
for a moment that you were me, and yet I knew you
weren't. See if you can understand that if you're
so clever!'
She looked him up and down
can; it was I who told you how
.first place, and yet of course
ent--we must be, because I'm a
The sentence is unfinished.
problem for John.

intently. 'Of course I
alike we were in the
we're completely differgirl and you're--' (20)

Here is another psychological

What is he to be?

Is he to be a man?

Will he achieve manhood or will Mother succeed in making a
eunuch of her son (92)?
When a character starts on an archetypal journey,
one anticipates the beginning of progress toward goals
of maturity and fulfillment.

In his visit to the lake,

John is the hero of a perverse journey, a movement toward
forces that could destroy.

Other occasions reveal John

sometimes clinging to stasis, sometimes moving forward, but
19rn the first few pages, many negative references
are made to Victoria. Here are some of them: "hair, black
as a funeral plume" (4), "erratic" (7), "pleasure in the
magnitude of their defeat" (9), "ill" (10), "coward" (11),
"drooping" (11), "rose insect" (12), "Atalanta" (13),
"cheated" (15), "frightens" John (20), "hair snaked across
her cheek" (21), her scream "like a knife thrown into his
head" (21), "fingers fluttering like bones" (22), "a pale
green shape" (23), "in a world of death and emptiness" (23),
her "tongue protruded blackly" (26).
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unfortunately, often regressing.
in defeat (9).

He is

er~atic

He finds secret pleasure

in more than his tennis play-

ing (7); he is erratic in his movement toward maturity.

He

holds on ·to childhood dreams; he clings to a fantasy world;
he wishes for an existence separate from reality.
John is eager to escape from the Bellingham estate.
He longs to get away from his family and friends, from
everyone except Victoria.

He is detached from social inter-

course with the Bellinghams.

He avoids familial responsibil-

ity for Melanie--an indication of his later desire to have
her dead (30).
It is doubtful that society is much taken with John
in any event, for John lies and is deceitful.

He fabricates

a visit between his father and the bishop (6).

Wanting to

be rid of Melanie, he maneuvers Tim into taking her off his
hands (5); he plots a devious way for Victoria and himself
to

~eet

and escape the party (11); he longs to steal some-

thing from Victoria (19).
John has an even more serious psychic problem.

As

he swims down deeper and deeper into the darkness looking
for Victoria, he feels that "he would never, could never,
come up without her; that rather he would open his own
mouth and draw into himself the coldness and silence" (23).
He is almost overwhelmed by Thanatos.

He longs for suicide

"so that for that other world harsh with questions and
light, there would never be any necessity for an answer"
(23).

He wishes his sister Melanie were dead (30).

He

wants to avoid facing the challenging and vital things of
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life.

Again

ri~d

·again death will tempt John.

He

~aces

life

with very "thin muscles" (23) indeed.
We have seen too how psychically disturbing John's
relationship is to those who represent his mother.

He has a

mother problem that will be even more apparent in the first
repetition of the matrix that follows.
John has a troubled psyche, but man's capacity for
transformation is one of Fielding's central themes--"everything of psychic origin has a double face." 20 Many tokens
of John's potential for rebirth appear in symbolic motifs:
the trees, the snake, 21 the chrysalis, the butterfly. Some
of the incidents suggest rebirth:

John's immersion in the

deep waters of the lake, Victoria's return to life after
regressing to a pale green cocoon-like shape.
The matrix in the early part of chapter one establishes the dominant structural element and the complex
nature of John's psyche.

Repetitions of the paradigm in

each chapter of the novel will be examined in each chapter
of this paper.

Similarities, modifications, and transforma-

tions of key structural elements will reveal static,
changing, and recreated aspects of John's psychological
development.

The key structural eleme_n ts, together with

the thick network of motifs that embellishes and reinforces
20 Jung, Psychology and Alchemy, 2nd ed. (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1968), XII, 50.
21Heinrich Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art
and Civilization, ed. Joseph Campoell (New York: Harper&
Row , 19 6 2) , 3 7 .
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theme, parallel John's psychic condition.

They become

strong points of reference, made dramatic and concrete,
that serve as standards of measurement or estimation of
John's emotional health.
This may be an appropriate time to point out that
each of the elements does not appear explicitly in each
of the repetitions.

Sometimes one or more motifs will

dominate and thus strongly emphasize a phase of John's
development.

** ** * * *
The first repetition of

~he

matrix appears in chap-

ter one following Melanie's declaration that John has been
"doing wrong at the party" (30) and John's fearful return
to the Vicarage.
In the scene that follows, John and Mother are the
paired characters as John and Victoria were earlier.

They

do not steal off together, however, as John and Victoria
did; rather, John runs and hides and then is dragged by his
mother like a dog at the end of a lead (34).

As the scene

develops, it is apparent that the key stiuctural elements
we are following in this study, those elements that function
as reflectors of John's psychological condition, are compressed and transformed in this repetition to emphasize
Mrs. Blaydon's dominating influence on her son's psyche.
She is a powerful influence indeed.
appears in the three roles mentioned earlier:

Mrs. Blaydon
she is a
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literal deterrent to John's achieving maturity; 22 she is a
representative of the Victorian atmosphere in which he is
being raised; she is an archetypal manifestation of the
power, energy, and complexity of the unconscious.
When John returns to the Vicarage, he is afraid to
face his mother.

Uneasy after Mrs. Bellingham's assault

(27) and Melanie's judgment of guilt (30), John retreats
into fantasy:
He was smaller than the thrush and no guiltier. One
day, he decided, he would be a bird living in green
places, seeing everything,l<nowing nothing save how
to fly, to sing and to hide. This very night when it
was all over he would come out here again . . . and
forget all but the secrecy and the silence. He would
close his eyes and out of the air and night scents
fashion words without meaning and notes more remote
than flowers (31).
John's thoughts of the thrush in this passage--"he was
smaller than the thrush" (31) and later in the scene, "it
was more a memory than the song of the thrush" (37)--have
symbolical implications.

In folklore, the thrush sings only

in isolation.

John, like the thrush, wants to hide in darkness, to avoid the world of society. 23
The quoted passage also evokes Keats' "Ode to a
Nightingale.''

The speaker in that poem, like John, is in

22John senses "the declining power of the sun" (31)
as he nears the confrontation with his mother. This is, of
course, an obvious pun on the word "son." Mother weakens
the men around her. Her husband has become her "Teddy"
(73), a completely dominated man. She informs her son David
that his first wife is the Church, not Prudence Cable (91).
23 Eva C. Hangen, Symbols--Our Universal Language
(Wichita, Kansas: McCormick-Armstrong Co., 1962),· 27.
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the shadow of green beeches, and like him, longs to "fade
away into the forest dim," 24 wants to forget "the weariness
the fever and the fret" of the conscious world, believes
"to think is to be full of sorrow, 11 is "half in love with
easeful death."

But the speaker in the poem, unlike John

in this chapter, but like John at the end of the novel,
turns from the world of fancy and returns to his "sole
self"--"The fancy cannot cheat so well as she is fam'd to
do."

John Blaydon, "in his bird-brain" (31), does not have

the same insight.

He goes on trying to escape to a make-

believe world where if he keeps "to the middle of each of
the stones, all would be well" (32).
But even here in a scene where John longs to
r6treat from the confrontation with Mother

Bl~ydon

that he

must eventually face if he is to move toward psychic health,
there is symbolical evidence that John is nearing a turning
point in his life where significant change can occur.

That

evidence is in the stones of the garden path, for harkening
back to the medieval symbolism of the "philosopher's stone,"
the stone is a symbol of wholeness, of Self. 25
To help illuminate this and future references to
Self, some additional background may be helpful.

The Self

24John Keats, "Ode to a Nightingale," in English
Romantic Poetry and Prose, ed. Russell Noyes (New-York:
Oxford University Press, 1956. This quotation and subsequent quotations from the poem are on pp. 1192-193.
25 "The Self is symbolized with special frequency in
the form of a stone." M.-1. von Franz, 208-09.
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is "the innermost nucleus of the psyche"; 26 it is a synthesis of the center of the conscious mind (or ego) and the
combined collective and personal unconscious.

The Self is

an omnipresent force that manifests itself in many forms,
any of which indicate the ultimate goal of individuation:
totality or wholeness.

But the Self reflects also the

potential for creative solution of psychic conflict.

In

appearances of the Self, "The vital psychic center is
activated (i.e., the whole being is condensed into oneness)
in order to overcome . . . difficulty." 27 Thus John's
awareness of the flagstone path at this troublesome moment
in his life suggests a projection of Self .. Other symbolic
manifestations of Self appear at other difficult times in
1" f
28
J ons.1.e.
h I

26M.-L. von Franz, 196.
27Ibid., 200.
28Jung discusses many symbols of self "from the highest to the lowest" in Aion. C. G. Jung, Aion: Researches
into the Phenomenology-or-the Self, 2nd eO:-rPrinceton:
Pr1nceton Univers1ty Press~9~ IX, Part 2, 222 ff.
Examples of symbols of self that appear in In the Time of
Greenb loom follow. Their subs tan ti ve significance oecomes
clearer in later chapters of the study. In addition to the
stones of the Vicarage garden, other references to stone
appear: "the pile of stones" in the cave (178), the flagstones of the Bodorgan garden (378). Quaternity references
appear: "the big square Vicarage" (31), "the barren rectangle" (312). References to Christ and the fish, a symbol
for Christ, are frequent: "the Carpenter's Arms" ( 2 0.0) ,
"a golden fish" (54). Objects such as flowers, trees,
horses, white and black birds, snakes, houses, vessels, and
lakes appear so frequently that specific references are
unnecessary. There are also references to another symbol
of self, bisexuality. A major character, Greenbloom, who
appears in chapter four and chapter six, is described as.
bisexual.
·
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The flagstones that appear at the Vicarage in this
first repetition of the matrix are only one of many psychic
symbols.

John travels only a short physical distance in

this scene:

he moves from the stables, through a beech

walk, down broad steps, into a garden to peer into the
dining room windows; he then reverses his steps to try to
elude his mother and finally is discovered and dragged into
a shed to face her stern questioning.

Even though this

journey is short, it brings rich insights into the nature of
John's psychic life through symbolic detail, as the use of
the journey myth often does.

As John passes along the

silent beech walk, he feels roofed in by twilight and
"enclosed air 2' (31).
mother.
(31).

He is trapped by fear of facing his

He longs to be a bird so he can fly away and hide
He sees himself as "some pale fish a little way under

the water" (32).

Earlier, Victoria reminds John that she

wanted to be an insect (12).

Regression from the human

state as a release from facing life seems to be his wish.
Rather than accepting the harsh responsibilities of the
conscious world, John wants to escape to a place of makebelieve, to being something 'other than human, to the safety
of psychic death.
John continues his play-acting

~s

he tiptoes elabor-

ately away from the dining room window (32).

A character's

way of moving is often symbolical of movement toward psychological and moral health.

Earlier, John and Vict.oria "slip

away" to a regressive world (11), to a world of Atalanta
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and her victims.

In this scene John slinks out to face

another "terrible" woman, his mother (34).

John's foolish

and cowardly tiptoeing and slinking are not postures of a
hero.

He has a long way to go to reach the self-esteem and

insight necessary to achieve the treasure of Self.
Discovered by his mother as he hides, feeling that
he has done "something wicked and dreadful," he is pulled
into a cobwebby Victorian summer house (34).
shuts the door behind them.

His mother

In that tightly closed shed,

John's mother forces her dominating influence on him.

Her

presence and the descriptive details--the cobwebs, the
unhealthy smell, John's strong sense of guilt--evoke also
the restraint and confines of Victorian attitudes.

They

also symbolize John's discomposing involvement with Mother
as a psychic projection.
The journey is short, but its details are psychically significant, especially so in the carefully described
view that John has as hi peers through the French windows
of his mother's dining room.
the reader for the scene:

An earlier buildup prepares

John smells "the greenhouse

moistness of the grass and soil" (31).

What John sees in

the window plunges him back into the watery world of the
lake in the matrix.

In the reflections of the twilight-

dark window glass, John sees an "unreal . . . drowned garden
with all its shadows emphasized and its colours muted" (32).
His own "distorted countenance" moves "like some pale fish
a little way under the water" (32)--the paleness evokes

Victoria and the fetal self-image is even more
his earlier longing to be a bird.

.
remote
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than

The rest of that para-

graph is worthy of special attention:
He stopped then, his gaze fixed on the grass, trying
to recognize the trees and the flowers behind him,
to fasten this other face into the unreality of its
other world. He tilted his head a little so that his
image-face leaned and swam against the fall of the
glass willow; and then he moved nearer, as the reflection of the screened room solidified and its interior
absorbed his vision, he saw the others, all of them
(32) .

John strains to see his "other face" swimming in "its other
world."

Memories of his earlier experience--the traumatic

lake scene, the fearsome encounter with Mrs. Bellingham-meld with the trees and flowers of his mother's Vicarage
garden, with the blue-white array of Mother's Crown Derby
china, with ranks "bosom on bosom." of a terrible female
army.
Details from the matrix have undergone transformation.

The lake is now a "drowned garden."

The sagging

boathouse where the ''guilty" John covers his nakedness is
now a summer house smelling of distemper.
longer swans.

The birds are no

They are a thrush, the solitary bird John

longs to be, and a cock and hen, a light parody of Mr. and
Mrs. Blaydon, "a cock in the paddock" .and "a hen squawking"
(33) . humorously depicting the restrained father and the
aggressive mother.

Atalanta's "printless flashing of white

feet through sphagnum and fern" (14) has become :Mother's
"quick footsteps clipping across the flags like a rain of
nails" (33).
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The greens of the matrix appear here too.

The dark

woods entered through a wicket gate and the green lake have
transformed into the twilight greens of the Vicarage garden
and the sudden spotlight of bright green light in which
John's mother waits for him, the spotlight emphasizing the
significance of Mother in John's psychological development
at this stage of his life:

"She was standing there waiting

for him in the bright green light and he felt as though she
really had caught him, as though he had been doing something
wicked and dreadful in the darkness under the tree" (34). 29
Black and white also reappears.

The white and black of

Victoria's pale skin and dark hair reappear as the Mothers'
Union dress of Mrs. Blaydon, affirming the potential for
positive or negative content in archetypal encounters.
Mother, in her varied relationships with John (as a
literal character, as a representative of Victorianism, as
an archetypal projection), dominates the scene.

It is she

and her friends in the Mothers' Union that John sees in the
familiar reflections of the dining room windows.
chilling group of females they are.
them all in there" (33).

What a

He longs to "forget

Even the names of the mothers are

29 Transformation takes place in language also-"wicket" becomes "wicked." Early in the matrix when John
and Victoria are innocent, they mention the wicket gate.
Now they have fallen; their post-Edenic state is apparent
in John's heart pounding with tension, his urge to run away,
his attempts like Adam to hide from Providence, his thoughts
of "wicked and dreadful" things. The innocent word of the
threshhold, "wicket," has been transformed into John's
guilt.
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are oppressive and suggest the paralytic effect they have
on him.

Mudd, Huggins, Boult--mud, hug, bolt--reveal the

imprisoning dangers John faces from the mothers. "Mud,"
like the ogre Stick-fast, 30 attaches tenaciously; "hug" confines in a maternal embrace; "bolt" makes fast that confinement.

The muddy waters of the lake and the entwining water

lilies that almost destroy John in the matrix are refigured
in the mothers who represent J6hn's psychic fixation.
Mother heads the Mothers' Union.

She is a "fiery

general" (32) whose presence causes a blood-depleting whirlpool in John's chest (33), a variation of the mud, hug, and
bolt threat.
support.

She is not a mother who will give help and

"Don't call me 'Mother'" (35).

Nor, with her

Puritanical attitudes, is she apt to promote his.growth to
healthy maturity.

Mother, like Mrs. Bellingham earlier,

outraged at John's "impurity," (35) drags him to an enclosure, a summer house, to lay bare his putative filthiness.
An earlier enclosure, the boathouse, was the place to which
John banishes Victoria, "'you undress in there'" (18), and
later is banished to himself:

"'You had better put your

clothes on immediately . . . in the boathouse'" (27).
These enclosures suggest Victorian mores.

When John sends

Victoria off to undress in the boathouse, he is his mother's
son, walled-in by a rigid, guilt-begetting code .

.

30Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces
(New York: The World Publishing Company, 1949), 85-88.
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Not only unhealthy mental attitudes but even John's
emasculation can result from his mother's attitudes toward
morality--"your nasty impurity" (35), carnality--"Why did
you make her take her clothes off?" (30), normal and natural
sex--"Did you touch her in any way?" (37).
making mother (92).

She is a eunuch-

She frightens and dominates John with

her rigid moral code and her chilling impersonality.

John

can easily be made incapable of taking responsibility for
his own actions, of recognizing his right to be free, of
reaching his uniqueness.

She represents and promulgates

much that can prevent his growth.

Her Victorian morality,

her "sex-is-dirt" attitude, her blind orthodoxy, her
masculine-femininity distort and pervert as she too strongly
manipulates all the Blaydon males, father and

son~.

She is

a formidable figure for John to face on the Vicarage
threshhold.
Details of John's encounter with his mother in this
scene emphasize her influence as an individual and as a
representative of Victorian attitudes.

They also underscore

the archetypal implications of Mrs. Blaydon as a central
symbol which strongly colors the unconscious.

They are

details too that refer back to the matrix, many of them
transformed to reveal the intensification of the danger
to John.
In the matrix John lost only a few drops of blood
from the wound of a thorn; in this scene the blood from his
"whole face" (33) is sucked away by a Charybdis deep within
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him--"a whirlpool in his chest" (33).

The black and white

of Victoria's deathlike body turn into the bobbing black and
white of the Mothers' Union dress that Mrs. Blaydon wears,
emphasizing enormous energy and dynamic aggression.

Earlier

John had seen in Victoria the beautiful huntress Atalanta
who leads men to destruction.

Now he casts his "much more

terrible" (34) mother into the role of Herod ready to decree
the slaughter of the innocent.
John hides again, as he did at the lake, this time
crouched in a gap in the hedge of the "drowned garden" in
order to avoid meeting his mother, his silliness apparent
in the female symbolism of the ·hiding place.

Again he

closes his eyes, this time not to· picture the "sleepy
secrecy" (14) of Victoria, but ostrich-like:

"Up the steps

she came; in the half of a second she should be level with
him and he would not see her" (35).
John's mother is "terrible" (34), a "bonfire" (31),
a "nightmare" (33) he cannot escape.
gates--Melanie,

Mrs~

She and her surro-

Bellingham, Mrs. Mudd, Emma Huggins,

Grace Boult--are the transformed, very real lake monster
become more aggressive.

The dark green-brown water that

almost overwhelmed John is now animate:

the monster's

thick, leafy footprints (22) have become a "rain of nails"
(33) from Mrs. Blaydon's feet as she pursues John, causing
the blood-sucking whirlpool.
Where John is and where he was with Victoria is
clear.

The earlier green place that he thought should have
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girls in every tree (14) was a female world, the unconscious.
The woods, the lake, the enchanted circle all connote symbolically the mother archetype, a complex archetype represent.
th e unconsc1ous.
.
31 In that chtonic world, contact was
1ng
made with a deep layer of John's being,· and John, deep in
amniotic waters, emerged, but as a cripple.

Victoria, a

destructive anima--the anima is part of the mother archetype32--became an intimate and powerful part of him.
The mother archetype is pervasive and compelling.
One's own mother is, of course, an important shaping influence in the quality of one's development, but ·the mother
archetype exacts an impact far beyond that of any individual.

Primordial memories appear in a constellation

representing all of the faces of the feminine:

the mother

archetype may be a loving force that brings comfort,
nourishment, and wisdom--:-a Sophia; she may be the embodiment
of the life-force, an arouser of passion--a Kore; she may
be the terrible mother who can intimidate, imprison, or
destroy--a Medusa.

She may be much more, e.g., the embodi-

ment of our longing for redemption--the Blessed Virgin.

Her

essential aspects, however, and those especially relevant to
In the Time of Greenbloom, are goodness, passion, and darkness.33

Jung writes cogently about the mother archetype:

31Jung; The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, 81.
--32Ibid., 82~
33 Ibid.
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The qualities associated with it are maternal solicitude and sympathy; the magic authority of the female;
the wisdom and spiritual exaltation that transcend
reason; any helpful instinct or impulse; all that is
benign, all that cherishes and sustains, that £esters
growth and fertility. The place of magic transformation and rebirth, together with the underworld and its
inhabitants, are presided over by the mother. On the
negative side the mother archetype may connote anything
secret, hidden, dark; the abyss, the world of the dead,
anything that devours, seduces and poisons, that is
terrifying and inescapable like fate.34
Much interweaving of these characteristics is apt to appear
in any manifestation of the archetype which incidentally is
often seen dualistically as the loving or the terrible
mother.
John longs to avoid a confrontation with this powerful force:

...

"'You're a coward • . . a dirty little coward

'I'm not--I'm not--I'm not dirty.'"

He is frank

about his cowardliness, about wanting to avoid facing the
devouring side of the archetype; that region of repression,
of paralysis, of disintegration is no place for a coward.
A hero is needed--one thinks of Faust--to invade this troublesome chaos, something John must do if he is to attain
and make part of his conscious being the gold hidden under
the dragon, the insights deep within the unconscious. 35
34 Ibid.
35In a comment that will become increasingly relevant
as this study progresses, Joseph Henderson equates the
dragon with the mother archetype, a symbolic manifestation
of the unconscious. "In the developing consciousness of the
individual the hero figure is the symbolic means by which
the emerging ego overcomes the inertia of the unconscious
mind, and liberates the mature man from regressive longing
to return to the blissful state of infancy in a world dominated by his mother." Henderson, "Ancient Myths and Modern
Man," 120.
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John is a long way from psychic wholeness.

He tries

to avoid an encounter with his mother, retreats to the
"secrecy of his thoughts" (37), is pleased when her voice
is "far, far away

. more a memory even than the song of

the thrush" (37).

As the scene ends, Mrs. Blaydon is ener-

getically hurrying off into the darkness.

John glances into

a long cracked mirror and sees the shadows thick around his
temples in an image of himself as Victoria, shadows replacing her snaky hair:

"He watched her [Mother] hurry across

the dimming lawn into the dusk, saw her black dress, her
eager, thrusting little body become one with the darkness
under the beech hedge, and turning, caught sight of himself
in the long cracked summer-house.mirror.

Tall and thin,

pale as Victoria, the shadows clung like fine dark hair to
the temples of his forehead." (38)

Earlier, John tries to

convince his mother that he "sees" whereas others merely
"look" (37), but many blinders must be removed before John
has that important visual ability, personal insight.

The

mirror, a symbol of the psyche, is cracked, revealing John's
troubled nature.
John's encounter with his mother has done little for
his psychic health.
the matrix.

He continues to regress as

~e

does in

John must break out of the enclosures in which

he is hiding:. enclosures of make-believe worlds, of Victorian

attitud~s,

of mud, hug, and bolt.

immature throughout the scene.

He is childishly

He finds it hard to under-

stand why he does not receive the happiness he expects to

so
come effortlessly (35).

He continually indulges in self-

pity and clings to consoling himself with fantasies.

He

wants to be a bird-brain, to· know nothing, to fashion words
without meaning.

He wants to be free, but only so he may

hide, may close his eyes and live in a 'dream.
The first repetition of the matrix compresses and
transforms the components of the opening paradigm to
emphasize the significance of John's mother in his psychological development.

All of the components of the basic

structural unit, the matrix, are at least briefly present
as Mrs. Blaydon is presented as a strong literal deterrent
to John's obtaining maturity and as a dramatic manifestation of Victorian mores and the possibility of their
unhealthful effects.

The spotlight is on Mrs. Blaydon as

the archetypal terrible Mother, with the recognition that
mothers can be monsters who can impart destructive forces;
who can hate, hurt, and overwhelm; and yet who have an
elusive "truth" (35), and in spite of their fearsome power,
can bring rebirth.

Chapter Two
"THE FIRST WEDDING"
l·

Mother and Victoria are far away as chapter two
begins.

"Blaydon J. 55" (41), his mind taut as a tightrope

walker (42), topples into a confusion of memories of the
"bathing incident" (43) of chapter one.

Those memories

merge with the anticipation of the "wrong, if not actually
wicked" (43) sharing of the indoor bath with Marston.
"wicked" we hear echoes of key moral terms.

In

Mother is not

here to make John feel "wicked and dreadful" (34) as she did
in the summer house.

She does not need to be:

been shaped and formed by her moral strictures.

John has
He views

his love attraction to Marston with uneasiness and guilt.
Preoccupied with thoughts of Marston, John offends his French
tea.cher, is assigned twp hours punishment drill and denied
the right to attend his brother's wedding.

Tormented by his

classmates and Mr. Bedgeberry, "Badger," John struggles to
find solace through identification with his,purely imagined
figure of a martyred "Doctor," and goes to bed lonely,
unloved, and homesick.
In chapter two Fielding repeats the basic structural
element or matrix twice and transforms the components of
each of the repetitions to define a changing John.

The

transformed units make up the two sections of the chapter:
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John's unhappy day and fierce, bloody battle at the Abbey,
and his ambiguously uncomfortable, embarrassed, and enjoyable observations of his mother's behavior at his brother's
wedding.
Much has changed since the previous summer of
chapter one.

John is paired not with Victoria nor with

Mrs. Blaydon, but with Marston, an Abbey student.

Marston

hates with the same intensity as John (62) and shares his
private thoughts about the "Doctor (57) who, Marston tells
John with a kiss, was a homosexual (57).

John's androgynous

complex has developed into adolescent homoeroticism.

Sig-

nificantly it is strongest in the chapter in which Mother
Blaydon wishes her oldest son were a eunuch for Christ.

In

the darkness of John's curtained cubicle, he thinks of Marston as a fish (an image identified with John earlier), not
pale and swimming in the green lake's blue eye nor in the
cold reflections of Mother Blaydon's dining room window, but
golden and moving "beautifully, powerfully"' (54) in warm seas
of a land of sugar cane and custard apples, Madeira.

More

lonely than ever, believing that "no one" will miss him at
the wedding and that God cares nothing about him (55), he
waits for a signal from the ghost of the homosexual "Doctor"
to dive into hard asphalt (55).

John's Thanatos wish has

transformed from drowning in the maternal waters of the lake
to plunging into the negative aspects of his androgynous
nature.

In both cases they are suicidal wishes although the

transformation of the maternal lake to the masculine pool
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may have positive implications, for it announces the masculine (man-made) lake at the end where John achieves manhood.
Another positive implication of the scene is that the
"Doctor" did not commit suicide; in the last chapter, a
transformed, life-affirming John will b~come a doctor.
Fielding's repetition of shifting
shifts in John's psyche.

image~

reveals

In a boy's school, domination by

his feminine nature is tested.

He rebuffs Marston and moves

into more control by his masculine nature.

Fielding's

shifting and blending of images is more apparent in the
final chapter, discussed later, when John moves toward
mature reconciliation of the aspects of his psyche.
The existence of the female emotional complex within
the male psyche and of the male emotional complex within the
female psyche is an accepted psychological principle.
not a new idea:

It is

in the Symposium Plato suggests that man

was originally a sphere made up of both ,sexes.

Cosmological

theorists often use hermaphroditic figures that combine the
male, representing the cosmic forces, and the female,
representing the natural forces, to form the universe,
i.g., Anthropos, Nous, Atman, Adam. 1
Dualism or androgyny has come to suggest a creative
union of oppositions, a totality of experience, an integration of Self.

It is often associated with the total vision

required of the artist:

"Because men see things but women

1Jung, Psychology and Alchemy, 330.
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.

see the relationship between things . . . the artist is
1 1.· k e 1 y t o b e . . . an Eve -man." 2

Erich Neumann sees the

artist in high degree as bisexual with the retained feminine component manifested by increased "receptivity" and
sensibility and by greater emphasis on the "matriarchal consciousness."3
If androgyny, however, is skewed excessively toward
the built-in negative polarity implicit in any

psychol~gical

principle, then it can be destructive, can pull John down,
can make him regressive, can hold him in the mud, can make
him a psychological "eunuch."

Part of John's growi;ng up is

coming to terms with the feminine aspect of himself and
usi:ng that aspect for proper creative. growth.

John is to

be, among other things, an artist and a doctor who begins by
curing himself.

The androgynous vision will be helpful.

His creativity must, however, be used in procreative ways:
Who was Victoria and who was he? This he realized was
what he had wanted all the time; this which was happening now was the measure of his greed for her and its
orily true expression; and the wedding, the marriage of
their two selves, of the self that ~anted only t6 be
loved and the self that wanted only to love must end
like this. In some mysterious way the self that was
him and the self that was Victoria could only finally
unite into a self that was them both . . . (57).
Fieldi:ng prepares us here for the ultimate transformation of
John's androgyny into a positive and creative force.

In

2Robert Scholes, "The Illiberal Imagination," New
Literary H~s tory, Vol. IV (Spring 19 7 3) , 5 39.
3Erich Neumann, Art and the Creative Unconscious
(Princeton: Princeton UniversityPress, 1959), 18.
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chapter six John's creative potential symbolized by the
writer Jane Boscawen-Jones is paired with John's wisdom and
impulse toward wholeness symbolized by his friend

Greenbloo~

Both characters, marked with feminine qualities, are tied to
a much transformed Victoria.
John still moves negatively, regressively in chapter
two.

He creates an imaginary death scene for the "Doctor"

(a much transformed John, full of life not death wishes,
will later plan to become a medical doctor), and turns a
d~g' s grave into the "Doctor' su grave. 4

There are many important references to the dog in
the novel.

It implies John's subservience and dependency,

but it also has important symbolic implications:

Jung sees

the dog as an archetypal "guardian of the treasure" of
Self,5

He also points out wide-ra~ging associations in the

history of symbols that have caused the dog to be "an apt
synonym of the transforming substance,"6 certainly appropriate particularly in this chapter that draws our attention to
4 In the matrix when John is still innocent, the dog
Wully sniffs him out (25). John later becomes a dog at the
end of his mother's lead at the summer house (34). In
chapter two he and Marston are "like dogs hearing the call
of their master," Toad (60), and John feels like one of
Harkess's black mastiffs (146).

Sc. G. Jung, Symbols of Transformation, 2nd ed.
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967), V, 372.
6c. G. Jung, Mysterium Coniunctionis: An Inquiry
into the ~aration ~~~Synthesis 9f Psychic Opposites in
AICnemy, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton Unlversity Press,
1970), XIV, 147.
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John's negative androgyny that becomes later so totally
transformed.
One of the students at John's school has a dog's
name, "Spot" (46).

Spot Fisher, like John a Vicarage boy,

also feels guilt as a result of his attraction to Marston.
(His surname "Fi'sher" links him to "golden fish" Marston
and fish John.)

Fisher projects that guilt to John, "a

nasty little squirtwith nasty ideas like the "Doctor" (59).
(The scapegoat motif is discussed later.)

Another student,

Fleming, feels a guilty need to torment John because of his
own friendship with Marston:

"'We never teach worms how to

do the crawl'" (45).
Earlier John had longed to stay curled up in the
deadly waters of the lake; now, he insists on learning to
crawl, an important development.

Fielding's technique here

reveals John's transformation from almost total domination
by death impulses to eagerness to begin a new life.

These

incidents are also linked to the appearance in chapter three
of the murderer-hiker, Jack Noone, and look forward to Horab
Greenbloom, who learns to walk on two legs even though one
is wooden.
John has changed considerably by chapter six; he
has barely begun the process in chapter two.

When Marston

touches him on his guilt-begetting Achilles heel (55) and
climbs into his bed, John at first is grateful for the
. warmth and affection:
(57}.

"'I love you, Marston, I love you'"

Then a bell sounds within John, recalling the chiming
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voice of John's anima, Victoria (19), and the gonging voice
of Mother Blaydon's surrogate, Mrs. Bellingham (27).

The

mothers (again, the anima is part of the mother archetype)
are present even in the male world of the Abbey.

They, the

forces of the unconscious, sound the beil and rise to help
John.

They provide him with weapons:

his emotional confu-

sion dissolves "like sugar disappearing into vinegar" (58);
the temper he inherited from his mother comes to the fore
(58).
When Marston fondles John's chest, John, reminded of
his confused sexual identity, thrusts himself violently away
from Marston.

(Later Jack Noone·pats Victoria's chest (174),

and John reports it to the. police.)

John punches out hard

at Marston, knocking over a three-legged stand on which
stand a jug and basin:

"They heard the jug fracture like

a giant egg and the immediate wash of water under the bed.
followed by the steady drip drip from the larger sectiQns of
the

~asin''

at hand.

(58).

A jagged edge of a smashed basin. is near

Hints of the maternal abound:

water~

basin, and

egg-shaped jug are symbols suggesting possible transformation.

Fielding plants these images and then repeats them

again and again.

The whirlpools in the waters of the Point,

the smashed urn in the Summas garden, and John and Victoria's
eating the hard-boiled eggs in the cave are examples commented on later.
Fielding's technique is to establish motifs and then
in their later appearances to fill them with new content
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that parallel the newest development in John's psychic
growth.
Marston, "Mar son," is a manifestation of the
shadow archetype, the unconscious "dago" (62), that would
"mar" John's best efforts.

The shadow archetype is that

portion of the inner self that contains repressed and potentially violent aspects of the personality.

Encounters with

the shadow are an essential part of the individuation process that John began with his hiding away with Victoria in
chapter one.

In the person of Jack Noone, the shadow arche-

type dominates chapter three and will be examined in detail
when that chapter is discussed.
appears early in the novel.

But the shadow presence

John is a liar and a loser; he

is asocial, regressive, erratic, and deceitful.
presence is powerful and dangerous.

His shadow

In chapter one, it

almost kills John and makes him a potential killer when he
wishes Melanie were dead.

Fielding repeats examples of

John's shadow impulses to emphasize the extent of their
influence and to prepare us for the violence of chapter
three.

John's cunning in ridding himself of Melanie (5) and

his criminal set of mind (he wants to "steal" something from
Victoria (19)) in chapter one transform in chapter two to
his wiliness in instinctively recognizing Marston's shame at
being Italian (62) and his eagerness to physically attack
Spot Fisher:

"'I'll squash your nose so flat that no one

will be able to see the spot any more"' ( 4 7).
Another phase of the individuation process is
apparent in this scene, the gradual building of John's

ego. 7
one.

John is a more active person than he was in chapter
He does not retreat to passiveness as he does with

Mrs. Bellingham and Mrs. Blaydon.

His activity is partially

caused by a release of energy from the positive aspects of
his unconscious.

Psychic vitality is also the result of his

developirig awareness of himself as a separate person.
much less the manipulated child of his parents.

I.

He is

Development

of ego and adaptation to the outer world are phases of the
8
individuation process that are important.
John must leave
the shelter of infantile attitudes, of expecting happiness
to come to him if he just waits (35), bf finding contentment in "'not thinking'" (41).

He must not allow himself to

be manipulated by unconscious impulses, but through insight
and conscious control must aid himself in his movement
toward manhood.
Spot Fisher reports the fight between John and
Marston.

Toad races the boys to his study, one of the many

stops in John's hectic journey from one enclosure to .another
during this repetition of the matrix.

John moves from the

French classroom to the basement, to a locker room, to
Badger's lair, to his own cubicle, to (at least in fantasy)
the indoor bath and the rose garden.

He then runs through

7Jung defines ego as follows: "By ego, I understand
. a complex of representations which constitutes the centrum
of my field of consciousness and appears to possess a very
high degree of continuity and identity. Hence I also speak
of an ego-complex." Jung, Psychological Types, 540.

Bvon Franz, 165.
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the halls to Toad's study, is given three minutes to get
into his "running suit," (63) and hurries off to the gymnasium for three two-minute rounds of boxing.
returns to his cubicle in the Browns.

He finally

(All of this action

anticipates John as the ubiquitous hiker, Jack Noone.)
Elements of the matrix appear again as they did at the Vicarage scene in chapter one, e.g., the sagging boathouse at
the lake (John's troubled psyche) that transformed into the
Vicarage's summer house shed (John's mother complex) now
appears as John's boarding house cubicle (a

battlegr~und

in which to face his negative androgyny).
More than details transform in this scene.

The

simple movements from the Bellingham estate to the garden
'

to the woodland lake and from the car to the dining room to
the summer house shed in chapter one have become a constantly changing environment.

By this transformation in

atmosphere, by the hectic pace, Fielding charges the scene
with John's psychological turbulence in attempting to understand his attraction to both Victoria and Marston and in
facing tests of his manhood and honor in the battles with
Marston in the cubicle and in the gymnasium.
John's restless movements within the labyrinthine
Abbey display his inner disunity, 9 his guilt, his fastchanging emotions--he is lonely, but hateful, angry, loving.
They also indicate his confused identity, "who was he?" (57).
In the course of this short scene, John Blaydon's earlier
9Inner disunity is typical of the neurotic.
Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 129.

Jung,
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persona, the troubled son of a provincial parish priest, has
been fragmented.
one person:

On three occasions he is seen as more than

"Marston was real, because you loved him" (49),

"John, or rather the Doctor, had won" (51), and the reference made earlier, "the marriage of their two selves" (57).
A new name suggests initiation. 10 This process of initiation into an abundance of identities is part of John's
developing ego:

he has a long way to go be£ore he knows

who or what he is.
Enclosures and enclosures inside of enclosures make
up the settings of the scene at the Abbey.

Fielding places

John in a series of box-like rooms (42, 55), he hides John
and Marston under a tent of blankets (55), (foreshadowing the
.green tent in chapter five), he chalks them into a square to
fight (63).

All of these enclosures are offspring of

enclosures in the original matrix, of the Vicarage car,
the decrepit boathouse, the rose garden, the tree-encircled
lake.

The family resemblances among these sets of enclo-

sures are clear.

John must break out of these restricting

psychic influences.
The same restrictive morality and ethics that
existed at the Bellingham-Blaydon households exist at the
Abbey:

of homosexuality Toad says, '"We don't discuss things

like this--filth of this sort"' (63).

Earlier Mother had

lOJohn has many indentifications: he is "Blaydon, J.
55" (41), "Blaydonne" (42), "a vicarage boy" (47), the
"Doctor" (51), a friend (56), a "funny devil" (56), "Barmy
Blaydon" (61), "Adam" (65). Sometimes he isn't a person:
he is a worm (45), a turd (58), a squirt (59), a dog (60).
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spoken of John's "nasty impurity" (35).
resemblances, cleverly transformed.

There are other

The swans (22) and the

thrush (31) are now suspicious Sussex hens (49), suggesting
transformation from a mythological and therefore undifferentiated level of John's consciousness to a demythological
(almost domestic!) and therefore differentiation, or at
least partial differentiation of his consciousness.

The

rose garden with its dying roses (11) and the "unreal . • .
drowned garden" (32) in chapter one have become a garden
with the "Doctor's" corpse to feed its roots (51), suggest.ing transformation from a desire to escape through suicide
and fantasy to the potential for revitalization.

The woods

of the lake scene and "the beech hedge and the shrubbery"
. (33) of the Vicarage scene have become the Abbey, a jungle
to John (60}, a transformation that emphasizes John's
increased involvement with the world of consciousness (the
setting of chapter two .is the man-made Abbey rather than the
natural, matriarchal lake and greenery of chapter one).

The

lake's enchanted circle (17) and the circular flagstones (32)
have angled into a chalked square for a bloodbath.

The motif

of circles and squares, symbols of wholeness, occurs frequently as mentioned earlier and suggests the potential for
resolution of psychic difficulties.
The Abbey is a loveless world (51) filled with violence and hate.
at the Vicarage.

John is no longer the reserved person he was
Here, armed with a piece of the broken
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basin, he threatens to kill Marston and Fisher (60).

His

earlier wish to kill his sister (30) is now openly expressed.
(62).

Both he and Marston hate "this stinking place"

Marston eagerly anticipates fighting John:

'"I'm

going to bloody you up in the morning when the Sar'nt puts
us in the ring'" (62).

John retorts:

"'I know something

about you . . . You hate yourself and whatever you do
you'd go on hating yourself afterwards'" (62).

This is an

insightful observation from a student eventually to work
in psychiatry .(391).
There is a more significant implication.

The

details of the novel act as more than parts of the literal
narrative; they are also details in a psychological drama,
.projections of John's psyche.

John's remark that Marston

hates himself--Marston a young man so clearly a part of
John--is a perceptive bit of self-analysis.

John sees

Marston as a "dago" (Marston's own word for the homosexual
of Madeira), a foreigner.
hates himself:

We see John's shadow.

John

that hatred is the basis of his suicide

thoughts and his identification with the dead "Doctor."
The quarrels in Toad's study and the battle the following
day are important.

John must conquer Marston in some way.

He must triumph over his negative androgyny or his psychic
life will continue to be marred.
The boxing match in the gymnasium the following
morning is fierce and bloody.

Troubled by feelings of

guilt--"Fisher has told him [Toad] everything" (63), and
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needled by Marston--"Barmy . . . Barmy Blaydon" (64)--John
is much a part of the hate-filled Abbey:
everything; all the misery of the

n~ght,

"He would smash
the empty day that

was to come, the Toad's disbelief and Fisher's complicity.
He would load his. glove as

th~

Doctor had done, not with a

horseshoe, but with the steel of hatred that should be ·drawn
to Marston's face as though to a
ensues.

m~gnet

(65)."

The battle

Original matrix elements appear but transformed to

reflect John's changing nature.
John's chest (66).

Victoria is the "V" of

John is no longer passive in front of

those he fears as he was with Mrs. Bellingham nor does he
try to hide from what hemust·face as he does at the
Vicarage.

Any feeling of inferiority to the "beautiful,"

"stTong11 (49) JI.Iarston is dealt with by raw power.
fights.hard:
the pain.

"He felt noble.

John

He was enjoying the blood and

If this were the worst that anybody could do to

him he despised them all'' (66).

Toad instructs John to tell

other students that the reason for the punishment was for
"fighting in the Browns" (67) ,11

The masculine Abbey is a

brown world--brown is symbolical of d~gradation and death.12
Here John is bathed in tears of self-pity (54) and troubled
by thoughts of suicide (55).
llFielding introduces and stresses the color brown
in this scene. ·John lives in the "Browns" (41) as did the
dead "Doctor," the gymnasium is a "wide brown space" (48),
the boxing gloves are brown (64), and so are Marston's
eyes (63). ·
12Ferguson, 151.
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mlat is to be made of the frequent references to
. gold and yellow:

Badger's watch and chain (49),

M. Camembert's face and goatee (44), the "Don't Worry,
Smile'' notice (61), the yellowed whites of Toad's eyes (60)?
Gold and yellow suggest the potential treasure of illumination, of selfhood, of wholeness,l3 but are those possibilities likely here?

When Badger asks John cunningly the name

of his parents' London hotel, John lies, "I'm afraid I don't
know it, sir" (53), and is easily

ca~ght

in his lie.

His

early touches of criminality (he wanted to steal something
from Victoria) are now blatant lies and threats:
you" (60).

"I'll kill

Gold and yellow seem indicative of deceit, cor-

rupt desire, and violent impulses.
But symbolical associations are more complex than
that.

Like all archetypes,_ gold and yellow have negative

and positive potential.

The positive qualities of_ gold are

apparent in the golden-headed Simpson who counsels John on
how to handle his mother (31).

The

n~gative

potential is

dominant when John cowardly runs toward or. gives in to the
unfortunate aspects of a psychological complex.

The posi-

tive potential takes charge when John faces and comes to
terms with that psychological complex.

Psychological com-

plexes therefore have the potential for transformation.
Fielding illustrates this in his description of Marston.
First, Marston is "a golden fish" (54); later, he is a straw
13Ju~g, Aion, 264.
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scarecrow (62).

As a golden fish, Marston seems to have

value, to be a potential Self, but when John defeats the
emotionally marring love that Marston stands for,

M~rston

immediately transforms into straw, something of no value
at a11. 14 Fielding's technique here is apt and accurate
in revealing psychological implications.
Green makes a major change in this scene.

Fielding

has transmogrified the richly fecund woodland of the matrix
and the Vicarage's lush vegetation into huge green turds
from "suspicious hens" (49), a wry comment from the realm
of the mothers on

~he

masculine Abbey.

This excremental

green emphasizes how John thinks others see him--as "a
turd" (58)--and thus how he sees himself.
.ment is associated with wealth.

In myth excre-

In alchemy it has been

considered the prima materia from which to develop the gold
of selfhood. 15 The metamorphosis of green from plants to
excrement is not the negative hint for John's future it
appears at first glance; instead it is an indication of
John's potential achievement of selfhood. 16
14Many characters are "golden" and have similar
transformative implications, e.g., Jack Noone, George
Harkess, and Simpson, the chauffeur.
lSJung, Psychology and Alchemy, 313.
16There are other colors at work in this scene. Red
in chapter one appears in a drop of blood from the scratch
of a rosethorn (12) and the blood-sucking whirlpool inside
John's chest (33). At the Abbey, "briny blood trickled"
(64) between John's lips and blood dripped from Marston's
nose (66). John's animal instincts were almost hidden in
chapter one, but in the "jungle" in chapter two, they are
more in the open. White retains the foreboding qualities G.f
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This place of criminality, of blood, of death, of
dung, is the lair of the fathers, a new form of the monster
motif.

Fielding does not transform the monster motif here;

he gives recognition to the fact that to John men are monsters too. John has monster-teachers at the Abbey. 17
Frightening as these authority figures are, they are essential to his psychic progress.

They represent his developing

ego, his developing consciousness.
in "'not thinking'" (41).

He must stop his pride

He must discontinue his retreat

from maturity so apparent in chapter one as he hides in
the gap (33), longs to be a bird-brain (31), finds pleasure
in defeat (9).

He must give direction to his life and fight

for his uniqueness.

That capacity is symbolically presented

. by the father archetype, an archetype that can be encountered
in ways other than through projections of one's literal
father.
John's father, "Teddy" Blaydon (73), has little
impact on his son.

As the novel progresses, it is more and

more apparent that Mr. Blaydon has been feminized by his
wife.

He does not establish the family's standards, he is

Victoria's deadly whiteness in chapter one: old Badger, who
traps students in his lair (53), has white milky eyes (49),
white hair (49), white cuffs (52); the swimming pool in
which the "Doctor" commits suicide is covered with "glazed
white tiles" (51).
17Toad, "square, warty, and malarial" (60), large
enough to fill a doorway (60), and Badger, fear-inspiring
digger of many deep caverns on the outskirts of his officelair (49). When Badger blinks, John expects to fall "deep
in the rooty darkness of the trap" (51).
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an inadequate model of masculinity for his sons, he is an
insufficient voice for his world 1 s intellectual heritage.
Mrs. Blaydon dire~ts the family's morality, activities,
and thoughts.
The father archetype encompasses a great deal, e.g.,
schools, churches, social institutions of all kinds.

It is

the archetype of the masculine principle, of intellectuality, rationality, the conscious world and its values.

It

is symbolic of the transmission of prohibitions, moral commandments, and traditional wisdom.
Like other archetypes, it has a negative as well
as a positive potential.

Negative aspects of the father

archetype can be shaped by the ego into ogres, magicians,
or, as in the case of John, into animals--Father·becomes a
"Teddy" Bear (76).

The challenge of ultimately assuming

the mature male's place in the scheme of things can be a
frightening expeiience for the young male.

He senses the

need to be tested, to be purged of childlike cathexes in
crossing over the mother's threshhold, to be initiated
into the world of men.l8
John's theriomorphic teachers transmit some ugly
but common learnings, e.g., fearful respect of authority and
nineteenth century morality.

They also transmit information

essential for survival in this place of animal cunning.
They have trained John to be like themselves, skilled in
18 Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces,
136.
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primitive mental maneuvering.

John achieves his first vic-

tory over the adult world as he out-silences Badger (49).
He is cunning in his spotting of Marston as a "dago" (62).
He manages to hold his own against Marston's attacks using
self-defense techniques taught by Sar'nt and shrewd advice
from the "head of the school" (47), Spot Fisher:

"'You've

got a better reach, . . . use it'" (66).
The monstrous lake of chapter one, the primordial
mother,. gave

~irth

to a new and troubled John whose dis-

turbed psychological complex is later centered on Mrs.
Blaydon, a creature from a nightmare:
could see her intimately:

"In his mind he

her fists tight by her side, the

whites of her pale eyes netted with full vessels, her tiny
chin clenched against her upper teeth like it had been the
time Bessie bolted with them in the phaeton when she had
been at the reins" (33).

In chapter two John faces new

monsters, this time masculine, in a school that has existed
for. generations "beyond Disraeli and Gladstone to the very
founding of the school by Badger the First" (50).
proceeding in his individuation process.

John is

He has crossed

over the threshhold of the Vicarage and entered the world
of men where he must set aside his boyishness.
The rite of initiation into manhood, common to primitive peoples, is not degenerate in our culture; it is an
essential part of reaching maturity.

An individual must be

freed from the tie to his parents, from "an unconscious
natural relationship, which, strictly speaking, is not a
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relationship at all but simply a condition of inchoate,
19
The rite of initiation takes
unconscious identity."
many forms, going away to school is one of them.

Whatever

form the rite takes, it is a way that the young man who
has reached puberty is "systematically alienated from his
family," is "ushered . . . into a wholly new set of relationships," becomes "like one reborn, . . • a renewed and
changed personality. rrZO

·This important step in the devel-

opment of ego, in the recognition of one's uniqueness, often
involves pain.

John suffers at the Abbey in his difficult

relationships with Camenbert, Marston, Fisher, Toad, Badger,
and the others.

His mind is honed, however, by the Abbey's

rigorous methods and fearsome examples so it can better
·help in his struggle toward selfhood.
The mothers are not totally absent from Badger's
and Toad's school.

The school has an unseen "giant matron"

(49), and there are other indications, some of them mentioned earlier:

the basin, the jug, the "wash of water" (58)

under John's bed.

The mothers, suspicious hens (49), do not

abandon John to the world of consciousness.

They ring a

bell deep within John and provide him with weapons in his
battle against Marston.

They do what they can to abort any

faulty development.
19 Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 105.
20 Ibid.
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John has changed durihg his experiences at the
Abbey.

His transformation reflects some movement toward

maturity:

his emotions, although turbulent, are more

outgoing--he no longer finds pleasure, smiling to himself,
when he can put voices far, far away (37); his drift toward
homosexuality is halted by the army of mothers, which is,
of course, his own strong impulse toward psychic health.
It should be noted, however, that John merely overcomes
Marston.

He does not defeat him.

Marston, a shadow figure,

returns in chapter three transformed into Jack Noone.
John still has far to go.
relationships with others.
teenth century attitudes:

He is uneasy in his

He is still enclosed in nine"'We don't discuss things like

this-- fi 1 th of this sort"' ( 63) .

He has not answered the

basic question, "Who am I?" as his confusion of identities
indicates.

He retains his unhealthy desire for death as he

longs to unite with the "dead Doctor."

The "dead Doctor"

incidentally is also the doctor potential in John, finally
reborn at the end of the novel:

"'At least I'm going to be

a doctor really but I think I'll probably go in for psychology and write books too'" (391).
The condition of John's psychological health is
affirmed and clarified by Fielding's technique in this
scene.

The components of the matrix appear again revealing

static and changing aspects of John's psyche as details of
those components remain constant or change.
summary of some of those details:

Here is a brief

the morality of the
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Vicarage appears in the morality prescribed by the Abbey;
the rose garden of the Abbey and the blue curtain around
John's bed are offspring of the earlier Bellingham garden
and Mother's blue eyes.
excrement.

The green earth has become green

John's impulse toward suicide becomes a fan-

tasy of the "Doctor's" death and a longing to be buried in
Northumberland (51).

The monstrous aspect of the mothers

has been transferred to their mates--John is now challenged
by the fathers.

* *** * **
Mother telephones the Abbey (67) and arranges for
John to attend his brother David's wedding in London and
the second appearance in chapter two of the matrix begins
· (68).

John's experiences at the wedding are troublesome

to him, and critical, as we shall see, in terms of his
psychic development.

Fielding again adapts the basic

structural element, the matrix.

Following the novel's

structural pattern, physical details of the lake

scene~

the matrix, transform in this scene and parallel psychological changes in the transforming John.

(Changes are apt

to occur during moments of crisis.)
There is a further bit o£ structural artistry in the
similarity of the incidents in the two retellings of the
matrix that occur in chapter two:
are the central incidents in each.

a wedding and a battle
The intimate cubicle

scene between John and Marston in the first repetition of

the matrix is almost a perverse

weddi~g,
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.

followed by a tur-

bulent divorce presided over by Toad in the boxing match in
the gymnasium.

The honeymoon of the mismatched lovers to

Madeira, a land of "queers" and eunuchs (46), is never
consummated..
The wedding that occurs in the second appearance of
the transforming matrix in chapter two is the most public
wedding of David and Pruderite, a wedding symbolic of the
manhood John must attain in a heterosexual universe.

The

battle that follows is not between John and an adversary but
between the two mothers, Mrs. Blaydon and Mrs. Cable,
Prudence's mother, a battle within the unconscious between
the forces that would keep John from maturity and those that
would help him move toward maturity:

"He thought of the

boxing match with Marston and realized with dismay that what
he had witnessed had been only a repetition of it in the
world of grownups.

Mother and Mrs. Cable had fought in

public just as he and Marston had fought in private" (95).
Mother agonizes in church for fear she has lost her son.
She behaves like "someone in great pain, someone whom agony
had deprived .of speech so that she was no more than a mute
and dreadful presence" (74).

She had hoped that David

would find in "his vocation a sufficient consort" (92), that
he would become one of the "eunuchs for His sake" (92).

By

extension she now has the same hope for John, that he
undergo psychic castration, something Mother,

wit~

her

nineteenth century attitude toward sex, began in the summer
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house in chapter one.
toast at a wedding:

Never does she want to propose a
11

So now, I'm going to propose a toast!

It's the first one I've ever proposed and I hope it'll be
the last" (93). 2 1

Marriage is a well-known symbol of

male-female oppositions united in the psyche.22
bri~gs

the transformed Victoria,

Dymphna,

John thoughts of

Mendelssohn's Wedding March (399) after he has unde!gone
major and positive

cha~ge.

In other words, it is another of

the many symbols of integration, of the attainment of selfhood.

The church is thought of as the mother-wife and God
as the father-husband. 23 John sees the church dominated by

his mother and occupied by a "dead Christ . . . scrupulously
devoid of blood" (:'.l20).

Fielding, working symbolically,

makes it clear no marriage, no achievement of totality is
possible until John's masculinity comes alive.
After the wedding reception at the Russell Hotel,
David and Prudence escape to Madeira for their honeymoon.
Confirming the change in John since he battled Marston,
Madeira is now transformed into a land of unity away from
21Many references to weddings and marriages, both
explicit and implied, consummated and unconsummated, appear
in chapter two. David and Prudence (54), John and Marston
(56), John and Victoria (57), David and Mother (90), Toad
and Kay (99), David and the church (91). There are other
references to marriage: "Tomorrow ith my wedding day" (44),
"the family's firstwedding 11 (53), "Adam and Eve 11 (59),
"Those Tatler weddings where the tenants were given beer"
(71).
.
.
22Henderson, 134.
23Jung, Symbols of Transf6rmation, 213, 2T7n.
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threatening parents.
over. 24

But the Blaydon/Cable war is not

As in the scene at the Vicarage in chapter one,
Mother dominates this scene at David's wedding and reception.

She;arranges for John to get away from school (68);

she manipulates the activities of the day including setting
up her own receiving line at the reception (81); she makes
a long and disturbing speech (91).

John is paired in this

scene, as he was in the Vicarage scene, with his mother who
in this scene and throughout the novel functions as more
than a literal character.

Repeating a point made earlier,

Mother Blaydon is also a symbolical delineation of John's
unconscious.

Appropriately, there is no open confrontation

·between John and his mother.

Only near the end of the scene

1n his conversation with Victoria is John able to verbalize
some awareness of what the unconscious is able to do when
allowed to dominate and control:
thing for everybody 11 ' (96).

"'Mother's ruined every-

Most of the other characters in

24A chess game (96) is imminent: Mrs. Blaydon's
Northumberland bishop versus Mrs. Cable's Southern England
bishops are to be moved by the mothers in a match for possession of their pawn, David. Another of Fielding's novels,
Brotherly Love, gives the outcome. Mrs. Cable succeeds in
having David assigned to a church in Southern England.
Soon, however, he and Prudence separate, and David, still
"a 'chaser by nature'" (84), finds other female companionship. While he and John are rock climbing, he courts
disaster and falls to a youthful death. Mother, who is
willing to sell her sons (365), had put a hex on David when
she could not possess him. She bewitched the wedding (88).
Gabriel Fielding, Brotherly Love (New York: William Morrow
and Company, 1961), 241.
--
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the scene serve merely as an audience for Mrs. Blaydon's
performance.

Father, suggesting the role of the conscious

in this scene, is a "greenhorn" (78) in the background,
serving as "a tall black outpost" for Mother (82) and
later as a second who leads her to her corner at the end
of the fight (94).
John's disturbing day begins with Binns' driving
him to a train that snakes along, "gliding" and "slinking"
(69) to London.

Earlier, in chapter one, Victoria's hair

snakes "across her cheek, its tail clinging to the corner
of her mouth as though it had just emerged'' (21).

The

snake reappears as the train, a psychic vehicle, taking
John to Victoria Station, to the threatening world of the
·mothers.

The snake is a symbol of the unconscious.

It

expresses "the latter's sudden and unexpected manifestations, its painful and dangerous intervention in our
25
affairs, and its frightening effects,"
apparent in "the
personal fear which lay coiled within" John "like a serpent"
(179) when he is in the cave. 26 It also symbolizes renewal
and transformation: 27 Greenbloom, a character whose appearance marks a major transformation in John, is associated
with an Egyptian asp (260).
25 Jung, Symbols of Transformation, 374.
26 Fielding's technique of utilizing external events
to communicate internal changes is emphasized in this image.
2 7Jung, Symbols of Transformation, 269.
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While John is in the train, he notices his fellow
passengers whom he believes "would obviously have liked it
better if the seats had been subdivided by glass partitions
with little blinds that could be drawn down so that they
would not have to know whether or not anyone was next to
them" (69).

He wanders to the guard's van and sees packing

cases, milk churns, and a whimpering, caged dog (69).
John observes reveals his psychic attitudes:

What

he still has

a sense of separation from others (the glass partitions),
of being enclosed (the packing cases), Mother's immediacy
(the milk churns).

He retains his identification with a

dog, here one that is "sad-looking" (69), and boxed in.
Throughout the service, Mrs. Blaydon, a "disturbing
·presence" (74), upset by the rood screen's blocking her
view, transmits an insidious anxiety to "the 'home' side
of the church" (75).

As the spire of the church

reced~s

when the cab moves toward the Russell (i.e., red) Hotel,
red-haired mother moves into her territory, a place "strung
with polite hostilities" (82) where Goad is diety (97).
She positions herself in her own corner farthest away from
Mrs. Cable and the bridal group (81).

The green Bellingham

woods and lake and the Vicarage garden of chapter one that
signalled the presence of mother fixation appear again.
This time they have been transformed into Mrs. Blaydon's
command post at the reception hall:

"Mother's party

consisted principally of backs; for all the people she
had gathered around her in a green corner of palms on
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pedestal tables,

spri~ging

ferns and

hydra~geas,

were evi-

dently facing her where she stood concealed as she talked
eagerly to Alexander Flood, with Victoria still by her
side'' (82).

We are in psychic territory, the matrix has

reappeared, with "Flood," "springing," and hydrangeas (which
means water vessels) and with green ferns and palms transformed from the Bellingham woods.
Cold hostility between Mrs. Blaydon with her
Northumberland forces and Mrs. Cable with her London society friends permeates the reception.

Then when it is clear

to John that his mother has bewitched everything around her
(88), a man, a strange half-human, half-turkey ogre, calls
out "speech" (88).

The word "short and raucous as the

squack of a hen" (88) that recalls the suspicious Abbey
hens (49) is picked up by the Northumberlanders and Mother
soon begins an attack on Mrs. Cable and on the marriage of
David and Prudence.

Later when John is older in Fielding's

novel Brotherly Love, John observes another battle between
the Cables and Mrs. Blaydon for possession of David.

Women

"had their wars too, he thought, had always had them, fought
over the same dark stretch of country, generation after
. generation; and the quarry they pursued and snapped and
fought over was always the same, the male child grown into
manhood."28
her sons.

Mother will not give up her desire to control
Her battle is symbolical of the demanding and

28Fielding, ~rotherly Love, 119.
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dangerous attempts of the feminized unconscious to overwhelm.

At this stage of John's development, he is much

confused by what he sees:

his mother's eyes

and floating "in some other world" (90).

11

disembodied"

John longs to

escape, to go back to the Abbey" (90), to his negative
androgyny.

Yet he is held by a longing to hear Mother:

Now as she stepped forward John could see that her
little fists were white, her eyes hazy and misty,
pale blue and disembodied as though they floated in
some other world whose visions saddened her with the
enormity of her desire to express them. He felt his
heart sink and rise again in a vertigo of fear and
exultation. He wished he was back at the Abbey,
under the sea, or safely in bed in a foreign country
and miles away; and yethe longed to hear what she
had to say and would have sprung at anyone who tried
to stop her.
John later believes that the mothers have mauled and hurt
.one another without reason (95).
was a civil war (96).

Victoria explains that it

Mother is a "fiery general" (32),

but one who will be subsumed by the red admiral of chapter
six when John's masculinity is no longer questionable.
Melanie (a mother surrogate in chapter.one) and Victoria
(John's anima and part of the mother archetype) are ready
to dance in jubilation after the battle (96).

John must

eventually learn to harness the turbulent energy of the
turbulent energy of the unconscious, to guide it into worthy
goals, and to locate in its midst those deeper insights into
the human experience that are available only in the wisdom
of the unconscious.
tion process.

This is a major part of the individua-

It is not an easy task.

No wonder at the

end of the chapter John is i'sick of weddings" (99), sick of
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the process of reaching toward selfhood.
His expectation that Victoria and Melanie may start
dancing recalls Fleming and Marston's dance earlier:

"a

high kick to the left, a high kick to the right, and then a
pause on tiptoes" (46).

It also recalls that "awful dance"

(81) that Old Pall lead the family in the previous generation with his alcoholism.
casually made.

The references to dancing are not

Dancing is an ancient form of magic and part

of many primitive rites.

It is thought to induce trans-

formation29 and thus is another of the many threads in the
novel's thick web of thematic motifs of psychic change.
One of the ways we are alerted to the presence of
the unconscious is Fielding's repetition of the color motifs
. established earlier.

Mother holds court in the "green cor-

ner of palms" (82), mentioned earlier.

Her blue eyes (83)

and blue dress (90) remind us too of the earlier association
of blue and the mother archetype.
Other color motifs repeat in this scene.

The drop

of red blood that Victoria sucked away in the matrix
- hemorrhages in this scene.

John is bled "of his earlier

elation" (95) concerning the wedding; stabs of red suggest
the vicious maternal encounter:

the red plush cushion on

the train (70), the red carpet at the church (70), the red
and white people at the reception (94).

Those touches of

red alert us also to John's capacity for violence--his
29 zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization, 151.
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attack on Marston, his desire for his sister's death.
There are other touches of white.

John looks "white

and queer" (61); Victoria has a "slvift white· smile" (71) .
Their whiteness has again the unhealthy implications it had
in chapter one.

Black appears

~gain.

Father and Michael,

like the rooks on the edge of the scene at the lake, are
all in black.

The white and black

s~gnify

the negative and

positive polarities of John's psychic processes.
Mother is the monster of the scene, linked to "the
dr~gon

of obscurity. and the serpent of publicity" (83).

She

is "an imminent threat; a threat so loud and bright, so
inevitably near, that, like a thunderstorm, there was no
point·in trying to cover it up or ignore it . . . the
tempest is here" .C90).

She is the dragon of parental fixa-

tion that John must battle.
The elusive "truth" in mother's eyes in chapter
one:

" . . . he met her newly hateful eyes; nothing but her

eyes mattered to him now.

While it was still not too late

he would look into them and hold them before the truth was
lost, before it sank into the roots and mud over which they
were both sustained, before it merged into something which
he now knew would always be there and ahvays be terrible"
(35), reappears murkily in this chapter, John reacting with
fear, fascination, and animality to the archetypal presence:
'' . . . her eyes hazy and misty . . . in some other world
whose visions saddened her with the enormity of her desire
to express them.

He felt his heart sink and rise again in a
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vert~go

of fear and exultation . . . would have

anyone who tried to stop her" (90).

spru~g

at

His heart's sinking and

risi~g

in a vertigo is the earlier whirlpool in his chest

(33).

That motif transforms in the final chapter to the

whirlpools in. the Blue Pool at Pla.s David (342) that are no
longer inside John--Mother no longer dominates John.
Mother is a spell-binder in chapter two.

To John,

she is "minutely pretty" (83), "sweet" (82), able to manipulate:

"She had only to confront an audience from a

sufficient height in order to hold its instant attention
and to set its members trembling inside themselves with
bright expectations'' (90).

Having failed to convince David

that his vocation should be "a sufficient consort," (92)
Mother, an emasculator who would retain her sons in the
recessive world of infantilism, uses her sturdy abilities
to insist that David had previously made a "more important
marriage'' (92) to an institution, the Anglican Church.
The spiritual concerns of the church are only nominally an interest to the Blaydon household; the family is
oblivious to "feast days and fast days" (190).

Mother

Blaydon uses the church as a means of making eunuchs of her
sons.

Secular rewards of status and influence that result

from close association with the church are understood and
important, especially to Mrs. Blaydon,

altho~gh

John is also

aware of how much grander life would be "if only Father had
been a bishop" (71):

"If only Father had been a bishop, a

gentlemen bishop, . . . then this would have been like one
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of those Ta_!:_ler

wedd.i~gs

where the tenants were. given beer

outside the stables while their wives curtsied to the
Rolls-Royces sweeping past the second lodge'' (71).
church is dominated by women.

The

Mrs. Cable has "a bishop in

every pocket" (79) and "Mother's Bishop" never refuses
Mrs. Blaydon anything (79).
Mother's control:
As

tho~gh

Even the church's God is under

he is "always on Mother's side" (96).
the church were temporal like the

Mother proposes a toast to the church

altho~gh

man needs some pressure to participate:

ki~g,

at least one

"The Reverend the

Hon. Stephen Counter looked as though he were being forced
by his enormous wife to swallow a
(93).

dis~greeable

medicine"

The clergymen are submerged by their wives.

1'-!rs. Blaydon tries to comfort her "Teddy''- (73) by telling
him that it is not her fault that he cannot officiate at the
weddi~g,

that it is another mother's, Mrs. Cable's, fault.
No wonder John has such confused and contradictory

attitudes about God:

John thinks God doesn't care (55), he

believes that God sent Marston to his bed (56), he pleads
with God to please keep Mother quiet (75), he decides he is
like God/Toad who just watches and feels sorry for everyone
(97).

John's frequent references to God reflect, of course,

the Vicarage atmosphere.

The contradictory roles he assigns

to God reveal his psychic confusion.

The many

tho~ghts

of

God, a~other of the symbols of Self30 that appear again and
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again, reflect the potential of John's
When Mother's apprentice,

Melani~,

..
obtaini~g s~lfhood.

her "red hair glowing

like hot coals" (97), says "Goad" instead of God (97), that
word transmits the manner in which the unconscious presses
John on his path toward psychic wholeness.

By mother's

influence (by the influence of John's unconscious), he is
bei~g

urged to. growth by the Self, by that psychic regulat-

ing center that Ju!1g refers to as "a union of opposites par
excellence,"31 John's own transformative potential of
achieving psychic wholeness.
An important relationship develops in this scene
that emphasizes the difficulty of that path.

Victoria, the

negative anima that is so much a part of John in chapter
one, is revealed as attached to the mother archetype, a
force that can devour manhood:

the priest, "Teddy" Blaydon,

allows Mother Blaydon to dominate his life and work; the
groom, David Blaydon, leaves his wife Prudence (whose name
he might well have paid attention to) for his mother (83),
who insists that the church is a mate with higher priority
than a human bride.

Victoria's attachment to the destruc-

tive aspects of the unconscious is apparent as the scene
progresses:
weddi~g

Victoria sits close beside Mother at the

(71) and at the reception (82).

Mother's arm (81).

She hangs onto

She appears to Mrs. Blaydon as a "poor

little thing" (81), as her dead first-born, "my little
31Jung, Psychology and Alchemy, 19.
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dark-haired daughter" (80).

Unless aware of the psycholog-

ically charged roles of Mother and Victoria, these details
seem strange, for Mrs. Blaydon knows of John's attraction
to Victoria and is clearly opposed to her sons' marrying.
But to turn Victoria into John's sister is certainly to
castrate him.
Other details emphasize the importance of this scene
as a revelation of the close psychological bond between
Victoria and Mother.

John finds it difficult to communicate

and be comfortable with Victoria: he feels alone even when
he is with her (85). 32 Victoria guards Mother's valuables:
'"Now where is my bag, Victoria? 1·" (80).

(That bag of valu-

ables is the Self that lies behind Mother.)

Victoria sees

John as too young to understand his mother (84), not ready
to understand the forces of his own psyche.
The details of this scene reveal John's· negative
anima, Victoria, as part of the destructive aspect of his
unconscious.

If John is to become a whole, emotionally

healthy person, if he is to find selfhood, then he must liberate himself from his negative anima, must free himself
from destructive parts of the unconscious, a part of the
individuation process that is a major concern of the novel
and that is not achieved totally until the last chapter.
32 John is intimidated by Victoria's nearness to
Mother (71), he sees her as "almost indifferent" (71),
"passive" (76), "bewitched" (88), no longer the same (85).
Victoria finds Mother "'the most wonderful woman I ever met'"
(84) and "'awfully kind, and clever'" (85). She forbids John
to criticize his mother '"or it will spoil everything"' (86).
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John ends his day in a female-dominated portion of
the Abbey, the living quarters of Kay and Toad.

Details

from earlier scenes transform with comic viciousness to
emphasize John's unhappy state.

At the lake Victoria is

the beautiful huntress Atalanta (14).

At the Abbey John's

female companion Kay looks "like the Virgin Mary if she had
taken up hunting as a girl, with a face like a great pinknosed, blue-eyed horse" (99). 33 John, as a matter of fact,
seems to see Ursula as Kay reborn as he questions whether
Kay is still alive (372).
Fielding's wry humor transforms the maternal. green
world of chapter one to a remembered

Vicar~ge

recording of

"Tit Willow," scratching out questions for John:

"'Is it

.weakness of intellect, birdie?' I cried'' (refusal to use
the positive qualities of the fathers, refusal to use his
mind), '"Or a rather tough worm in your little inside?"'
(refusal to confront the power of the dragon, the unconscious).

"With a shake of his po.or little head he replied,

'Oh, Willow, titwillow, titwillowl '" (100).
John, "birdie," sees no answer for himself.

He

looks forward to.getting "into the habit of not thinking
33women, incidentally, are often attached to horses
in John's mind, suggesting the power of his passions. In
chapter six, for example, Ursula Merryweather represents the
younger generation of "horse-mad" (372) females: girls with
"fierce blue eyes, aggressively red cheeks, and harsh golden
hair; they grew up to be women like Kay, Toad's wife at the
Abbey" (372). Jung sees an overlapping in the symbolic.
implications of the mother-image and the horse. Jung,
Symbols of Transformation, 275.
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again (100), in other words to becoming the bird-brain he
longed to be in chapter one (31).

Out of his psychic dis-

turbance comes a visual image that reinforces this notion:
an image of a willow wren calling out in "agonizing loneliness'' (100) much as the thrush did that sang so carefully
in the Vicarage garden earlier (31).
Although John placates his confused and troubled
state by thoughts of a future visit to Nettlebed with Victoria, he is far from reconciling his jig-sawed psyche at
the end of chapter two.

Yet his experiences at the Abbey

and at David's wedding are important steps in his movement
toward maturity.

He has fought and won his battle against

the negative aspects of his androgynous complex, dramatized
. in his relationship with Marston.

He, at least briefly,

shows involvement with the world beyond himself, certainly a
step toward maturity, as he feels compassion for Mrs. Cable
after Mother!s attack (97).

He begins the

proce~s

of refus-

ing to allow his unconscious to dominate as he strengthens
his ego in the lair of the fathers, the Abbey,
far to go in that regard.

But he has

He still has identity problems:

he is a "birdie". (100), a dog (60), (he is still regressive)
or one of the other persona listed earlier in this chapter.
He has more serious problems.

He hides behind words

rather than dealing frankly with reality:

his traumatic

near-drowning in chapter one is now a "bathing incident at
the tennis tournament" (43).

He is plagued by a negative

anima, Victoria, firmly attached to the "terrible mother,"
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Mrs. Blaydon.

He continues to long to retreat from life--

to escape to an island and eat fruit and sweets alone with
Victoria (87), to hide "under the sea" rather than face his
mother.(90).

This temptation to refuse to be involved in

the full struggle of life is accordj_ng to Jung typical of
the neurotic and "partial suicide." 34
34Jung, Symbols of Transformation, 110.

Chapter Three
"IN DANBEY DALE"
As John scuffs along toward Nettlebed, the Harkess
estate where he is to visit Victoria, he has another dream
session (106).
his birth.
over.

The Blaydon's have moved from the place of

His life at the Vicarage, at the nursery, is

He sees his luggage as a sarcophagus containing "the

very last air of the Vicarage and of his childhood" (103),
a forward-looking image.

Since the luggage contains .food

cached there ·by the cook, it indicates secret, unconscious
nourishment through a line of women leading back to Victoria
which reminds us that she is identified with sickening food
wh.ich she vomits when John restores her to life.l

Thus also

the damp picnic in the coffin cave (129) with its funereal
Victoria and killer Jack is transformed in chapter four when
John encounters the freedom-sustaining and psychologically
nourishing Greenbloom.

Greenbloom, risen from the tomb of

dead Pharoahs (207), is a personification of the release of
positive inner forces that bring a major transformation in
John's psychic evolution.
!References to food occur throughout the novel at
moments significant to John's psychic development: at the
Meeting of the Mothers (32), at David's wedding (82), in
Greenbloom's rooms (210), at the Bodorgan's (373), etc.
89
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In chapter three, John still faces troublesome,
even terrifying, experiences.

Fielding crowds John's mus-

ings, as he idles his way to Nettlebed, with significant
references to earlier moments in the boy's life; references
to the matrix emphasize John's parental fixation--the regressive power of his childhood environment and his uneasiness
in moving into adulthood.

Standing in the psychologically

significant setting of the nursery, John had mused:
Never to see the Vicarage again! It seemed impossible,
like never seeing one's parents again or even oneself;
for it had reared him, had mirrored him in its wide
windows and gleaming corridors. He had grown under
its elms, sat in the sun astride the huge V-shaped
tiles which crowned its roof and explored, on winter
afternoons, every cobwebbed cranny of its attics. It
was his ho~e~ unchanging, receptive, even merciful;
it was his abiding s~fety at the end of every term, the
sure star of his ultimate direction during his every
absence; and at present he could not conceive of his
life_ going on without it (103-04).
The Vicarage's elms, like the woods beside the lake's green
depths (17) and the thick greenery of his mother's drowned
. garden in chapter one (32), symbolize John's unconscious, 2
that "other face" (32) "mirrored" (104) so vividly in the
dining room window and the cracked looking glass (39) in
2The tree is a rich and vital symbol. In addition
to representing the unconscious, it has many diversified
associations that are significant to Fielding's novel:
"growth, life, . . . development, growth from below upwards
and from above downwards, the maternal aspect (protection,
shade, shelter, nourishing fruits, source of life, . . .
but also being 'rooted to the spot') . . . personality, and
.finally death and rebirth." Jung, Alchemical Studies
.(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968), XII, 272.
Thus, the rhodedendrum (little rose tree) at the end unites
and resolves deadly rose gardens and living trees and is a
symbol of John's psychological efflorescence when he wears
one of the blooms.
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chapter one.

The cobwebs of the summer house at the

Vicarage now, in John's memory, crowd the Vicarage attic,
emphasizing the symbolical role of the Vicarage and its
"V-shaped tiles" (104), because Victorianism with its
"unchangi!lg" (104) mores and Victoria with the threats of
entanglement and death, as in the lake scene, lie behind the
references.3
In Ju!lgian psychology houses often represent one's
personality. 4 Bachelard suggests in analyzing a literary
work that one "'read a house'" as a psychological diagram. 5
Like enclosed

are~s

generally, houses also have a feminine

connotation, thus symbolizing the Great Mother with that
archetype's complex symbolic associations discussed earlier.6

These associations intensify Fielding's references

to houses.

Earlier references to a sagging boathouse (17)

and a house smelling of distemper (34) revealed John's
troubled, isolated, and regressive nature.

John's nursery

in the Vicarage represents his infantilism- -the

"abidi~1g

safety" and "sure star" of babyhood from which he must
voyage forth if he is to mature emotionally and not be
3The entangling water weeds in the lake were traps
as are the spider web~ in the Vicarage.
4Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, 81-82.
SGaston Bachelard, The Poetics o~ Space (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1969), 38.
-6Neumann., The Great Mother: An Analysis of the
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963),
282-83. Other references to enclosed areas; e.g., cave,
coffin, and sarcophagus, appear in this chapter emphasizing
the presence of the unconsc1ous.
·

Archet~
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contained in and dominated by the world of the mothers.
family moves from Anglesey to Porth Newydd.

His

Because John

does not want to accept the end of his Vicarage life, he
refuses to come down to see the family leave (104).

Never-

theless, he, as a consciously developing individual, must
"a~gle"

away from the unconscious infantile domination of

the Vicarage for, as Neumann writes of differentiation,
"Consciousness only emerges when it detaches itself from
what is unconscious."?

There are many experiences ahead--

some shattering, some fulfilling--that he must undergo if
he is to achieve self-realization.

One of the most trau-

matic of those experiences take place in the "strange
holiday with Victoria'' (103) described in chapter three.
The psychological implications of the events in
chapter three reveal more dramatically than anything that
occurs earlier the meaningful relation between Jung's theories regarding the unconscious and Fielding's fictional
technique.

Fielding's approach is particularly apt.

The

Jungian idea that civilized man needs to divest himself of
inhibitions imposed by an overdeveloped consciousness before
he can reach the insights and energies of his unconscious
parallels Fielding's approach that encourages the reader to
become aware of deeper levels of communication before he can
understand the novel's full thematic implications.
7Neumann, The 9rigins and History of Consciousness,
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954), 122.
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There are many clues to provoke deeper reading:

the

repetition of the basic structural element, the matrix, is
paramount.

But there are others.

use of allusions to

mythol~gy

An example is

Fieldi~g's

and to other literary works,

which serve as a shorthand method of symbolical comrnunication.

The references to Atalanta in chapter one and their

psychological implications for John have already been discussed.

The references to Blake's "The Tyger" and

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet in this chapter will be discussed later.

Another clue to encourage deeper reading is

the recurring and richly significant imagery that suggests
transformation:

Victoria's butterfly brooch (15), her

chrysalis chest (26), the Abbey's striped caterpillars (SO),
the hard-boiled eggs peeled in the cave (132).
however, one pattern of

im~ges

There is,

that is especially pointed.

Fielding frequently refers to the subject of language and
indulges in. gaudy but thematically relevant word-play.
chapter one, John longs for "words without
can be a bird-brain (31).

meani~g"

In

so he

In chapter two "God" and "Toad"

join to become "Goad" (97), Fielding signalling flamboyantly
his manipulation of

la~guage

in a

startli~g

yet contextually

appropriate manner.s
John turns from
s~ggests

an unconscious

tho~ghts

of the Vicarage and thereby

willi~gness

to leave the world of

BAs John and Victoria's ears become attuned to the
"innumerable little noises . . . weavin~ themselves into the
background like flowers into a tapestry (14) ~ so must the
reader's eyes become aware of the many small ctetails that
Fielding employs to underscore, embellish, and enrich them.
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parental fixation.

He has been forced out of the nursery

and has unwillingly crossed over the.threshhold in that he
is now forced to initiate man's archetypal journey toward
maturity.

John's path, like that of the heroes of old,

includes traditional and essential stages.

He must undergo

tests of the qualities of his personality.

Does he have

the courage, the insight, the imagination, the honesty, and
the growing humanity essential to the at least partially
integrated self?
pleted.

Some of the testing has already been com-

John proved his courage when he battled Marston by

manfully facing his own homosexual tendencies.

He revealed

his developing insight when he recognized his mother's
·destructive capacities:

"'Mother's ruined everything'" (96)

. and her willingness to have her sons become "eunuchs for
His sake" (92).
There are additional stages of John's long and hazardous psycho-mythic journey.

What could be externalized

into action or heroic talk in previous centuries is now
introjected and experienced inside the psyche; myth finds
its analogues in man's psychic life. 9 John must endure
fearsome experiences--suffering and despair lie ahead for
him.

In chapter three he enters a dark monster and is swal-

lowed by a dragon--an ancient metaphor for man's descent
into the chaotic dark of the unconscious.

His experience

9Jung and his disciples point out that modern man's
unconscious still has symbol-making propensities. The
forces that a more uncivilized and primitive time projected
into story, legend, and fairytale are now introjected.
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in chapter three is traumatic but essential in order to
increase the strength of his personality and expand the
depth of his wisdom.

Thus, suffering aids in the reorgan-

ization of his personality on an integrated and mature
plane.

The trials he must undergo are severe:

"The journey

to knowledge is the profoundest torture in the world:

but

it is the purgatory without whose purifying pangs no soul
can reach salvation." 1 0
Not all is antagonistic to the hero on his archetypal journey, for help from many sources is provided.

John

receives help from embodiments of his own practical wisdom:
Simpson, Fisher, Sarn't, and Greenbloom.
Simpson urges John out of the nursery:

The chauffeur
"'Tha wait till end

of next term, Master John, and tha won't want ever to coom
back to old Beddington [the Vicarage] again'" (105).

In

chapter two, Fisher and Sarn't teach John how to fight
against his homosexual impulses.

In chapter four, John

discovers that great source of strength, Greenbloom, who
recognizes that what John needs is "change, movement" (221),
and who leads him in a helpful therapy session (221-23).
In chapter two, his mother's temper rising within
him aids John in his assault on Marston.

Behind Mother

Blaydon's domineering negative qualities, we discern a
positive psychic strength which helps John.

The implicit

opposing polarity of psychological characteristics is
lOThomas Mann, "Gladius Dei" in Stories of Three
!>ecades_ (New York: Random House, Inc., 1936), 191.
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apparent.

The transformation process toward that positive

polarity occurs throughout the novel.

It is dramatic in the

. gradual transformation of Victoria to Dymphna by chapter
six.
John needs help especially to purge himself of the
domination of negative characteristics embodied in
Victoria. 11

Throughout the early pages of chapter three,

she is associated with death and she forces John to share
her destiny (107).

Symbolical of John's entering again the

world of his unconscious, Victoria meets him at an open
gatel 2 in the shadows of an oak tree (106).
a "white

f~gure

Dancing ahead,

suddenly sprung from the living. ground"

(124), 1 3 she leads John on the way that takes him eventually
into an encounter with the darkest, unknown, and therefore
unexplored·, part of his own psyche, as the "shadow" of the
ancient oak suggests.

Later Dymphna, the transformed

Victoria, appears suddenly "marked with white lacunae" (388),
an example of Fielding's repetition of images in parallel
situations to communicate transformation in John's psyche.
Victoria is obsessed by death.
are many

im~gistic

In chapter one there

references that associate her with death:

llvictoria also has positive qualities. She has led
John to consider other human beings, she has evoked love in
him, she has even planted the se~d of his becoming a writer.
Her positive qualities remind us that out of her· Greenbloom
and Dymphna develop as discussed later.
1 2see the wicket. gate of the or~ginal matrix (13).

13This is another example of John's mythic imagination reminiscent of the woods of women in chapter on~ (14).
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her fingers flutter "like bones 11 (22) and her hair is "black
as a funeral plume" (4).

Now she asks if John would finish

her off (107) if she were dying, if she were in "agony . . .
with the blood coming out of my mouth" (107), reminding him
that dreams are real (107).

Again, as in chapter one,

allusions to fantasy and romance appear.

Victoria repeats

"the most beautiful thing that was ever written" (108),
Romeo's speech from the tomb scene.l4
lovers die:

She is happy that the

I felt much happier at them dying than

II I

I would have done if they'd. gone on
out of love'" (107).
forever; she would

and got old and

livi~g

She would have adolescent romance last

s~eal

John away from mature problems into

the kingdom of the lake which we saw stood for his psychological desire to remain in the womb of parental fixation.
S~gnificantly

for

psychol~gical

transformation, John

tries to turn aside her thoughts of death--"., . . it's only
a story

. we're going to have such fun" (10 8)-- a. good

sign of his unconscious desire to live, to care for himself.
Again as in chapter one, he feels he must die if Victoria
does (108).
that I'm

She lies on the ground and says, "You imagine

dyi~g

in the darkness by the

l~ght

of one of your

candles" (108}, and thereby foreshadows the scene in the
cave and her actual death.

John's better

developi!lg will are conquered by this

ju~gment

n~gative

and

force of his

14Note the hint that Victoria is John's regressive and
even destructive anima in her choice of speeches·, though to
be sure she also possesses the positive aspects of that
psychol~gical complex as mentioned previously.
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personality.

He kneels over Victoria, totally

identifyi~g

..

with her:

"If you were to die, there'd be just nothing for

ever and ever" (109).
Out of this death-permeated conversation arises the
first reference to Jack Noone, "a young man at the. gate"
(111):

"'Didn't he pass you on your way back?

'"No, no one [Noone] passed me that I remember.'

I II

He frowned

as he recalled the ghost of a noise, the essence of a shadow
between himself and the

sunl~ght

as he had sat by the holly

tree a few minutes earlier" (110).15

Later John hears

far-off "high, careless" whistling (133), an ancient way of
announcing the presence of animalic, that is unconscious,
presences.l6

John's shadow stretches across the floor of

the cave (133) and Jack, a "tall, laden figure from whom
they long to escape"--the tiger that has been chasing
Victoria--then appears (133).17
Shadow references are abundant in the first repetition of the matrix in chapter three.

The shadows clinging

lSThe italics are mine.
16Jung, Symbols of Transformation, 94.
17Fielding's technique in working with Jack Noone is
similar to that· used with Victoria and Mother Blaydon. All
of the principal characters in the novel function as participants in the surface story of John's literal adventures.
They are also, and more significantly, projections of psychological elements in John ~nd objectifications of his psyche.
Often these elements are embodied in characters, readily
identified as archetypes. The novel is then both a literal
story and a psychological drama controlled by a transformational matrix; changes in the basic components of the matrix
signalling psychological changes in John.
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to John's head at the end of chapter one (38) and identified
with Victoria now permeate the scene.l8

John sees a two-

headed shadow on the wall right after Victoria becomes
"Mother" and Jack sits down closely beside her (134).
Victoria and Jack, associated with and attracted to one
another, are psychic forces projected from John's unconscious.

What we have is John confronted in the cave with

Victoria as anima contaminated by the shadow and all but
identified with it.

Shadow contamination means undifferen-

tiated impulses (seen as figures or archetypes) of John's
psyche.

In working through the individuation process, it is

essential that he sort out or differentiate the aspects of
the unconscious.

Undifferentiated, the contents of his

unconscious form a powerful commingled mass of influences,
such as John's confusion of love for Marston with love for
Victoria, that can overwhelm the efforts of the conscious
self to determine his identity and thereby to obtain individuation:

"There can be no consciousness without

discrirnination."l9

Differentiated and faced, negative psy-

chic forces may be transformed into helpful

qualities~

18victoria meets John in the shadows (106); cloudshadows sail like dark birds over them as they move toward
the cave (120); Victoria waits on the shadowed side of a huge
rock at the entrance to the cave (122); shadows dance on the
wall of the cave (125); leaping and posturing as John moves
(126); shadows of stones hurl· out from the darkness (129);
Victoria's face swims in shadows (130); and all is shadowed
by "the rain and the greyness of the moorland dusk" when
Victoria, Noone, and John leave the cave (138).
19Jung, Alchemical Studies, 336.
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Through image, incident, allusion and the like,
Fielding has_ gradually revealed John as regressive, fixated
on his mother, threatened by homosexuality, and eager for
death in the form of Victoria; he is a liar, a coward, a
·recluse, and a thief.

Many of John's negative qualities,

his shadow characteristics, are constellated in Jack Noone,
the "golden hiker" (111). 20 The archetypal shadow contains
hidden and repressed aspects of the personality, qualities
and impulses of the ego that are avoided and that are often
projected onto scapegoats rather than acknowledged.

The

shadow may contain positive elements (thus, in chapter four,
Horab Greenbloom, behind whom lies Jack Noone, is called one
of the "clever jacks" by Kate Holly (238)).21

The shadow

can be a dangerous and hostile psychic force if ignored or
20As mentioned earlier, Fielding uses gold and yellow
throughout the novel to suggest the t~easure· of Self hidden
in the unconscious. There is "yaller" clay in the cave
(179)--there is treasure in the unconscious; Jack Noone is
"a golden hiker" (111)--the shadow has positive qualities.
·
Simpson has golden hair (70). He gives John good
advice when the family is leaving Beddington--John must turn
aside from the nursery (105). In chapter one, he cautioned
John that his mother "is lak a bonfire, more you put on
t'more she blaezes" (31). Simpson is a sign of the treasure,
the wisdom, of Self.
·
Other examples of this motif are George Harkess's
yellow parting in his grey hair (115), Richel 1 s golden
Aphrodite ( 2 53) , and 1' golden fish" Mars ton (54)".
21Greenbloom's appearance marks major positive transformation in John. Greenbloom's creative qualities dominate,
but Fielding touches hifu with shadow qualities: with darkness--all the curtains in his room are drawn (207); with
animality--he "devours people" (364); with cruelty--he bends
Rachel's hand backwards until she cries out (270); with
death--his white hands are skeletal (208). Greenbloom is
the transformed negative psychological force of Jack Noone.
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misunderstood.

In Demian, Hesse's novel of psychological

tran~formation,

one recalls the difficulties Sinclair has in
his relations with Kromer. 22 But recognized and differentiated, the shadow archetype may bring the release of
normal instincts and creative energies. 23

Then it opens the

way to deep psychic exploration, thus the confrontation
between John and Jack in the green beach tent in chapter
five and between Dymphna and Jack on the train in chapter
six.
The pairing of characters in the matrix in chapter
one is John and Victoria, much alike, Victoria's association
with John's unconscious becoming increasingly apparcint.

In

chapter two, Victoria appears again, this time returned to
John's mother--she is Mrs. Blaydon's dead baby girl
for she is part of the matriarchal unconscious.

(80)~-

In chapter

three, John is aligned with Victoria and Jack--in Jungian
terms,

John as

~go,

Victoria as anima, and Jack as shadow,

archetypal terms whose individual characteristics as
impulses or compulsions in John's psyche were previously
defined.

John as

~go

is a lesser participant in the psy-

chological events that take place between the anima, the
seductively destructive power embodied in Victoria who would
lead him into deathlike escapism, and the shadow or
anti-social compulsions in Jack Noone who flirts with,
22Herman Hesse, Demian, Th~ ~O£l. of_E!!til Sinclair's
Youth (New York: I-Iarper tf"-Ifl-Yt.i, Puo l1shers, Inc., 1965J:""()'ff.
23Jung, Aion, 266.
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attracts, and overwhelms the anima.24
"my young lady" (124).

He kisses the hand of

Blake's tiger with its "deadly ter-

rors" "in the forests of. the

n~ght"

Victoria and so does Jack Noone.

(120) fascinates

Also quite literally

flirtatious, she arranges without John's knowing it for Noone
to meet her in the cave (135) and gives him a "pretty, sideways smile" (135).

Later she leaves with Jack Noone to be

murdered, smiling through "dark lips" and flutteri!lg her
white hands, while John stands nearby ~mmobilized (142),25
I

as he does again and again.

John is a hesitator.

victimized by his parental fixation.

He is

He was almost paralyzed

into inaction in the drowning lake (22) and stopped bj his
appearance as "some pale fish a little way under the water"
(32) in the reflections of his mother's dining room.

Anti-

thetically at the end of the novel, after John's major
series of transformations, he no
incapable of action.

lo~ger

hesitates or is

He swings easily with Dymphna (393);

he runs with her, hand in hand, to the light of Greenbloom's
car (407).
24Jung states that anima and shadow if not brought
to consciousness contaminate one another in "a state that is
represented . . . by 'marriage'" (Jung, Psychology and
Alchemy, 177 fn.). Separation (differentiation) of the
anima and shadow is essential to psychic progress and·is an
"actively destructive deed symbolically identical with
killing."· Neumann, The Origins and History_ of Conscious ...
ness, 121.
25victoria's tie to the shadow i$ emphasized when she
frightens John as she stands "large-eyed and white in the
shadow of the rock" (123).
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Murder in this chapter is psychological language.
Victoria is only literally destroyed not psychologically as
an influence on John.

She appears again and again submerged

in several of the characters until she emerges as Dymphna at
the end.26

What is a literal murder is actually a shadow

dominated or temporarily conquered anima.
and

The way that Jack

Victoria relate to one another looks like a romance of

the dominant shadow and negative anima, an unhealthy psychological event, for it signifies contamination of the two
figures rather than the differentiation essential for
psychic. growth,27 thus all the male-female figures John
meets as manifestations of his psychic state, such as
Mr. Victor and his Peter, Greenbloom and his "Jane," Lady
Gerry and her Sambo.
The shadow, Jack Noone, is described as "always
ready to chase" (122) th<1 anima, Victoria.

Later in chapter

six, a healthy, positive anima, Dymphna, meets the shadow.
Unlike Victoria, Dymphna is not attracted to Jack Noone's
charms--she does not flirt with him.

Dymphna prevails over

her encounter with the shadow, but only after John has
26victoria reappears in Rachel, Sheila, and Dymphna.
She is also in Greenbloom and Sambo. When Greenbloom
returns with Janus ("Jane") in chapter six, Victoria ·
reappears in him--Greenbloom is feminine and eager to help
John commit suicide. Sambo also has Victoria's qualities.
When he beds Lady Gerry Bodorgan (italics mine), it is a
romance, discussed later, th~t suggests the solving of
John.' s androgyny problems.
··
·
27Gerhard Adler, The Livin&. ~mbol (New York:
Pantheon Books, Inc., 1961), 253 fn.
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passed by and conquered many manifestations of Jack's possessing Victoria.

These manifestations take the form of

androgynous figures--Mr. Victor, Peter Probitt, Father
DeLaura, Horab Greenbloom, Janus Boscawen-Jones, and ultimately John's masculine mother.
John's shadow contains powerful impulses, but that
does not mean John should always suppress it.
John away from the

n~gative

By forcing

anima's inertia and closer to

ego differentiation, John's shadow moves him toward eventually overcoming the regressive pull of the unconscious,
the clinging to the world of Mother, the domination by the
negative aspects of his unconscious.

"Sometimes the shadow

is powerful because the urge of the Self is pointing in the
.
.
1128
·same d 1rect1on.

prompts John to

The Self prompts one to wholeness; it

t~e

radical and violent separation from
Victoria essential to his psychic growth. 29
The beginning of John's insights into his own psychic drama are symbolically associated with fire in the
. glow of a match, the kindling of a fire, and the flicker of

2 Bvon Franz, 173.
29The circle archetype, mentioned earlier as a projection of Self that often appears in moments of stress as
an inner urge toward growth, ordering and strengthening a
weakened psyche, appears in Danbey Dale as it did at the
lake (17): Victoria and John travel "the flint road encircling the southern side of the dale" (120). Below them is
Danby, a "green saucer" (120) and "a group of cyclists
hump-backed on tiny flashing circles'' (120). These are
unconscious psychological forces (crouched in fetal positions) now in dynamic movement ready for emergence in the
major transformational scenes ahead.
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a candle.3°

In the deepest part of the cave, John lights

candles just after he and Victoria turn a corner into "the
last coffin-shaped orifice" (129), which is also the dragon
symbolizing parental fixation.

He sees shadows in the

darkness, suggesting the beginning of his ego's encounters
with the shadow presence:

'"There!' he said.

'Now let's

light our candles and you'll see why I was so excited.'"
"They held them up before them, and immediately the nearest
stones and their shadows, rock formations and stalactites,
leapt out of the far darkness as though an empty space had
been newly filled . . . " (129).

After moving further into

the darkness, John builds a small fire and Victoria
Annie 1 s hard-boiled

~ggs

(132) (Anne means grace).

~eels

Driven

by some mysterious force which impels the psyche toward
self-knowledge, a characteristic John has demonstrated from
time to time, as when he attempted to resist Victoria's
rehearsal of Juliet's death scene, John is reaching for a
deeper view into the unconscious . . Soon after the personified shadow, announced by "careless" whistling, appears
30Fire is traditionally associated with the masculine principle, with consciousness. Jung speaks of its
quaternary nature that also points to t6tality or the Self.
(Jung, Aion, 132 fn.) Fire and water were one and the same
to alchemists (Jung, Psychology_ and Alchemy, 232). Each
bears oppositions.within (water candestroy as well as
create; fire can annihilate as well as reveal). They are
thus transformative symbols associated with birth, death,
and rebirth. Fire and water, both present in the Stump
Cross cave, transform into the psyche-releasing fire-water
(alcohol) that Greenbloom gives to John in chapter four.
The fire and the water th~n look forward to Greenbloom and
to the insights that accompany his appearance.
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spotlighted by the. glow of a match (133), reminding us that
fixating mother had been spotlighted by a green light in the
dark Vicarage. garden in chapter one (34).
tripping over a stone, lights a match:

Jack Noone,

"In the throat of

the tunnel a match was struck and they saw the pink sheltering hands, the laughing face with the shadow of the nose
thrown broadly up between the eyes" (133). 31 "The throat of
the tunnel" (133) like the "stone lips" and "green earthen
tongue" earlier (122) are typical references which remind us
of Fielding's technique of creating settings that are more
than mere personifications; they are correlatives to John's
psychic forces and therefore, like John's ego, are capable
of transformation.
sating

becaus~

John's environments are vital and pul-

Fie1d~ng

uses them effectively to vivify and

to suggest living psychological forces.32
31There are several references to grey in this
chapter. In particular, the open air is greyer than John
expects after he has had his cave experi~nce (126). Grey
emphasizes the notion that the letting of the light of
consciousness into John's shadow--in other word~, John's
becoming aware of his shadow--greys both his conscious and
his un~onscious and thus begiris the melding of the psyche
that John must achieve if he is to approa~h individuation.
32 In chapter one, the woods, a psychic area of mother
dominance, "ought to have girls in every tree" and hands and
mouths merge "tantalizingly into a flower or a stone" (14).
In that chapter, the lake has a great green eye that ~atches
the children (19) and the feet and legs of a monster of fixation (17 and 22), the "big, square Vicarage" is "not
expecting'' John to consid~r entering the house through the
dining joom windows (31). In chapter two, walls ha~e ears
(81)·, a blow to the throat clings like a crab (65), boxing
. gloves meet other boxing glove~ (65).
·
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In chapter three, Fielding intensifies the personification of John's surroundings.

The cave, the setting for

his confrontation with his shadow characteristics, has a
mouth that swallows John into the watery black depths of
his unconscious.

In the cave we recognize the fixating

dragon of the green lake which John found attractive and
repulsive, provocative and deadly:
He saw the mouth of the cave, a small dark triangle
with stone lips and a green earthen tongue in which
small ferns were growing. Between the lips above and
the tumble of mossy boulders beneath was total blackness; but even from where he stood he could hear the
glassy music of the unseen water which must be feeding
the ferns and moss as it passed underground to join
the stream in the floor of the dingle (122).33
Fielding has transformed the matrix:

the wood that sur-

rounded the lake (14) are now "small ferns," the stones
formed of nymph's hands (14) are "mossy boulders," the
"chimes in the wind" that called John into the lake (19)
have become "glassy music of unseen waters," the blue eye
of the lake (21) has become the blue eyes of the killer
(307).

The chapter two caverns that·awaited outside Badg-

er's office (49) have been transformed into the huge cave of
John's unconscious. 34 We are in the psyche and are moving
33John's brother, David, also moves into a dangerous
underground encounter in Brotherly Love. His liaison with
Violet Cannon, the "other woman," takes place in an air-raid
shelter at the parsonage. David, ruled by his passions,
gives impulses· from his unconscious little or no direction
by his ego. Those impulses finally lead him to an early
death. Fielding, Brotherly Love, 19lff.
34The curtain of green (14) that drops around John
when he is at the lake is now the "standing curtain of
bracken" (122) in front of the cave; the suicidal waters of
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through Juhn's various complexes which, all related, work
like a constellation touching off one another.

Victoria, a

projection of John's anima, of his regressive and suicidal
impulses, is contaminated by Jack Noone, a projection of his
shadow, of his dark, anti-social drives.
The cave that Jack Noone knows well (116) and that a
haunched-over John 35 crawls into, is called Stump Cross
Cave, because of the nearby "Stump Cross lacking half an
arm" (121) that marks the parking place of Jack Noone's
s t o 1 en ve 1u. c 1 e . 36 Other references to crosses appear in the
novel:

earlier, a cross is hidden behind a rood screen

(73); at Rooker's Close, the cross is bloodless (320j,37
The cross is another symbol of wholeness of the psyche.
Stump Cross, like the

sarcoph~gus

The

and coffin mentioned

earlier, has forward-looking implications.

In chapter four,

Greenbloom, the positive, energy-releasing, creativityexpanding

~rchetype,

has also lost a limb, reflecting John's

the green lake (19) now fill the cave's limestone pools
(129). Green in the first half of the novel identifies with
isolation, fixation, and death. Like the other central
motifs, it is transformed later and becomes representative
of the potential for healthful growth through the tremendous
vitality and wisdom of Horab G~eenbloom. ·
3 5John's fetal position suggests eventual rebirth and
also suggests his wish to return· to the womb of parental
fixatioi1.
36The stolen car hints at John's stealing both
earlier (he intends to steal something from Vi~toria (19))
and later (he steals money from Greenbloom (213)).
37The self that the cross represents is thus portrayed as hidden from John or without vitality in the first
part of the novel.
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emotionally crippled condition early in the novel.

The

Stump Cross also portends John's salvation through the
blooming of the impulses that stump-legged Greenbloom
represents.
In Father DeLaura's church with its bloodless Christ
on a cross, John's ego stands aside and watches John's
"animal puppet" self move.38

Earlier John sees his "other

face" that leads him close to the reflected "drowned
. garden" and the "meeting of the Mothers" ( 32) . 39

We

observed previously that Jack Noone is "two-headed" (138),
so too is Greenbloom in chapter four (211).
Greenbloom appear in the same mirror.)

(John and

These references are

all examples of Fielding's emphasis on the dual nature of

°

the psyche) as is his use of oppositions. 4

Fielding uses

a doubling pattern to describe John's progress from having
his consciousness almost totally dominated by his unconscious mind, to having it become. gradually strengthened as
he moves toward a balanced and healthful personality.

The

pairing of characters, described in chapter one of this
essay, (e .. g., John and Victoria, John and Marston, John and
Noone, John and Greenbloom) is part of Fielding's doubling
38John's ego by then is sensitive to the manipulative
power of the unconscious.
39John's unconscious is symbolized by the "other
face," the watery. garden, and the mothers.
40Fielding employs many oppositions: noise and
silence; darkness and light; timelessness and time; inertia
and activity.
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pattern. 41

The cave adventure existed in the timeless world

of the unconscious, a different world from Nettlebed, representative of the conscious, a place much concerned with
time. 42 Fielding uses his many references to time partially
as a narrative technique to build suspense.

More signif-

icantly, he uses them to heighten the contrast between
literal consciousness and unconscious activities.

He works

disjunctively here, sharply contrasting what is going on
at Nettlebed with what is. going on at the same time in the
cave.

In an upstairs bedroom, George and Enid are having

41 That pattern also is structural, the first and
second half of the novel contrast in a technique of antithetical parallelism--the first half ending with the death
of Victoria (with John's ridding himself of the fixating
qualities of Victoria) and the second with the meeting with
· Dymphna (with John's.moving toward wholeness and personal
fulfillment).
·
The doubling pattern is apparent too in the composition of the chapters, each of which breaks into two major
scenes. In chapter three, for example, the scene in the
dark, wet, isolated cave when John, Victoria, and Jack
meet in a nightmare-like encounter contrasts with the savage
yet comic goings-on at Nettlebed when John interrupts George
and Enid's lovemaking. The cave experience symbolizes
·
John's dangerous yet attractive unconscious and contrasts
with the Nettlebed experience which symbolizes John's
immature yet strengthening conscious. (The humorous and
absurdly incongruous atmosphere of the scene in Enid's
bedroom also prepares the reader for the positive implications of much of the second half of the novel.)
·
42 At Nettlebed, Fielding announces the time frequently. Here are a few examples: "Five past seven on the
kitchen clock" (155)--when Victoria leaves with Jack Noone;
"she saw them at ten past seven" (162)--when Victoria and
Jack are driving fast down Stump Cross Road toward the
cave;'"twenty-five minutes and no sign of her" (144)--when
John is wondering what has happened; "it's only a few minutes ago" (149)--since John, after interrupting Enid and
George, is attacked by George Harkess.
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sexual intercourse when John interrupts them and is hurled
against the wall by George (147).

In the cave Jack Noone

attacks and murders Victoria Blount in an act of displaced
sexuality, for there is no mention of rape.

A life-begetting

act occurs at the same time and is set off against a
life-destroying act.
Jack and George are established as paired characters:

Noone, a destroyer from the realm of the mothers--the

unconscious--contrasts with Harkess, a primitive man like
Badger and Toad, from the lair of the fathers--the conscious.
Many clues emphasize this pairing although at this stage of
the study a less close explication of the text is warranted.
The details listed below point up how Fielding

encour~ges

the reader to see George Harkess as a reverse image of
Jack Noone.43
Fielding's close matching of George and Jack's qualities suggests John's inadequate powers of psychic
differentiation.

Differentiation takes place in the

43Both refer to Victoria as the "young lady" (114,
134). Victoria's response to each man emph~sizes his
different origin: she laughs easily and is comfortable with
Noone, a kin from her own realm; she is certain of her
power ("I can whip Uncle George") (112) over Harkess, a
representative of the consci6us forces. Both Noone and
Harkess are associated with animals. Noone, appropriate for
a figure risen from the unconscious, recalls a centaur-"Anyone would think I'd got foot and mouth, wouldn't they"
(136). Harkess, watche~ the little birds in the nest (John
and. Victoria) like one of the Nettlebed cats (114, 118).
Both characters offer to help the children into macintoshes-~
Noone's arms reaching to the anima, Victoria (137); Harkess's
arms reachi~1g to the ego complex, John (17 7) .
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unconscious as described earlier.

Essential to achieving

individuality, it also takes place between conscious and
unconscious forces,44 somethi~g which George and Jack's
similarities indicate John has not yet accomplished.

There

is a great temptation for John to allow the collective functions of the unconscious to take over and thus avoid the
strain of his achieving effective functioning of his consciousness, of developing his own personality. 45 John's ~go
must eventually end John's identification with and domination by his unconscious if he is to develop his own uniqueness.
One detail in particular emphasizes John's confusion
as he is caught between two worlds.

Still overwhelmed by

shadow forces when he returns from the cave, John sees
George's mastiffs as terrifying, dangerous, aggressive, and
hostile.

Walluping Wully of chapter one has become two

hell-hounds.

Yet when John releases the dogs, they make no

attempt to attack him; instead, they bound up the stairs,
whimpering and

w~ggi~g

their tails, "their great mouths

drooling with saliva and affection" (147).

John has-raised

to consciousness shadow forces that are at first overwhelmi~gly

fr~ghteni~g,

but that, when accepted, become

easily handled.
44Neumann, The Origins an~ History ~f Consciousness,
399.
45Jung, Two Essays on Analyttcal Psychology_, 151.
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John follows the two dogs into George and Enid's
upstairs room at Nettlebed.
implications.

The scene has important

It is patently a transformation of the

scene in chapter one when the naked and rocking John sits
astride the naked and apparently dead Victoria
into her.

The elements are the same:

pumpi~g

life

first a dog or dogs

arrive, then a startled observer enters to view couples in
naked intimacy.

A scene where death threatens--John on

Victoria at the lake--has been transformed by Fielding into
a scene of explicit sexuality--George on Enid at Nettlebed.
John's

t~oubled

psychological nature is here faced once more

in a devastating form and transformed on a higher level46 __
John's frank acceptance of sexuality and his association of
life- creation with maturity, ". . .. grovmups; they always
make love in bed .

I know all about it" (155).

The scene also recalls John's frequent wish to
"return to the womb," a metaphor for his parental fixation:
his longing for the woods to be female (to be mother), his
desire for dream-like retreat, his eagerness to stay in the
nursery at Beddi!lgton, "Bed(d)-ington."
with beds throughout the novel.

John is preoccupied

At the Abbey, he sees the

rosebed as a graveyard for the homosexual "Doctor" and
shares his bed with Marston; at Rooker's Close, he bursts in
on Peter and Mr. Victor

relaxi~g

together in a· chair.

In

this scene, he separates the mature lovers, Geo!ge and Enid,
46It's an upstairs room (the ego thus suggested);
Geo!ge (an aspect of the conscious) is a participant.
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in a

life-begetti~g

act at "Nettle-bed."

John wants to

destroy the possibility of his own rebirth at the moment
his feminine principle, Victoria, is overcome by his darker
impulses, Jack Noone.

John wants to cling to the "abiding

safety" of infantilism and thereby resists the trauma of
rebirth.
But Harkess, personifying consciousness, attacks
John and provokes his involvement with the masculine world
of intellect and judgment:
(149).

"'Think, man!'

A healthier John begins to emerge.

great maturity after Harkess' attack.
what he has seen:

'I am

thinking."'

He displays

He is honest about

"You mean about being in bed

(155); he recognizes his own weaknesses:

t~gether?"

"he remembered

. he had tried to evade his discomfort'' (167); he does
not take refuge in excuses:

11

It's no good my telli!lg you

any lies" (173); he knows ins.tinctively that he must do what
is mature:

"I won't tell them a story only a fool would

tell"(l65).
The trouble, turbulence, confusion, and pain that
John faces at Nettlebed is significant.
is not comfortable; life can be an

The conscious world

irritati~g

"nettlebed" that requires thought and control.

experience, a
The escape

to passivity and dreams, to the undifferentiated unconscious,
that John

lo~gs

for in chapter one is childish and makes the

achievement of wholeness impossible.
Much of chapter three, in spite of the horror of the
murder, has positive implications.

John is using his head:
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"I am

thinki~g"

(149).

Victoria, though seen as symbolic of

John's escape to fantasy and his suicidal impulses, is
closely associated with falling water, dark pools, and the
womb-like cave which though deadly are also maternal symbols
and point toward rebirth.

Purgation, a preliminary step to

rebirth and part of the creative process,47 is suggested as
John vomits into a basin holding water that rocks back and
forth (the maternal images abound!).

In chapter one, it will

be recalled, Victoria vomits out the sweet cakes she had
eaten earlier when John forces life back into her during
artificial respiration.
Chapter three began with the end of John's life at
the Vicarage, with the end of his babyhood.

It concludes

with the end of Victoria's life, with the end of John's
total domination by

n~gative

forces.

The sarcophagus-

suitcase (103) and the tomb-cave (126) do not mark death but
the possibility of victory over death.
th~ir

In Gentlemen in

Season, Fielding, again concerned with powerful con-

trastive elements of the psyche and with destruction that
may be preliminary to rebirth, says, "murder like martyrdom"
47vomit is a creative substance as is everything that
comes out of the body. Neumann, The Origins ~ Hisjory of
Consciousness, 25. The transformative process 1s un erscored by"the vomiting motif. In chapter four, John goes to
a men's room that resembles a "vomiteria" just before he
leaves with Greenbloom on a trip that marks a major step in
his transformation. In chapter six, Dymphna vomits out the
train window (397) after ridding herself of a shadow figure-Victoria is reborn as a health~ anima in Dymphna.
·
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can be "a. kind of baptism."

48

Chapter three ends the first half of the novel that,
as we have seen, consists of paralleling incidents made up
of components of the original matrix, the contents of the
components slowly changing.

Until Victoria is killed,

Fielding uses his paralleling technique to reveal gradual
changes in John and to give deepening insight into John's
disturbed and crippled psyche--his suicidal tendencies,
his negative androgyny, and his dangerous shadow impulses.
The second half--marked by the appearance of Greenbloom,
a major transforming influence--brings dramatic reversals
in the implications of the continuing repetitions of the
matrix.

Using anti-parallelism and other devices discussed

later, Fielding, in chapter four, chapter five, and particularly in chapter six, reveals John's dramatic movement
toward psychic health--toward participation in life, toward
achievement of his manhood, and toward release of his
.creative potential.
48 Gabriel Fielding, Gentlemen in their Season (New
York: William Morrow & Co., 1966), 77-.- See also Neumann,
The Origins and History of Consciousness, 121 f.

Chapter Four
THE

TRANSFOfu~ATIONAL

PROCESS

What Fielding has accomplished, if my observations
and commentaries arc correct, has been to employ a technique
which has created the fictional structure of John Blaydon's
psyche.

What remains for Fielding is to bring his technique

of transformation to bear on the structure of the psyche in
order to fictionalize its slow changes as John gradually
transforms the harmful content of its basic components until
they become self-enhancing rather than self-destructive.
Transformation of content then is the operative
phrase, for the fundamental·matrix, as I have analyzed it,
remains relatively fixed. 1 Fielding established early--at
the lake scene in chapter one--the fixed matrix:

the dual

nature of the psyche is emphasized by the pairing of characters; the pattern of psychological development is apparent
lA list of where the matrix or key parts of the
matrix reappear in the rest of the novel follows. (Repetitions of transformations of single motifs are too numerous
to list.) John and Michael's meeting in the men's room at
the Luxor Hotel (226-31); John's visit with Greenbloom to
the Summas estate (242-44); John, Rachel, and Greenbloom's
plane trip to Ireland (256-64); John's meeting with
Mr. Victor in the garden at Rooker's Close (294-99); John's
experience at Worthing Beach (299-312); John's planned
suicide at the Point (342··43); J'ohn's visit to Lady
Bodorgan's reception (366-75); John's night meeting with
Greeribloom in the Bodorgan garden (376-88); John's night
meeting with Dymphna iri th~ Bodorgan garden and boathouse
(389-406).
.
.
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in the use of aspects of the archetypal quest myth; the
insularity of John's psyche as it struggles to come to
terms with its divergent parts is caught in the symbolical
implications of the settings; the positive and negative
polarities of psychological principles are suggested by the
motifs, particularly the color green in the title and in its
frequent recurrence; the need to face destructive elements
of the psyche is portrayed by the objectifications of those
elements as monstrous incidents, characters, and landscapes;
the omnipresence and power of the unconscious are apparent
in the archetypal figures that the psyche is energized by
and projects.
In the first half of the novel, as we have seen,
. the contents of the components of John's psychological complex are transformed in a variety of ways to reveal the
potentially destructive qualities of his psyche.

Chapters

one, two, and three describe those qualities that lead John
to withdrawal from the conscious world, to possession by
negative aspects of androgyny, to domination by erratic
emotionalism, to criminality through his impulse toward
dishonesty and violence, and to self-destruction as he again
and again longs for death. 2
In the second half of the novel, those deleterious
contents of the components change and are reinvested with
imaginative and self-creative meaning.

Fielding's genius

2Before and after Vjctoria's death, this impulse
takes the form of omnipresent thoughts of suicide.
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lies in the fact that he maintains the basic matrix but
gradually. gives it new meaning based on John hesitantly and
then firmly moving to dominate what has heretofore dominated
him.
We find the emotional complex most radically shocked,
for instance, in the contrast in chapter four.

On one hand

we see Mr. Rudmose and Michael's stodgy and hypocritical
Victorianism and all it represents of

n~ggardly

educational

values and parental fixations and on the other Greenbloom's
extravagant, free -lvheeling independence of mind and freedom
of action.

In structuring chapter four, Fielding creates

first an overture of educational and parental Victorianism.
This is followed by the tumultuous Greenbloom section in
lvhich point by point Rudmose and Michael' s 3 attitudes are
shocked, outraged, or overridden insofar as John is concerned.

This violence against the complex is too. great:

it

even alienates John, for he must ripen through. gradual
transformation; he cannot be wildly wrenched into bloomi:ng
when still green, thus the role of Rachel to whom I shall
soon return.
In structuring chapter five, Fielding begins with
John

~gain

endangered by the damaging manipulation of a

Victorian environment--the Abbey and Beowulf's have been
3Although Mother is not mentioned, Michael, a mother
surrogate, embodies her ideas. Michael wants John to act
in wriys acceptable to Mother while he himself does otherwise. Greenbloom's influence on Michael is drawing him away
from Mother as it later does John.
·
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transformed into Rooker's Close.

This time John is stronger.

His experience with the unruly, almost uncontrollable Greenbloom impulse, in which Rachel at first steadies him, but
from whose erratic tyranny she eventually urges him to
escape, has brought positive change.

The chapter ends with

John at Rooker's Close, facing down negative qualities of
his androgynous instincts.

Fielding's main focus in chapter

five is on the central incident in which John does what must
be done alone--face the clearly differentiated shadow archetype, Jack Noone, now called "Desmond Something-or-other"
(304) :

"John got up and walked after him

he put out

a·hand and touched the blue sleeve of the man's blazer and
he turned around very sharply . . . . 'Do you remember the
caves?' .
11).

. . you'll have to give yourself up"' (310-

Fielding, transforming the content of the components

of the matrix, has John confront his own shadow, trap it,'
and then significantly allow it to escape.
positive transformation in John.

The result is

Fielding has fictionalized

John's healthful acceptance of his shadow as part of himself-"an aspect of his sensibility . . . divorced from the present" (309)--and John's ensuing ability, because of that
acceptance, to draw strength from his shadow's positive
aspects. 4
4The shadow contains hidden and unfavorable (even
nefarious): aspects of the personality, those repressed
emotional and irrational shortcomings that need to be
overcome, but it also contains normal instincts, creative
impulses, and meaningful parts of the chiaroscuro of life
that must be accepted and that provide the psyche with
energy and strength. von Franz, 168 ff.
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In structuring chapter six, Fielding massively
transforms the content of the components of the matrix to
reveal the triumph of John's psyche over its regressive
qualities.

John has passed his examinations--he has rid

himself of the rigid, entrapping enclosures of his external
world and prevailed over the self-limiting, self-destructive
impulses of his internal world.

Fielding's lively, convinc-

ing, and artful management of the content of the changing
elements of the psychological complex moves John quickly
toward psychic wholeness in a triumph of life over death, of
positive outgoing attitudes over negative introspective
fantasies, of creativity over failure.

Greenbloom, the

catalytic spirit, returns, this time not overwhelmi11g John
but instead helping him to !ecognize his strength, insight,
and unique potential after "buying" John from Mother/Victoria
(365).

Greenbloom is accompanied by the poet, Janus

("Jane") Boscawen-Jones, who is Marston and Victor reborn
and probably all the other

andr~gynous

characters such as

Spot Fisher, "Myrtle" Franks, Peter Probitt, Humphrey,
Fleming, and Father DeLaura.

John's negative

andr~gyny,

faced down in chapter five, has been transformed into John's
creative capacities come alive in "Jane."
Fielding's use of transformation as narrative strategy then reshapes the components of the basic complex
boldly and dramatically as we shall see in the following
discussion that emphasizes the expressive dimension of his
technique.
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A.
In chapter four, when John so desperately needs
help, there occurs a major reworking of the faculties of
transformation in the form of Greenbloom, his significance
highlighted by the title of the chapter and the novel.
Fielding radically reverses the suicidal, murderous green
of the first three chapters.

We see Greenbloom first as a

royal corpse, passive and bloodless (124), then as a
prophet-clown smashing everything that lays in his path
(247).

A new green blooms, rising from stasis and from a

death-like coma to explode new vitality.
The emotional content of a key component of the
matrix and the psychic energy attached to it undergoes
mysterious change.

Instead of the pale_ green of Victoria
and the death with which she is associated, 5 we now have
the pale figure of new growth in Greenbloom.

Fielding sets

up similarities between Victoria and Greenbloom as a means
of associating them and of indicating they are both aspects
of John's unconscious.
and thin.

Like John, they are both pale, dark,

Victoria's negative qualities--withdrawal from

society and suicidal longings--are established as polarities
to Greenbloom's positive qualities--involvement in the world
and life-expanding intellectuality.
SAs in the green female woods, the brownish-green
lake, the green watery garden, and the green-tongued cave
mentioned earlier.

-- _,_,·... ·. ;,- ~:<_
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Greenbloom enters the novel in the same manner as
Victoria did earlier.

He opens the door to the semi-darkness

of his rooms as she opened the. gate to the woodland and
lake; both open a new phase of John's exploration of his
unconscious.

In Greenbloom's apartment at Oxford, John is

again in a timeless world.

Victoria's body hid the sundial,

Greenbloom's clock stops until the stars appear.
has recast the details of the matrix.6

Fielding

He has created a

new and vastly different character and series of incidents
to communicate the

cha~ged

qualities of John's psyche after

his crises.
Greenbloom, the new pale green figure, gives John
the shock he needs to break away from the psychic world he
is trapped in.

The green curtain that surrounds John and

Victoria at the lake (34) is torn aside by the dynamic new
green that would release and enlighten John and lead him to
maturity.

John has to be forced out of his old attitudes,

out of his old world, and
rna t un.. ty. 7

stre~gthened

as he moves toward

This is accomplished by Greenbloom's appearance,

6The sundial transforms into the urn that Greenbloom
smashes in the Summas garden (242). The. green of Victoria's
young body (19) has transformed into a pale green head
ready to "fly off into space upon some urgei1t purpose of its
own" (208). John's other face that swam in the reflections
of Mother Blaydon's windows is now Greenbloom's image shining in an antique mirror of a richly decorated rooin (311),
G~eenbloom's great wealth suggesting the treasure of Self
that John un~onsciously is itching· to plunder (213).
Symbols of self (the napkin ring) and transformation (the
breakfast eggs) appear again (212).
7The fearful implications of black and white in
chapter one change too. The circli~g black rooks, the
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in other words, by John's budding wisdom, his awakened
cleverness, his aroused reflective capacities, his active
potential for transformation, now become swift-moving and
enlivened under the pressures John has undergone. 8
John's intellect, stimulated by the Greenbloom
encounter, helps John escape from the matriarchal hold.
Michael, his mother's son, tries to restrain John from the
Greenbloom influence--"'Mother does know best'" (197), "'you
know mother's feelings about whiskey'" (217)--but mother's
grip is broken by the insight and realization represented
by Greenbloom.

Her wishes about John's schooling and her

hatred of alcohol are ignored.

John breaks the power of

"the dragon of Obscurity" (83) with the aid of Greenbloom,
craw's feathers on Mrs. Mu6d's hat, Mrs. Blaydon's bobbing
black and white dress, the strangling net of white water
lilies, the silent white swans are thrust aside by the
positive associations of the black ostrich feathers over
Greenbloom's bed (213), the black suit worn by the charming
young butler at the Summas estate (234), Greenbloom's appearance as a "thin penguin in the black and white of his
dinner jacket and boiled shirt" (223), his white flying
helmet like a woman's bathing cap (256), the sneezing white
Moth airplane (254, 257).
8Jung describes spirit, an archetypal presence that
Greenbloom suggests, as a psychic phenomenon that stimulates
and inspires both knowing and intuition and that often
appears in the shape of a man in situations where insight,_
understanding, and good advice are needed. Spirit is a
presence that "helps gather assets of the whole personality
together at a critical moment, when all one's spiritual and
physical forces are challenged," that often asks questions
that induce self-reflection, yet that often is touched with
trickster or demon qualities. It is a figure well-known in
myth and legend--one thinks of Merlin, Loki, and Utnapishtim.
Jung, "The Phenomenology of the Spirit in Fairytales," The
Archety~ and the_ ~ollect:i.ve Unconscious, 216ff.
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a source of wisdom and positive psychic power. 9
Before Greenbloom's arrival, John clearly needs
help and. guidance, yet Greenbloom is only partially successful.

The emotional spill that casts up Greenbloom is a near

disaster and leads to wild chaotic activities.

Greenbloom's

explosion from John's unconscious, turbulent and disturbed
after the traumatic events of five months earlier, is too
sudden, too extensive, and too erratic.

As a tutelary fig-

ure, Greenbloom is to take John to the city of the mind,
Paris.

In the hectic confusion of John's psyche, Greenbloom

flies off in the opposite direction and John lands in the
land of green, Ireland.

(Later, Dymphna brings John's

manhood to him from Ireland.)
sary.

This turn of events is neces-

John cannot be rused pell-mell into maturity.

He

needs time to. grow in emotional health and intellectual
insight.

Maturity can come only after he deals specifically

with the many problems that are holding him back--his
parental fixation, his negative androgyny, his suicidal
drive, his barely sufficient

cour~ge,

his lack of adequate

insight.
Fielding associates Greenbloom with the drinki?g of
alcohol.

He makes casual references to drinking in the

early chapters

b~ginning

with John's childhood prank at the

9 Greenbloom's association with royalty--he is "a
royal corpse from some remote oriental kingdom'' (214), he
has eyes like those on the faces of attendants of the
Pharoahs (207)--indicate he is also a symbol of Self, the
inner urge toward integration. Jung, Aio~, 225.
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Drummond's Christmas party when he gets drunk on the
butler's sherry (30).

Page after page refers to Greenbloom's
drinki~g of wines and brandies, i.e., distilled wines.l 0

John is weaned away quickly from mother's tea after he meets
Greenbloom and soon is happily sipping Greenbloom's vodka
(211).

In psychology,

mythol~gy,

and primitive religions,

drunkenness is seen a way of partaking of a mode of being
that releases the spirit. 11 It is a psychic process that
stimulates the unconscious and that is related to invisible
principles that can change personality.l2

It is another of

Fielding's reinforcements of his theme of psychic transformation with its Christian and Bacchanalian implications.
Fieldi~g

also surrounds Greenbloom with religious

associations in addition to

drinki~g.

He is described as a

prophet "like.John the Baptist or one of the earlier ones,
the Isaiahs or

Jeremiahs~

. . . a man in the desert crying

out wonderful things" (246); he asks "for God's sake" (213)
that he be shaved, be made ready to lead John into a new way
of life; he is "a jealous God" who will not be denied (256).
What are we to make of the religious associations
surroundi~g

Greenbloom?

The implications of the

rel~gious

references that surround him clearly are different from
lOFielding's symbolic use of a wine-drinki~g prophet
is considered later.
llcampbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, 130.
12Neumann, The Great Moth~!_, 6 0.
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those in the novel that would hold John back. 13

When

Greenbloom comes along, Fielding transforms the religions
references into Inetaphors for John's psychic salvation.
The church that has "the dead God on the Cross" (326) is
reborn in the life-expanding Greenbloom.

That rebirth is

emphasized as we see Greenbloom rise from passiveness and
bloodlessness, from an "air of mortality" (214) to vitality,
intellectual involvement, and leadership, a kind of psychic
paradigm for John.

Called "Jesu" (269) (Christ as mentioned

earlier is a Jungian symbol of Self), Greenbloom is Self, a
psychic force that prompts John's inner urge to wholeness
and that releases him from the entrapping enclosures.of
negativism.
Fielding includes other associations to build
Greenbloom as a psychic aspect of John, as a

representati~n

of positive transformation, e.g., his name:

Horab--a place

in the desert where the Israelites began their journey to
the promised land; green--a color here associated with
healthful growth; bloom--a metaphor for achievement of
selfhood.

John needs to move away from his negative

psychological complex:

Greenbloom opens doors for John

(213) and forces his "enchanted escape" (256).

Greenbloom

has a serious deficiency, a wooden leg, but he is not
13Negative references to God, bishops, church groups,
and the like are frequent throughout the novel: God is
changed to "Goad" (97), bishops are controlled by parish
women (96), the Mothers' Union frightens children (32),
Rudmose has a Christless crucifix (192).
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handicapped because of it--he moves about easily and
quickly.
wooden
psyche.

He has overcome his deficiency.

l~g--the

John too has his

domination of negative aspects of his

The symbolic association is clear:

John needs to

"stretch his legs" '(217), needs to learn the lesson of
Greenbloom--to overcome his weaknesses, something the lake
scene in chapter six, described later, makes clear John
finally accomplishes.
Greenbloom has John seek out the evening star (216).
Stars,. glimmers of light in the darkness, suggest hope for
John in the midst of his difficulties.

Glimmers of light

can also be seen as symbolic of the future organization of
the personality, a symbol made more obvious by. the

arra~ge

ment of stars in patterns, in constellations, and their
steady path across the heavens.
Greenbloom represents many of John's positive
qualities, his inner impulses to free himself from bonds
that are holding him back.

As an archetype, of course, he

is both negative and positive.

He is the explosive force

that smashes Mother's rigid world.

John soars away in a

Moth that flies in the night toward the
Greenbloom country where a new

upsetti~g

l~ght

and toward

order of

thi~gs

prevails and where John could easily be overwhelmed by the
chaotic Greenbloom.
John is saved by Rachel, who
stage of transformation.
garden of

dyi~1g

~s

Victoria in another

Victoria, who leads John to the

roses, the dark maternal woodland, and the
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treacherous lake, and who is associated with his retreat
from reality) his parental fixation, and his desire for
suicide, has been transformed to Rachel, who leads John away
from Greenbloom after he has had shock enough to break the
massive hold of his negativism.
become a.&Iossblutte.

She herself will marry and

Rachel knows John must face up to his

difficulties which he does after he has left Greenbloom in
chapter five.

John's conscious self llllst face the shadow

and his negative androgyny alone.
Fielding's transformation of Victoria into Rachel is
apparent as John muses, "How soft was her hand, as soft as
Victoria's had been before it crumbled to earth in the
earth" (273).

Rachel is mother too, only a kinder, more

lovi~g, and wiser aspect of the matriarchal unconscious.l4

She strokes and caresses John's hand (254 and 273); she
feels compassion and responsibility for him (226 and 275).
She teaches him the importance of love (254) and gives him
ins~ght

into his Greenbloom experience (275).

John is happy

indeed to follow her to a seat "under the wi'!lg" of the
Moth (256). 15
Rachel's name is important.

It means "ewe" or

female sheep in Hebrew, but more significantly it is the
14All the females in the novel are part of the
matriarchal unconscious with its varied characteristics
described in chapter one of this study.
15victoria's butterfly brooch is now a moth--a frozen
object on a sick anima is now an instrument of freedom and
transcendance.
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name of Joseph's mother in the book of Genesis.

John is

called Joseph at Rooker's Close with Fielding heavily underscoring the Biblical allusion:

John is a dreamer (196), he

is told to come out of his dry well, to abandon his coat of
many colors.

Later Greenbloom sees him as a scapegoat to be

sent out into the wilderness (249).16
References throughout the chapter prepare us for
Rachel's disappearance and her return to the unconscious.
She is pale like Victoria, her face loses its distinctness:
"neither the eyelids, the lips, nor the curved and minute
nose had the lovely precision he had noticed the previous
evening; there was a

blurri~g

of the edges, a loss of bound-

ary, as though each separate feature had missed its place
and character and mingled with its
(251).

ne~ghbours

in the night"

Like Mrs. Blaydon earlier (80), she finds it nec-

essary to

rep~ir

her face with makeup (251).

She is as

"unreal as France and Greenbloom's stars" (273).

John finds

it "difficult to hold on to her existence as a person; she
would keep fading" (274).

She is clearly in the fluid

process of becoming someone else.
of transformations

thro~gh

She is one of a series

which Victoria and the

n~gative

qualities she stands for are. gradually changed until
Dymphna Uprichard, ("Ewe-prichard" as her friend calls her)
16Appropriate to the allusion to John as Joseph,
his benefactor, is described as having risen
from the tomb of dead Pharoahs (207).
·

Greenbloom~
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John's healthy and attractive anima, appears in the novel's
last scene. 17
Fielding does not radically transform all details.
Some unchanged but less powerful elements of the past are
still part of John.

Fielding emphasizes the major changes

in John's progress by contrasting liberating agents such as
Greenbloom and Rachel with fixating agents such as Michael
and Rudmose.

The Rev. Robert Rudmose, another teacher of

the Badger/Toad ilk, causes John to be tangled unhappily at
18
Beowulf's,
but John's brother Michael is the main fixating
agent in chapter four.

Michael and Rudmose represent the

Victorianism of Mother Blaydon and its essential hypocrisy.
John is less threatened than he was, however, by psychic
·rigidities.

He sees through Michael--"a solemn spectacled

caterpillar like the one in Alice" (199)--and consequently
differentiates Michael's fixating qualities, robbing them
of any force to harm him:
17nymphna is the name of the patron saint of the mad
and of those under malign influences, an indication of how
John sees himself when he first meets her.
18The symbolism implicit in the school's name is
transparent. Like Beowulf, John must destroy frightening
monsters. They are still part of his psyche although submerged for the moment in his unconscious: "He imagined
himself a piece of seaweed in the grip of some cold and
hungry crustacean, a lobster or a crab" (193). Other references such as John's wanting to learn the crawl in chapter
two and his swimming far out into the ocean at Worthing
Beach in chapter five emphasize the association of John
with Beowulf. The opening scene at Beowulf's with John
stealing asparagus, the earliest vegetable to rise in the
spring, is interesting. It anticipates John's meeting the
pale-green Greenbloom, stealing from him, and sprouting
healthfully in the scenes that follow.
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It was all indefinably and yet typically depressing;
just the sort of place Michael would choose, he thought
bitterly. Upright little Victorian houses with bugles
all over their pillars and bow windows pushing out into
minute squares of tiles and grass surrounded by chains,
railings and brick walls.
People, he thought, always gravitated naturally to
their proper surroundings. This was quite obviously
Michael's world; heavily respectable and rectangular
outside, hinting at security and a rather frowsy doxiness within, but in reality full of seedy, unsympathetic
people (199).19
Michael tries to lead John away from the freeing
impuls'e of Greenbloom.

He steers him down a "discreetly

lighted" hallway which leads off "at right angles from the
entrance hall at the hotel". (226).

The brothers turn

another corner, open a door, enter a narrow passage, open
a second door.

Michael reports happily, "We're on the

track"--we're within the confines of parental control.
Michael has led John away from Greenbloom to try to convince him to go back to Beowulf's.

The circuitous route

to the men's room is reminiscent of the pathway into the
deep chamber of the cave, the site of the murder. 20 Michael
19The transformation of green grass to lifeless straw
and then to rigid bricks used for building walls around
tight little Victorian houses is reminiscent of a similar
motif in Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness--the grass in
the clearings in the Congo contrasting with the brick city
of Brussels in Belgium.
20There is a maze-like pattern in the route to the
men's room that appeared earlier in John's paths during the
scenes at the lake, at the London wedding, and at Danbey
Dale. John meets monsters of parental fixation and motherinduced androgyny at every turn in every corner of houses,
schools, caves, and beaches, even inside the yew hedges of
Victor's rose garden (discussed later). The maze-like paths
recall the archetype of the labyrinth construct, a microcosm
of the exploration of the unconscious, and suggest aimlessness and loss, the need to seek a way back to Self, the
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angles away from Greenbloom and takes John first to the
"outer sanctum" and then to the men's room, described as a
church, then as a vomiteria (228).

The cave with its organ,

chalices, and monklike figures (126) has been transformed.
The reference to the vomiteria is the purgation/transforma.
.f
.
21
t 1on mot1 aga1n.
Fielding transforms earlier settings completely,
not just one but sometimes several transformations occurring
22
to a single detai1.
The changing details are symbolic of
a changing John.

In fast-moving chapter four, John goes

through a series of transformations.

He moves from dom-

ination by his negative qualities to some insight into
Victorianism and all it stands for (the waterfall at the
_Carpenter Arms is transformed to beer--alcohol is psyche. releasing).

He fights against family control (he is not

complexity of the individuation process, the remoteness of
Self. Neumann points out that the labyrinth archetype has
to do with death and rebirth (John's transformation process),
is connected with a cave (a womb-rebirth metaphor), is presided over by a mythical woman (the unconscious), and is
walked through by a man (John). Neumann, The Great Mother,
176.
21 see footnote number 51 of chapter three of this
essay regarding the purgation/transformation motif.
22 victoria's lake and Mrs. Blaydon's drowned garden
become a waterfall of beer (205) at the Carpenter Arms;
"one or two black and ponderous figures" gliding "like fish
in an aquarium" (226)--a shoeblack at work on the feet of
a businessman--in the entrance to the men's roon1; hissing
water and disinfectant flowing down white urinal walls at
the Luxor Hotel (227); clouds that move like "icebergs
through a cold sea of air" (261) around Greenbloom's plane.
Other details of the matrix go through similar elaborate
transformations.
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easily persuaded by Michael in the hissing men's room).

He

recognizes that he has changed, that the "rules" (261)
(Mother Blaydon) no longer control (the lake, now a frozen
cloud seen from Greenbloom's plane, can no

lo~ger

drown

John).
One of the settings that Fielding uses in the matrix
and throughout the novel needs emphasis.
correlates of psychological change.
led by Victoria to a. garden of
his

longi~g

dyi~g

He uses gardens as

In the matrix John is
white roses and reveals

to be an insect, his regressive tendencies

clearly apparent. 2 3

The garden reappears on Sir Halycon

Summas' estate where gates were left wide open for
Greenbloom to smash a Georgian urn in the center of the
rosebed (244) and for John to enter "a new country, the
Greenbloom country" (245).

In the final section which

23Later in chapter one, John's "other face" swims in
a "drowned garden" reflected in his mother's dining room
windows--J6hn is immersed in his unconscious. In chapter
two, John buries the homosexual "Doctor" in a rose garden
in the Abbey--he battles Marston there: he battle~ his
homosexual impulses. Rose leaf confetti rustles when David
and Prudence leave for Majorca--mother's influence is still
making itself apparent. In chapter three, Fielding makes
more subtle references to the garden--Victoria is· a "shaken
flower" (127); "rain . . . like a wet sheaf of chrysanthemums'' (139) appears in the light of John's torch--memories
of the matrix garden remain in John's conscious. Not a
rose bed but .a "Nettlebed" appears in that chapter- -John is
no longer comfortably escaping into his unconscious.
Fielding uses rose gardens ambiguously, giving them negative
and positive implications. During the first half of the
novel, they suggest death, John'~ psychic retreat from life.
After Greenblo6m smashes the urn in the garden in chapter
four, they are touched with efflorescence, with John's
healthy. growth into active involvement with life.
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unites all, John in the Bodorgan garden throws away a wilted
wallflower and strips off and wears the large blossom (the
grossblutte) 24 of a rhododendron tree ("little rose tree")
before his significant meeting with Greenbloom and Dymphna:
he turns away from qualities associated with wilting, with
dying, and affirms his healthy growth and vitality.
There are other implications to the garden scene in
chapter four:

"Greenbloom rearing up as he stood on the

brake pedal, came to rest in the middle of a rosebed outside
a large country house . . . . 'I'm afraid we hit something in
the middle of the rosebed.' . . . 'That would be the urn,
sir, a Georgian one'" (242-44).

Greenbloom is clearly a

force that smashes the restraints of the past.

The smashed

urn recalls John's mother fixation now broken.

Calling it a

"Georgian" urn suggests the destruction of George Harkess as
a possible model for John.

It also refers to the breaking

open of the temenos (a magic circle or enclosure), a Jungian
term for the protective womb of family-school-church that
Mother Blaydon would like to keep John trapped in, a world
that John has been conditioned to believe is his "abiding
safety" (104). 25
2 4Grossblutte, ·"large blossom,". is· Rachel's married
name (382 .
25The temenos, like most psychological terms, has
dual implications: it is both a prison in which consciousness can be restrained and a "'seeding place'" in which the
integrated personality can be produced. "The unseen Great
Mother is the primal womb, the vessel of transformation.
She is the temenos . . . the magic protective circle, the
vas hermeticum of 'philosophical egg'" in which "the
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After that scene, John is welcomed to Greenbloom
country.

John and his friends are "very important" to the

Summas--they are placed around a pie crust table and. given
biscuits and brandy, a sacramental ritual, Fielding again
using psychologically significant religious imagery.
has taken a step toward psychic salvation.

John

He has "passed

through some barrier of danger" (245).
John is transported in a variety of ways in the
nove1. 26
that

bei~g

Cars, planes, and the like are psychic vehicles
man-made suggest involvement with the rational,

the conscious.

They also illustrate the manner in which

John lives his psychic life.27
Greenbloom--he is hurried
from his unconscious.

alo~g

He is driven or flown by
by intuitions

emanati~g

The acceleration of the speed at

process of integration is experienced." Adler, The Living
Symbol, 23f, 13~. See also Jung, !'~hology andATchemy,
124. John's tr1p to Ireland with Greenbloom can be seen as
a voyaging forth from the world of the mothers, as a
departur~ from the womb of parental fixation, as a magic
flight out of the temenos.
26 John is transported by car, by train, and by plane.
(A punt also appears: Lord Bodorgan and "Sambo" Stretton
drift in a punt on the surface of the lake in chapter six
reminiscent of the "water boatmen" (17) of chapter one.)
The various ways of transportation are offspring of
Simpson's old Ford (3): a train that moves sn~kelike to the
London wedding that John's mother would prefer never be consummated; Noone's crouching motorcar (139) that carries
Victoria to death; Greenbloom's Bentley that races to London
now transformed to a city of frank sexuality; Greenbloom's
Moth that lifts John above his enclosed perspectives and
provides him with enlargement of his conscious horizons.
Henderson sees a plane· as a symbol of release and liberation.
Henderson, "Ancient Myths and Modern Man," 157.
27Ju~g, Psy~Eol~~ and ~LchemY-, 117.
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which Greenbloom's car and plane move expresses John's
increasingly stronger impulse to freedom.

That impulse

to freedom leads eventually to his reaching toward psychic
integration, but to attain that he must take conscious con··
trol of his own life, a process he moves increasingly toward
in the last three chapters, and that is apparent in his
flight from Greenbloom in chapter four.
John must find his own personality; he cannot
blindly follow Greenbloom.

Greenbloom is a releasing force

that makes it possible for John to move toward psychic
health, but that John, with the increasing insight resulting
from his Greenbloom experience, recognizes as only a phase
in his development, "Now that it was all over . . . " (274).
At the end of the matrix, John's mother hurriedly blended
into the darkness of a beech hedge and John's face was darkened by shadows of Victoria (38).

At the end of chapter

four, Greenbloom, with John temporarily at his side, sweeps
away into the "cold shadows underlying the throng of the
trees" (278).

Greenbloom is returning to the unconscious,

but John will soon be in Dublin and then back to England,
more ·and more in conscious control of his own destiny.
Fielding skillfully employs his transformational
technique in chapter four.
with new content.

Reoccurring images are invested

As discussed earlier, for example, Lady

Summa.s' garden and its smashed urn have positive implications in contrast with those of Victoria's garden of dying
white roses.

Utilizing anti-parallelism, Fielding also
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contrasts John's opposing psychic forces in fixating
(Michael and Rudmose) versus liberating (Greenbloom and
Rachel) characters.

He increases the pace in chapter four

with many settings, incidents, and characters appearing to
emphasize John's quickened psychic progress.

B.
I shall only briefly comment on the highlights of
chapter five rather than explicate it in detail, assuming,
as in the discussion of chapter four, that the analysis of
the first half of the novel makes unnecessary drawing further attention to the significant repetitive pattern of
many details and motifs.

I shall point out key incidents,

characters, and motifs to emphasize Fielding's technical
skill in using transformation as an ordering device out of
which comes his thematic statement.
Again Fielding's transformational technique is
dramatically evident.

The elements of the matrix are rad-

ically changed and reveal John gradually emptied of the
negative qualities of his shadow self and of his androgynous nature.

John, now sixteen, has returned to school:

the Abbey and Beowulf's combine in Rooker's Close, but John
deals more effectively than he did before with the complexes
they represent.

He is a psychologically stronger young man

since his catalytic experiences with Greenbloom and Rachel.
John imagines himself back in the cave, in the
matrix:

"He was in a cave; it was dark, and through the
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darkness he heard the clatter of feet moving through water .
. . . All of her death, all of his love, all of his hatred,
rose up within him black and choking . . . the day came back
to him, once again he knew where he was and what had happened .

11

(308).

The transformation process is apparent.

The dark and dangerous cave with its monstrous tongue (122)
and its engulfing orifice (125) are ncrw a tent, airy and
green, easily ripped by a knife.

John hears the wind in

the tent just before he recalls Jack Noone splashing toward
him, striking matches (337). 28
Whistling "the same vain, lazy notes" (308), Jack
Noone appears, this time with his new name, "Desmond
Something-or-other" (304):
.He knew this [that he was with Jack-Desmond] with a
greater certainty than if he had seen the man only
yesterday in the full light of the sun. One upward
glance of the eyes over the camera, the upward flash
of the eyes above the torchlight; the set of the head
upon the shoulders in the car, the blazered back and
the close-cropped golden head he had seen as he came
up from the beach; these things and many other paired
apprehensions too numerous to be named had now been
finally sealed and signed by the notes of the tune
whistled over two years ago--and today (308).29
28Green transforms into a symbol of positive growth
in chapter four. Air, symbolic of the masculine principle,
of consciousness, and of creation, e.g., "the breath of
life," brings insight into what had beena place of darkness.
Neumann, The Origins and Hist~ of Consciousness, 22. Air
in motion -;-the w11id, lsa suhtle motif. :Earlier Victoria
had a voice like chimes in the wind (19)--John 1 s conscious
is a delicate presence in chapter one; an "ancient wind"
moves "in hidden fastnesses" (129) in the cave--his conscious is restrained in chapter three; "a cold wind" (383)
is able to restrain John from suicide--his conscious is
strong and penetrating in chapter six.
29other details emphasize John's shadow self reappearing as De~mond. Both Jack and Desmond are rivals for
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John, certain of Desmond's identity, relives the day of the
murder and then, no longer incapable of action as he was in
Jack's presence (142), he frankly confronts the shadowmurderer:

'"You strangled a girl called Victoria Blount

in the Stump Cross Caves in Yorkshire three years ago"
(310).

John traps Desmond, then seemingly does everything

to make possible the murderer's escape.

He tells an obvious

lie to Sheila and Audrey (lying has been part of his shadow
personality from the beginning) that causes much confusion
and_ gives Desmond plenty of time to get away.

John's con-

fronting, trapping, and then making possible Desmond's
escape, is a psychological event.

John has unconsciously

recognized his shadow complex and accepted it as part of
himself, but John's shadow cannot be destroyed:

it is

part of him.
John's confrontation with Desmond comes only after
a conscious process of identifying and considering his
~ptions:

he can do nothing, can remain fixated; or,

helped by his strengthening experience with Greenbloom, he
can face up to his shadow nature.

Fielding using a concrete

John's female companions (136, 306); both spoil his afternoon (139, 307), both are violent (182, 311), both are
animal-like (133, 309). Desmond is patently identified as
Jack, "Victoria's murderer was at the moment sitting outside the tent in which he stood, only twelve paces away
from him" (308); " . . . he was there splashing towards us"
(337). Fielding emphasizes Desmond-Jack as John's shadow:
Desmond means man of the world, what Rachel tells John he
will be after he leaves her and Greenbloom (274); "Desmond
is someone whom he himself might be when he was older"
(307); Desmond calls John his son (311).
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situation has revealed John's increased consciousness.
is more aware of his psychic qualities:

John

"He felt himself to

be . . . living simultaneously now [consciousness] and in
the past [unconsciousness] and the knowledge gave him an
extraordinary sense of power'' (309).
conscious control of his destiny.

He has moved toward

He is no longer a puppet

(322) dominated by fixating aspects of his unconscious and
unrecognized shadow instincts.

He has made a major step

toward maturity.
Other key characters transform in the scene at
Worthing Beach.

Sheila and Audrey are Victoria in another

of her many manifestations.

Both girls are touched with

Victoria's negative qualities.

But typical of the second

half of the novel, of the major turnabout in John's psychic
development, their positive qualities dominate. 30
30Their negative qualities are apparent in these
details. They wonder if Jack is coming (303), they have
destructive capacities--they battle in a flurry of beak
and claw (303), they change from attractive young women-Audrey "of the brown skin" who delights in being massaged
and Sheila "a nearly silver blonde of exquisite fragility"
(300)--into menacing "coloured mould" (305). Unlike
Victoria, however, they do not go into the water.
Their positive qualities are apparent in these
details. The girls are lively and healthy. They are interested not in Juliet's death-permeated love, but in the eager
sexuality of the young woman who asks, '''do you think that
I should allow him to anticipate our engagement?"' (304).
Yet~ like Rachel and Mother, Audrey and Sheila spend time
"making up" their faces (300), for they too gradually fade
away--they are part of Victoria's gradual transformation
into Dymphna. Fielding associates Audrey and Sheila with
transformation symbols, with caterpillars and butterflies
(the girls even have antennae) (305).
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John's confrontation with Desmond is followed by
'

another psychologically dramatic and forceful clash.

John

first parries with, then directly attacks, his negative
androgyny personified in Mr. Gilbert Victor and in "Homo
Henchman" Humphrey (281), "dear little pansy" Peter Probitt
(283); and "effeminate" Father DeLaura (306).
Badger and Toad appear again transformed into Mr.
Victor with his Merlin-like capacities to change from animal
to animal in John's mind. 31 He is a formidable monster-like Badger with his traps at the Abbey (51) and Greenbloom
with his wolf's tail at the Bodorgan's (380)--that John
must face:

"Mr. Victor took a pace towards him; he seemed

to suck himself forward and hover a few feet over the
seaweed-brown carpet, pale and bulbous like a giant squid
wreathed in its ejected ink'' (332).
ous man.

Mr. Victor is a danger-

His name signals his kinship with Victoria, and

he has her ability to lull John into inaction, to paralyze
him:

"He was being hypnotized.

It was becoming increas-

ingly difficult to believe in his own attitude; the still
power of the man in the chair was having a paralyzing effect
on his conviction'' (330).
is different.

Mr. Victor's technique, however,

Rather than calling in myth, romance, and

fantasy as Victoria does, Mr. Victor, aptly for the
31 He is a cat (284), a snake (291), a pig (327),
a lion (327), a spider (327), a vulture (331), as well as
a giant squid (332). Memories of Badger and Toad and the
"far-off days of punishment drill at the Abbey" ·(298) are
also stirred by Victor's pipe.
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consciousness his maleness implies, and for the negative
attitudes he represents, resorts to the debilitation of
deadening, bloodless formal process:

"'Comment on these

statements, in order"' (329) . . . . "'Let us start by examining in order the point of evidence"' (338).

Mr. Victor

is insensitive to life's emotional overtones and has no
comprehension that not everything in life can be handled
bloodlessly and formally "in order."

Mr. Victor, his

school, and his writings are all associated with negative
consciousness.

Like the Abbey, Rooker's Close is a place

without compassion or understanding; its weapons are ridicule and punishment. 32 Mr. Victor's book concerning Lacrima
Christi is a parody that renders li£eless the real physiological .and emotional tears of Christ (329).

Mr. Victor

pats with satisfaction his manuscript concerning the
philosophical "Holy Tears" (329), having managed to circumvent the mystical writings of the church fathers on the
subject (329).
Mr. Victor, like Mother, is rigid and uncompromising
in his attitude toward sexuality:

"'This--this gutter-

cunning, this adolescent prurience'" (331).
him he is unaware of his androgynous nature:

John reminds
"'If you sug,..

gest that I thought of the girls in the way you often think
of Probitt . . . you don't know what you are thinking about
32significantly, John starts at Rooker's Close the
first day of the Easter term (296), the promise of rising
to a healthier psyche is thus implicit in spite .of John's
difficulties.
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Probitt''' (334-35).

Mr. Victor is a narrow and blind

leader of those around him:

the "maidenly" Peter Probitt,
who is concerned about John's sin (317), 33 who also doesn't
know who he is (318), and the nervous and uneasy Father
DeLaura (324), who reminds John of the Inquisition (321).
They represent John's negative androgyny still not totally
transformed.
Father DeLaura is a weak and ineffective priest,
incapable of coping with John's emotional outburst concerning the murder, and dependent on Mr. Victor for his own
emotional support.

He and his church are "empty" (305)

except for "Christ, dead on the Cross, not even bleeding."
They offer no sustenance for John's psychic growth.

John's

ineffective confession does not bring the usual "mysterious
but assured cleanliness" (306), but instead prompts Father
DeLaura to suggest psychiatric treatment.
words in prayer:

John repeats two

"'Mr. Victor,'" '"Mr. Victor.'"

"He

prayed . . . and looked up again at the beautiful but remote
crucifix.

It seemed immeasurably far away, a distant orna-

ment that had no part in the fabric of the

church~

(325).

In Father DeLaura's church, Christ is "remote" (325), "dead"
(326), and "alien" (320).
possible there.

No positive psychic energ1.z1ng is
Greenbloom is John's "Jesu," his Self, 34 his

impulse toward inner growth.

Greenbloom, who is outside of

33 r comment on John as scapegoat a bit later.
34 Jung, ~ychology_ and ~lchemy, 19.
footnote no. 9 111 chapter four.

See also my
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religion, or perhaps between two religions, ransoms John
from his mother's fixating qualities by buying a rood screen
for the island church.
John's attack on Mr. Victor and all he stands for
begins some time before that climactic moment.
preliminary verbal jabs between the two.

There are

Then Mr. Victor

paces aggressively towaid John (332), but a stronger student
confronts him than confronted Badger at the Abbey or that
met him earlier--before John had faced up to Desmond (283).
Victor must retreat as John stands up, literally and intellectually, to him.

Again John is aided by his mother as he

was when he defended himself against Marston, but this time
John recognizes and understands the source of his aid:
"With one of those lightning strokes of insight which illuminate people in their darkest situations, he saw that he had
inherited from his mother the ability to gain an instant
power from the emotion of anger.

At such times he was, like

her, possessed of a dynamic, an arrogant and intuitive
coherence which few people could withstand for long" (332).
John, more knowledgeable about himself, fights Victor until
the wind drops (336)--until his conscious control ebbs.
Victor lulls him back into his earlier regressive state,
giving him milk and tea, "Drink this .
and relax" (338).
Observing the yew 35 hedges surrounding the rosebed, John
35 This pun on "ewe'' suggests Rachel and the positive
qualities she represents have not totally disappeared for
John.
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closes his eyes, agreeing with Mr. Victor that to talk in
circl~s,

to move in circles is soothing. (338).
John is back again in a psychic enclosure that can

restrict, depersonalize, and destroy him.
the womb of parental fixation.
to emphasize this point.

He is back in

Fielding uses many details

John is enclo~ed in the sagging

boathouse of restrictive Victorian morality (80), isolated
under the umbrella (27) of outmoded social mores, hidden in
the gap (33) of separation from consciousness.

He is

con~

fined in a summer house, a train compartment, his Abbey
cubicle, the Stump Cross Caves, the Luxor Hotel men's room,
the green tent. 36 The motif of enclosures is underscored
by a variety of action-stopping devices, snapshot-like
moments indicative of John's psychic arrest, e.g., John
frozen into inaction when he

s~es

Victoria drowning in the

lake (22); his immobilization as Victoria enters Jack
Noone's car (142); his observation of Desmond photographing
Shiela and Audrey (307).
But enclosures are also wombs and/or mandalas-"vessels of birth in the literal sense." 37 John's inner
36 rn chapter five, the name of his new residence,
"Rooker's Close," is part of the enclosure motif and recalls
the restraints of Mmes. Hugg, Boult, and Mudd in chapter one.
Rooker's Close has a walled-in garden mentioned. The nearby
town has models of young men and women, inviolate, "segregated in their glass boxes'' (326) in tailors' windows,
reminiscent of the glass partitions with little blinds that
John's train companions longed for (69) in chapter two.
3 7.Jung, Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious,
64.
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urge to wholeness 38 forces him to break out from, to smash
the forces that restrain, and to open up, to break into
those experiences that can help him achieve individuation.
Fielding dramatizes with many details John's breaking out,
smashing, opening up, and breaking into.

John longs to

escape from Rooker's Close (295, 298); he bursts in on Peter
and Victor (as he did earlier on George and Enid); he
smashes the egg-shaped jar of water at the Abbey; Greenbloom
smashes the Georgian urn in the garden at the Summas estate.
Again and again, in crucial moments of his life, John enters
and closes doors and gates or is behind closed windows, rood
screens, and the like at the Vicarage, the summer house, in
Badger's office, at St. Juliana's church, in the Luxor Hotel
(81).

In chapter five, however, doors and windows are left

open (329) as John attacks Victor, as he breaks out of the
fixations and fantasies of his childhood.
One particularly damaging negative attitude that
John must break away from is his tendency to load himself
with guilt, to see himself as a scapegoat, as he does in his
inadequate attempts to deal with his shadow.

He believes

almost everyone around him--Melanie, Mrs. Bellingham, his
mother, Badger, Toad, Spot Fisher, Harkness and others--sees
him as guilty. 39 Until John confronts Desmond, he has not
accepted his shadow, that part of himself that conflicts
38Adler, The Living_ Symbol, 130.
39

~Projections change the world into the replica of
one's own unknown face." Jung, Aion, 9.
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with the values and beliefs of his familial surroundings,
and he turns his repressed shadow qualities into feelings
of guilt.

Yet John's highly developed sense of guilt is

not totally negative.

Psychiatrists know that a man must

feel happiness in his lifetime, but he must also feel guilt,
felix culpa, before he can achieve wholeness. 40
Greenbloom's plane, the Scapegoat, its name identifying the device John has been using to deal improperly
with guilt, carries John to a clearer insight.

In chapter

five, John recognizes that shadow impulses are pervasive.
He sees that guilt "embraces the whole town and the whole
world" (321).

When Mr. Victor calls on him to "'admit your

guilt''' (334), John reminds Mr. Victor that he, like all
mankind, is guilty (335).

The door now ajar, John refuses

to be a scapegoat any longer:

"'Why should I he blamed for

what you are thinking and what you have done?'" (335).

Why

should his conscious self feel guilt for what is part of the
universal nature of man?
clothe John in guilt:

Others in chapter five also try to

Peter (317), Father DeLaura (325).

John first sees both of these characters as projecting
guilt, then he goes on to indicate his awareness of universality of the shadow (317).

He asks the key question for a

psychological reading of the chapter:

"'Can you tell me why

I feel I ought to be forgiven for something I never did?'"
(324), a question that clearly identifies the incidents in
40 Jung,

Psycho~

and Alchemr_, 30.
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in the chapter as an interior psychic drama.
·John's days of seeing himself as a scapegoat are
over after the incident at Worthing Beach (the name itself-"Worth-ing" suggesting John's finding value as a result of
his experience there).

The scapegoat motif has been emptied

of its destructive content.

Only a harmless portion remains

that becomes the name of the hotel (the Goat Hotel) (344)
where Jane Boscawen-Jones stays.

In Jane Boscawen-Jones,

we shall see a reversal of John's negative androgyny into a
positive force representative of John's innate creativity,
sparked and released by his encounter with Greenbloom.

In

chapter six, a much transformed John looks forward to
becoming a writer.
Although chapter five for the most part shows John
making substantial steps forward in combatting his negative
androgyny, in facing his shadow self, and in understanding
his feelings of guilt, John still has unresolved psychological problems, particularly his impulse toward suicide.
Fielding keeps the menace of suicide in the reader's mind
by his reference to the death of Rudmose, the
of Beowulf's (296).

housem~ster

Rudmose, a transformation of the homo-

sexual Doctor of chapter two, underscores John's destruction
of his negative androgyny, but Rudmose also indicates a lack
of resolution of John's death wish.
individuation still has a ways to go.
steps in chapter five.

John's path toward
He has made forward

He is stronger, "He was regaining

his self-confidence'' (333), he recognizes his unique
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qualities, "he was . . . possessed of a dynamic, an arrogant
and intuitive coherence" (332); he feels increasing compassion for those about him, "he was able to be sorry for
Audrey" (311).
Reflecting the changes John goes through in chapter
five, Fielding gives him several names:

he is Beowulf (289),

Blaydon (296), Bowden (299, 319), Blayd-Bowen (336), the
last combined name emphasizing John's progress toward unifying aspects of himself.

After John leaves Rooker's Close

in chapter five, that unification is well underway as he
confronts the remnants of his negative qualities, that
confrontation made apparent in Fielding's dramatic transformation of the contents of the major motifs of the novel
in chapter six.
Fielding uses his techniqui of utilizing external
events to communicate inner psychic encounters in chapter
five particularly effectively on the occasions, for .example,
~hen

Jack's shadow qualities, objectified in Desmond, are

confronted and when his increasingly dominant masculinity
. gives him the courage to confront the androgynous Mr.
Victor.

The chapter also continues Fielding's linking

technique.

Desmond is linked to Jack in chapter three and

to the man Dymphna meets on the train mentioned in chapter
six.

Mr. Victor links to the many androgynous figures who

appear before chapter five and to Jane, Greenbloom, and
Lady "Gerry" in chapter six.
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c.
At the end of the novel, John runs hand in hand with
Dymphna to a moving group of figures (407) gathered in front
of the headlights of Greenbloom's car. 41 He is a very different young man from the erratic, asocial, dishonest,
and suicidal boy of chapter one.

Throughout chapter six,

Fielding's transformational technique reflects final and
substantial changes in the content of the matrix pattern to
reveal John's growing emotional health and maturing insight.
John's progress toward wholeness accelerates as he
completes his triumph over his suicidal impulses and his
negative androgyny and as he reconciles his conscious and
unconscious by ridding himself of his "split personality"
(343).
41 John sees a group of small figures in the light
provided by Greenbloom. The small lighted figures emphasized by Fielding in the last sentence. of the novel suggest
John's awareness of the differentiated forces that have
risen from his unconscious. Their smallness recalls the
motif of smallness throughout the novel. The lake in chapter one can be held in the palms of the hand (17), Mrs.
Blaydon and Greenbloom are both small and active. Jung
discusses the possibilities of the unconscious as a world
of the "infinitesimally small" not because of endopsychic
considerations (that a thing must be small enough to fit
inside the head) but because an archetype has the same disproportionate intensity and devastating explosive force
.
enchained within it as the atom. "That the greatest effects
come from the smallest causes has become patently clear not
only in physics but in the field of psychological research
as well. How often in the critical moments of life everything hangs on what appears to be a mere nothing." Jung,
"The Phenomenology of the Spirit in Fairytales," The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, 219, 223-24-:--Greenbloom agrees; "small "things . . . can wield a disproportionate influence on one's powers of action" (383).
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Fielding organizes the chapter to emphasize John's
progress.

At the beginning, John, pale and worried over

his examinations, rehearses his planned suicide by drowning
at the Point.

At the end, he looks forward to his life

with Dymphna and to his becoming a doctor, a psychologist,
and a writer.

The chapter opens with John, now eighteen,

still tormented by memories of Victoria's murder, by the
domination and submergence of his anima by shadow forces,
by his inadequate differentiation of unconscious impulses.
Victoria has been gradually transforming into a healthy
influence in her appearances as Sheila, Audrey, Rachel,
and ''Gerry" Bodorgan, but it is not un t11 Dyrnphna appears
late in chapter six that the transformation is complete.
That final transformation comes only after John has exper··
ienced a reconciliation with his mother, a vision of his
creative self, and a therapy session with the intuitiveinsightful Greenbloom.
I

John suffers throughout the novel and that suffering continues in chapter six, for he torments himself with
thoughts of suicide.
is part of life.

As Greenbloom reminds him, suffering

Through suffering, one reaches wisdom, a

paradigm of the individuation process.

Because John has

suffered, it is impossible for him to be disinterested
(387), to commit suicide (387), in other words, to recede·
into psychic paralysis.
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Suicide is a primary impulse in John's mind when he
returns to his family's island home. 42 He tells Mary and
Annie of his plans (351-52), that his mother knows about intuitively (366), and that his father causes John to look at
more honestly through Pinch's suicide (355).

John is trou-

bled, fears madness, visualizes himself as torn apart (343).
The trauma that John has suffered from iri the novel's
early scenes still wounds his psyche.

Psychic trauma, how-

ever, produces its own potential remedies.

Neumann writes

of man's innate "centroversion," his inner urge to wholeness
that responds to psychic turmoil and suffering and that
.activates the unconscious search for healing and integrative
answers. 43 Indications of that inner urge are increasingly
evident in the last half of the novel and John is well on
his way to self-integration as the novel ends.
Although John thinks of suicide in chapter six, his
concerns are now different from what they were.

Reflecting

increased insight into his own behavior, he consciously
articulates thoughts of suicide, which we see are childlike
thoughts of returning to the womb of parental fixation.

He

42 The island suggests again the temenos, the magic
circle referred to earlier, that is both a vessel of transformation and an enclosed world of unconscious domination
from which John must break loose. Thus, "Port New-wed" is
an emotionally charged pun, for in every sense John is
wedded to his profoundest Creative Self. (He hears the
Wedding March as Dymphna appears on p. 399).
43
Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness,
286; Adler, The LiVIng Symbol,-rf7.
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sees his plunge into the maternal waters as a somersault
into ''green and white folds like a child on the counterpane
of his mother's bed" (343). 44 John is back with his
thoughts of beds again.

His problem involves his breaking

up of George and Enid--surrogate parents--in their Nettlebed.

John still resists rebirth.

He sees death here in his

mother's bed.
Greenbloom returns to the novel in chapter six:
"Smiling arrogantly with cold sagacity; his forehead white
and unmarked in the untarnished light," (386) John's spirit
intervenes, checking John's affective reactions with confrontations that bring understanding of his impulse ioward
suicide and of his experience at Danbey Dale.

John becomes

aware that he has been lying to himself about suicide, "'You
are still prevaricating''' (384), a transformation of his
earlier attitude.

He realizes that his psychic suicide

means the loss of individuality--"the void going into the
Void" (384).

He recognizes his death compulsion, "'she's

dead and that's where I live" (387), a statement that proves
that Victoria is John, that she lives behind his thoughts of
suicide.

She flirts with death; Dymphna, who triumphs over

Victoria's negative qualities, does not. John, incidentally,
tells us earlier'

"I

She Is alive too in a way' inside me·l II

44 rhe image recalls the green lake of chapter one
(near-death), Marsten and John in bed (John fighting against
his negative androgyny), George and Enid in bed (engaging
in a life-giving act), and other references that precede
this almost playful reference; progress toward a healthier
outlook is apparent.
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(222); and that Greenbloom speaks to him "from someplace
deep within his own head" (222).

In chapter three, John

equips Jack Noone with "some secret part of himself" (167).
Fielding openly announces the psychological level of the
novel.
Greenbloom sees through John's gloom and provides
him in what amounts to a lengthy .therapy session (379-89)
with information about himself and means of meeting his problems.

As a result John identifies his need for facing

negative impulses rather than hiding in hopelessness, rr'You
mean the murder?'" (385) 45 and his self-worth, "'You .
think more than enough . . . you are fortunate'" (388).

He

discovers "a most powerful raison d'etre," the attainment of
detachment possible because of his suffering that brings
recognition of his uniqueness, awareness of the potential
destructiveness of the unconscious, understanding of man's
need for integration and sympathy.
Greenbloom is John's dynamically activated wisdom
and much more.

Mercurial in nature, he is continually

changing himself--from comatose to energetic, from male to
female.

Whenever he is near others, his effect on them is

to transform them in some manner.

Rachel becomes a Gross-

blutte, Mother no longer threatens John, Michael is leaving
his studies to go to France.

Greenbloom is the embodiment

45victoria's murder is referred to earlier in euphemisirns as the "Yorkshire affair" (347), the "Moors" (194),
"the earlier tragedy" (385).
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of a quality or characteristic of the psyche which mysteriously transforms other psychic phenomena.
insight~

He is John's

his Self, his impulse and guide to inner growth;

he is also a unifying center and the individuation process
itself whereby John is transformed.46
Greenbloom's meeting with Mrs. Blaydon earlier,
John's "great little mother" (388), is a culmination of the
gradually transforming relationship between John and his
mother.

Her terrifying aspects in chapter one--her power,

to dominate (he was a dog on one of her leads), to cause
him to regress (he hid in a gap when he was near her), to
overwhelm (his chest became a whirlpool when she approached
him) 47 --gradually have.lessened in severity as John becomes
aware of her helpfulness (his inheritance of her leadership
qualities) and her support ("one of these days he will surprise us .

his great 'gifts" (34 7)).

In earlier attempts

at reversing his negative relationship with his mother
46 Jung, Psychology and Alchemy, 58, 292, 295; Jung,
Alchemical Studies, 80, 222, 237.
47 That earlier whirlpool has transformed into the
"whirlpools with their turning mouths, ample enough to
suck down an elephant" (3,4.2) that terrify John and tempt
him to suicide at the beginning of chapter six: Mother is.
still dangerous. There are other references to details in
the matrix. John, who has rehearsed his suicide a hundred
times (100), plans on giving a casual wave as he ends his
life (as Victoria waved when she left with Jack Noone),
and to swim to the forbidden waters (342) (the waters ~f
the Bellingham lake were also forbidden), where the water
is "thick" (342) (like the muddy lake).
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image, 48 John has a tender and warm relationship with Rachel
(253) and an eager interest in the companionship of Lady
Bodorgan (346).

That transformation is heightened in chap-

ter six by the tenderness John feels for his mother and by
his eager embrace, "kissing her soft and always cold cheek"
(351).
Indications of gradtial reversing of John's relationship with his mother does not mean that the unconscious has
lost its threatening aspects:

Mrs. Blaydon will always be

a threat--she can still be easily roused to "a white fury"
(343); 49 her cheek is always cold! A reminder may be appropriate here that the novel should be read with double vision.
Mrs. Blaydon and the others are real characters in the surface.action, but they are also psychological complexes
involved in John's inner growth toward maturity.

John's

unconscious retains its vast powers, both negative and
positive. 50 What happens as he moves toward maturity is an
increase in his understanding of his psychic processes and
thus an enlargement of his capacity to utilize them wisely.
Transformation of John's retreat from experience
(his fascination with suicide) is dramatized in the contrast
49 White in chapter six is emptied of passivity and
inertia. It has been transformed. The churning waters off
the Point are green and white; the white moon is warm (376,
386), Greenbloom and Jane Boscawen-Jones travel their busy
pace carrying white suitcases.
·SO"In itself the Great Mother is, like every archetype, highly ambivalent, containing both the dynamis of the
Good, Nourishing, Protective Mother and of the Bad, Devouring, Terrible Mother." Adler, The Li v]:!!_g_ Symbol, 139.
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between Victoria and Dymphna.

Victoria, representative of

John's negative anima, of impulses that would lead him to
inertia, passivity, and loss of individuality, rather than
to creativity, understanding, and individuation, undergoes
a series of transformations mentioned earlier before she
appears as Dymphna. 51

Dymphna is the positive opposition
of the deadly Victoria. 52 John sees her similarities to
Victoria through the "brackish darkness" of the Bodorgan
garden: 53 "Something about her spontaneity, the ingenuous
schoolgirl indignation of her outburst, reminded him of
Victoria.

The very tone of her sentences, quick and

unwatched, t.he little shake of her head disturbing the
dark outline of her hair, brought back to him the clear
51 The series of transformations form a variety of
linkages among many of the characters to John's anima, to
the feminine part of his nature that he must come to terms
with. Anima figures, like the Great Mother archetype that
lies behind them, represent the vast complex of feminine
impulses: they are figures that can cause warmth and wisdom, .pain and death. The rose, rosebeds, and gardens in
general, all feminine symbols, are much referred to in the
novel (the garden scene in "Island Summer" is discussed in
chapter five of this essay), and are part of the underscoring of the significance of John's anima encounters.
52 nymphna is thus part of the inevitable balancing
of oppositions in John's psychic life.
53 There are other clues to establish the d~ality of
Victoria and Dymphna. Dymphna, like John and Victorfa, is
pale, thin, and tall (389). Like Victoria, she dresses in
white (389). She too is with John by a lake--"a strange
circle of the lake" (389), clearly the Bellingham lake,
Mother's watery garden, the pool at school, and the Irish
Sea., all reborn. Dymphna has "a tiny spidery naevus" (389)
clinging to the corner of her mouth, all that is left of
· the strand of snakelike hair that earlier clung to Victoria's mouth (21).
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remembrance of Victoria's presence as sharply as did the
scent of heather or the bars of Mendelssohn's Wedding
March" (399).

More importantly, he sees the crucial differ-

ence between the two girls:

"She was alive; a person and

not an idea; someone who could be seen with the eyes, quarrelled with and crossed, touched and loved with the lips,
hands and the whole shivering conjunction of mind and body"
(400).

Dymphna is a healthy guide to John's inner world,

an aid to his knowing and evaluating the materials from his
unconscious.
Earlier Dymphna encountered John's shadow, DesmondJack (392-97).

He tells her of his experience with

Victori~

describing her as like Dymphna only not a match for him as
Dymphna is (.396).

Dymphna is not overwhelmed as Victoria

was; she speaks not a single word to him (397).

After he

leaves the train where they meet, she vomits out the window,
as Victoria had vomited beside the lake.

Fielding uses the

purgation motif here to indicate the emptying of shadow contamination from the feminine part of John's psyche and the
differentiation of the shadow and the anima.

John's isola-

tion and recognition of his shadow qualities in chapter five
when he trapped Desmond and then allowed him to escape made
those qualities less treacherous, less able to shade into
the other parts of his unconscious:

the shadow-murderer

in chapter six whistles only to himself (395).
John's androgyny is difficult for him to handle as
Fielding's transformation technique shows.

In chapter one,
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Victoria says, "'I'm a girl and you're .. '") the sentence
left unfinished.

In chapter two, confused with his sexual

identity as he wonders "Who was Victoria and who was he?"
(57), John unknowingly anticipates the ultimate reconciliation of his masculine and feminine nature:

"In some

mysterious way the self that was him and the self that was
Victoria could only finally unite into a self that was them
both'' (57).

Later, caught between his love for Marston and

his love for Victoria, he ends up struggling bloodily
against Marston.

His mother, who would have her son become

a eunuch, hinders John's growth into manhood.

Later, John

faces and resists several personifications of his negative
androgyny--Peter, DeLaura, Mr. Victor, and a host of minor
and incidental ·characters at the various schools.
Greenbloom, heterosexual earlier when John needed
such a model to strengthen his sexual identity, has "a feminine quality'' (357) in chapter six.

He displays androgy-

nous characteristics which clearly indicate that behind his
figure (as a psychic force of vast power) lies all other
male and female impulses now controlled by, while contributing to wisdom.

He is an all-knowing Tieresias figure, wise

in the totality of life's experiences.

He helps, even

shocks, John into facing up to the reality of his suicidal
54
.
.
f 1xat1on.

He sees John's future:

"'Do you think I'm

5 4Fielding has Greenbloom's appearance mark John's
major transformation from negativism to emotional health.
Details underscore John's new attitudes. The last scene
is set at Porth Newydd ("new-wed"), an emphasis on the
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.going to be a writer then?'

Greenbloom's
insight and drive sparks the creative instinct. 55 He plans
'~do'"

(388).

to publish the poems of Jane Boscowen-Jones, to publish
John's story of Victoria (389), and to take Michael to
France so he can create a new way of life.
Jane Boscowen-Jones is a manifestation of John's
androgyny.

His given name "Janus" links him to two-headed

Jack Noone (135), no longer a destructive force but now
instead a positive force of normal instincts (apparent in
John's relationship with Dymphna), and of creative impulses
(manifest in Jane Boscowen-Jones). 56 John's negative
androgyny has another face and has turned into a creative
force.

The positive side of John's androgynous complex, no

.longer repressed, is filled with creative content.

Mother,

a bo6k-burner (391), strives to master Jane and almost succeeds in paralyzing him as she earlier did John:

"Mother's

threatening aspect coupled with the awful association of the
nursing
chair seemed to have a paralyzing effect on him.
.
.
His hands ceased shaking and he sucked in his thin cheeks
integration of John's psyche. Shrubs are now olive-colored
(381)--green is associated with food not death. Water often
seen in the novel as life-destroying is now potentially
life-sustaining as George and Mary hurry to put out their
lobster pots (345).
SSGreenbloom is able to do this because all the
psychic forces if they continue to operate in.the present
transformed state must inevitably reach almost prescribed
ends. Greenbloom as wisdom intuits the outcome of John's
massive transformation.
56 "The shadow has good qualities--normal instincts
and creative impulses." Henderson, "Ancient Myths and
Modern Man," 118.
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nervously like a fish so that his face looked more fragile
than ever'' (362). 57 This time, John's awakened cleverness,
objectified in Greenbloom, sees value in the encounter
between Mother and his creative instinct personified in Jane
as it does in removing Michael from Mother's Victorianism.
Greenbloom reminds Jane that he will write better because
he has battled the domination of the matriarchal

unconscious~

'''I told you that it would be an experience to meet Mrs.
Blaydon.

Tomorrow, despite all she says, . . . you will

write better than you have written for a very long time'"
(363).

John's interest in language as creative expression

was apparent in chapter one when he longed to be able'to
"fashion words without meaning" (31).

That interest grad-

ually transforms to reflect his growing consciousness and
his increased awareness of the power and versatility of
language, even poetic manipulation (Jane is a poet).

John

observes with pride as his mother's dynamic speed manipulates the guests at David's wedding.

He is aware of his

mother's play-writing, Greenbloom's book on philosophy,
Mr. Victor's commentary for theological students.

When John

is in Greenbloom country, he visits the estate of Lady
Summas, a poetess who never appears in the urn-smashing
scene in which John's capacity to battle his parental fixation is released.

Lady Summas is obviously linked to a

57 The reference to a fish is another of Fielding's
transformational symbols, another link to the lake, to
John as fish in mother's drowned garden, etc.
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repressed Victoria on her way to becoming Jane Boscowen.Jones, an "Eve-man" 58 who is part of Greenbloom's "artistic
revolution" (374):

'"Birmingham wants its own poetry, its

own art forms, and it wants them to be both chic and smart.
I am going to see that it gets them--through people like
Jane here''' (374). 59 John's negative androgyny has turned
to creative potential.

He plans to be a writer, to live in

the land of the mind, France.
publishing his work.

Greenbloom looks forward to

His mother's French windows where he

saw himself as a fish reflected in a drowned garden have
transformed into a place where imagination flowers into literary art.
In chapter six, Fielding presents a vivid reversal
of chapter one.

Actions, incidents, characters, settings,

and motifs repeat, but totally changed, and fictional
details, no longer isolated, are blended, fused, recapitulated, and contrasted to reveal a totally changed John.
Fielding uses his transformational technique extensively
and more innovatively than ever.

The final chapter of this

study discusses the major aspects of that technique as it
:relates to "Island Summer."
58scholes, 539.
59Birmingham, the heart of what was once industrial
Victorianism, is a transformed city.

Chapter Five
TRANSFORMATION AS TECHNIQUE
We should question what happens to the techniques
of fiction under the pressures of Gabriel Fielding's attempt
to manipulate his prose so that it will perform transformations within John Blaydon's psyche.

Though much has been

hinted concerning the techniques of transformation,

I

shall make it central to this, the concluding chapter of
my study.

The basic structure of the matrix remains .the

same throughout; it underlies the fundamental architectonics
of the

novel~

as I suggested earlier.

ents remain also.

The initial compon-

The emotional and psychological cont&nt

of the matrix has undergone transformation of its infantile
nature into something hovering on the edge of creative
growth as John passes the threshhold between youth and
maturity, England and Ireland, Victoria and Dymphna, the
mad night of ·the Admiral and the dynamic light of Greenbloom, etc.

The contents of the elements of the matrix--

the setting, action, characters, and the like--have changed
drastically since the opening scene and demonstrate the
major changes in ·the contents of John's psychological
complexes.
Setting.

As we have seen throughout, Fielding has

forged the setting into a psychological and emotional
164
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correlative; the lake, garden, boathouse, even cave and
rooms, have been used as the equivalent of affective ideas
which serve as part of ,John's complexes.
so noticeable is that

for-~he

What has not been

most part these are separated

into lake or garden or nursery or automobile or airplane.
In the final scene, Fielding wishes to indicate through
setting that John has reached at least temporary integration.

He does this skillfully by the device of superim-

position:

the final scene (376-400) is no longer one place

or another, but it is one place and another.

Ostensibly,

John is on the Bodorgan property, but it is really Lady
Geraldine and the Admiral's house and garden and lake
rhododendron bed

_?n~

~nd

boathouse, all overlying and growing

out of each other, yet all distinctly separated.

How can

this be and what does it indicate for John?
This process of transforming earlier settings to
superimpose and overlap them and yet to leave them distinct
is clearly a correlative for what John Blaydon's own psychic
powers have undertaken for him:

the psychological

set~ing

is the various aspects of his psyche, differentiated
integrated; in

th~

~

one we recognize the manifold and in all

we recognize the requisites for

~chic

wholeness.

Places

he has visited previously are presented to him once more,
but not as though they had nothing to do with each other;
rather they are logical reinforcements of each other now
that Fielding has transformed their content to parallel the
change in John's psychic development.
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The Victorian house of Lady Geraldine, really John's
personality just before the final transformation, is left
behind when he enters the setting for the concluding action
of the novel.

Nevertheless, Fielding, through superimposi-

tion, forces us to see through the image of the Bodorgan
house glimpses of other houses of John's developing personality:

the prudish, snobbish, and regressive Bellingham

estate, the infantile Vicarage, the suicidal and sexually
uncertain Abbey, the entrapping and paradoxically liberating
Beowulf's, the too free, too intoxicating, London hotel and
theatre, the self-assertive psychological triumph over the
sexually dubious Rooker's Close, and the jealous rivalry and
threat of Mary's horne at Plas David.

But Lady Geraldine's

notoriously Victorian house carries seemingly harmless
overtones of viperine and androgenous Victoria (thus "Lady
Gerry''!.), for behind Lady Geraldine's snake balustrade and
immense attraction for John, we catch the allusion to Mother
Blaydon, "the serpent of publicity" (83), and to another
serpentine lady, Geraldine in Coleridge's "Cristabel"; this
makes the connection possible.

Her house, adjacent to the

Admiral's garden, is Fielding's reconstruction of those components of John's personality now in a very fluid state and
undergoing radical change precisely at the moment he steps
over the threshhold into the park privately constructed out
of the Admiral's "madness," behind which we see John's own
"erratic," "barmy," and "crazy" impulses, to which I shall
return below.
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Fielding has transformed the dying rose garden of
regression; the initial complex structure is now the
vibrantly living rhododendron bed of little rose trees
where John exchanges a deaq flower for a living one and,
significantly, for his final confrontation with his own
wisdom and impulse toward transformation at the very moment
Greenbloom emerges from Lady Gerry's house. 1 This is the
setting which is archetypally designed as integration and
wholeness. 2 But we understand that it was necessary for
Fielding's technique to make John visit other gardens before
he naturally arrives at this garden of psychic integration:
gardens of regression, gardens of drowning, gardens of
death, to name the worst; gardens of violent smashing accompanied by overtones of future creation and gardens of the
conquest of androgyny, to name the best.

We glimpse these

gardens through the setting of integration in the Bodorgan
garden,. where suicide is dissipated, losing becomes finding,
and failure becomes success.
Fielding employs the technique in using the dark
night and the boathouse in which we recognize the superimposition of the dark cave, the initial threshhold, the
1 The garden is full of vibrating energies being released as a result of John's encounter with the healthful
impulses represented by Greenbloom and Rachel and the confronted shadow qualities represented by Desmond-jack. Its
"strange flames" and "silent wind" (wind and fire are
symbolic of the conscious) suggest the closer integration
of John's psyche (377).
2Gardens are symbols of wholeness.
and Alchemy, 118.

Jung, Psrchol~
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day-night encounter with Greenbloom, and the structures like
the original decaying boathouse.

In the artificial lake,

we recognize the original lake, Abbey pool, hotel bathroom,
Irish and Rooker 1 s Close

s~as.

Fielding forces us to see

not a suicidal, monstrous, or devouring lake of infantilism
and regression in the undifferentiated and feminized forest
of what I called John's parental fixation, but rather an
artificial, masculinized lake of maturity and creative
extension of personality, absolutely differentiated by the
Admiral's encircling balustrades.

Greenbloom sits for a

moment in conversation with John, surrounded not by a
female-haunted wood of regression to Mother, but by a manmade, an Admiral-made park.3

John's feminized psyche is

clearly yielding to masculine domination.
In the well-constructed and comfortably furnished
boathouse. we recognize the dilapidated boathouse and
Mother's shadowy and webby garden house with its cracked
mirror of John's psyche.

The swinging gate of Nettlebed

where Victoria made a fateful date with Jack and lured John
into playing death reappears transformed as John and the
new figure of Victoria, Dymphna, swing together, not in a
rehearsal of sweet death, but in a rhythm of life-bestowing
accord.

Psychologically the scene has been forced by

Field~ng

to exchange the near ruination by Victorian prudery

3Mother as "fiery general" (32) stands behind the
"red admiral" (381). The psyche is no longer dominated by
Mother but has become a masculine psyche.
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in John imaged at the outset in the broken-down boathouse,
for the positive reconstruction of the psyche's unity with
its instinctive wisdom·and peace, its living soul image,
as seen in John's controlling the waywardness of Dymphna's
rhythms in the

Admiral'~

handsomely constructed boathouse

(and in the erratic Admiral controlling the adulterous
Samba).

Fielding has evoked, in their retreat into the

boathouse, in the first place, the regression of Jack Noone
(John Blaydon) with Victoria into the dark cave. Significantly and triumphantly, this is no dead Victoria John finds
in the depths of his psyche though the original of the
potential for suicide in the matrix is caught in the "living
torpedo of the Admiral," upon which Dymphna sat before she
emerged to John; it now announces the imminence of John's
manhood, his potentially explosive ability to create new
life and art.

It is the living, attractive, strong, and

wise female component of himself, who has stood up to and
defeated Jack on the train, and with whom John escapes at
the end to Greenbloom light.
Action and Character.

Fielding's technique to com-

municate the grow'ing integration of John's psyche is also
apparent in the strange juxtapositioning of emerging psychic
actions.

Incidents and characters suddenly appear, are

contrasted with similar incidents and characters, then flow
together to emphasize the resolution of John's troubled
psyche.

A character emerges from a torn branch:

Greenbloom

appears as John tears the bark of the rhododendrom tree down

··
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to the white bast, his insight flowering in the garden of
integration. 4 A second character rises from the garden of
flower-blooming cannons and chimneys (transformation is at
work--what was threatening to kill is now blooming):

John

Hughes ("hues," the mergings of many colors, suggests John's
growing integration) is John Blaydon, a gardener now cultivating his own healthy growth.

Greenbloom stands against

the dark lake and the moon provides a ladder of light:
"Greenbloom was sitting facing him • . . Behind him, the
moon laid down a cold ladder of light on the surface of the
water against which his head. and shoulders were ·drawn black"
(379).

Greenbloom shields John from the water; the moon

provides the traditional step-by-step way of ascending and
breaking through to successful psychic transformation.
(The moon, a symbol of the uterus, indicates John's rebirth
in the moonlight.)
The juxtapositioning as technique continues as characters are born as others die and as healthy psychic progress is interrupted by stark reminders of the earlier John.
At Plas David 5 Greenbloom had bought Mrs. Blaydon's sons
from her, ho·w he gives her an

11

undertaking" (388) and ends

her as a totally destructive force.

The young and healthy.

4John's action releases insight into his motivations--"one whom suffering has convinced of his own
existence . . . may well come to . . . despair" (380).
5setting and character flow together here. John's
beloved elder brother is named David (David means "beloved").
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feminine part of John's nature immediately appears in the
moonlight:
'''This afternoon I gave her an undertaking--'
They both turned as someone emerged from behind
the boathouse. They saw her standing there hesitant,
looking over towards them, marked with the white
lacunae of the moonlight as it fell through the
freckling leaves and branches of the taller trees
behind her (388).
Dymphna's emergence as positive anima 6 also follows the end
of John's suicidal impulse:
commit suicide?'

"'You don't think that I will

'Never! . . . '" (387).

The reminder of

John's past psychic weaknesses comes as a sharp interruption
in his steady psychic growth.

While he is busy with eager,

life-expanding plans with Dymphna in Ireland (the country
of the imagination combined by Greenbloom with France, the
country of the mind), his now controlled psychic weaknesses,
the admiral and Sambo, suddenly appear.

That event is dis-

cussed later.
Fielding marks the healthy melding of John's psychic
forces then with a technique of superimposing settings and
juxtapositioning action.

He also uses recapitulation and/or

fusing as transformation, recapitulating earlier weaknesses
in incidents or characters and then dispersing them or
merging them into the unified John.
In the final scene when John enters the garden,
much of what he was recurs briefly.

He is indecisive and

6The pale, tall, thin Dymphna is a living image of
Victoria.
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anxious to avoid people, he seeks "the inanimate intimacy of
night" (377), he "steals" after Greenbloom (379),7
worthless.

he feels

He must be forced to accept the fact that he

spies and pries.

He has much vehemence left:

despairs, is obstinate, engages in subterfuge.
is still crippled, but less severely so.

he lies,
His psyche

The moment Green-

bloom starts talking to John, each of these troublesome
qualities begins to drop away.

Fielding, in this last and

summarizing scene, recapitulates John's psychic difficulties
and disperses them one by one as John's awakened wisdom,
Greenbloom, examines them. 8
Fielding's technique of recapitulation-then-fusion
as transformation is apparent in his handling of character.
Greenbloom merges with and overlaps other manifestations
of unconscious impulses.

He is tied to John's shadow

qualities, his androgyny, his negative anima.

The close

association of the insight he represents with these impulses
helps remove their negative potential and brings a fusion of
their help·ful qualities into the integrated John.
7John's desire to steal something from Victoria in
the matrix, like his later stealing the asparagus and Greenbloom's money, represented John's innate criminality, his
repressed shadow. That quality has transformed to mo¥e him
closer to his instinctive wisdom, Greenbloom.
8As Greenbloom laughs away John's suicide talk,
he disturbs "something sleeping in the hedge" (383). A
"drowsing bird" rises in the moonlight. The bird is the
thrush John longed to be in chapter one--the bird that
longed to hide, that knew nothing, that sang words without
meaning (31). John is no longer hiding from knowing and
from understanding.
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Greenbloom is tied to Jack/Desmond, John's shadow:
his swinging left leg reminds John "of the twisting tail of
some predatory animal, a wolf or lynx'' (380).

For Jung, the

wolf, a psychological symbQl, is related to sublimination
and rebirth.

Here it refers particularly to the sublimina-

tion of the animalic and the rebirth of the positive aspects
of John's psychic life, and therefore joins the symbolism of
the moon. 9 The lynx ("links") is a pun that draws attention
to the linking, the recapitulating, process.

Greenbloom

then is touched by the shadow in this final transformation
of the earlier monsters, but the shadow's monstrous qualities, much weakened, are subsumed.
His tie to John's androgyny is apparent in his
altered appearance in chapter six and his close association
with Jane Boscawen-Jones discussed earlier.

Greenbloom is

a recapitulation of the many earlier androgynous figures.
John's dynamically eager insight and impulse toward inner
growth have blended the creative potential they represent
into his totality.

His psychic melding makes it possible

for him to plan a varied and rich future as well as to
approach that future with the power, health, and understanding.
Greenbloom, with his "feminine quality" (357), is
tied to Victoria.

She clearly is behind him as he taunts

John with an allusion to Romeo and Juliet, "we will 'seal
9rhe wolf is a symbol concerned with transformation
and rebirth. Jung, Psycho~£8~. and Alchemy, 325.
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this bargain to engrossing death'" (384), a quotation that
harkens back to Victoria's forcing John to rehearse that
play's tomb scene.

Greenbloom's announcement that he will

help John kill himself emphasizes his fusion with Victoria.
Victoria (John's retreat to fantasy, his regression to
infantilism) almost succeeded in drowning John, now Greenbloom (John's alert insight, his "self" impulses) makes him
face death straightforwardly. 10
Fielding's technique of fusing characters, blending
them to make dramatically immediate the process through
which John is passing to reach toward maturity, is particularly evident in his handling of the change in the influence
of the feminine part of John's nature from negative Victoria
to positive Dymphna.

Many characters appear as part of that

process--Mother, Rachel, and Lady Bodorgan, to name some
important ones; Mrs. Bellingham, the Abbey matron, and
Ursula, to name some minor ones.

These characters represent

psychic encounters that recede, weakened by the individuation·process, and that are subsumed and dominated by John's
healthy adaptation of varied unconscious impulses represented by Dymphna.
10 Greenbloom's insistence that he will help kill John
is the voice of John's wisdom forcing him to a confrontation
with his old problem of continually threatening suicide. It
is also representative of the blending and merging of impulses. Greenbloom, a figure of vitality and life, becomes
linked to the killing instincts of the shadow, Jack Noone,
as he helps destroy the impulse to suicide, an impulse that
is gone by the end of John's conversation with Greenbloom.
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Mother is seen briefly in the Bodorgan garden as a
dragonfly (377)--the "dragon of obscurity" is now harmless.
Her days of dominating, terrifying, and paralyzing John
are over.

She has been dissipated by the archetype of the

triumphant positive anima.

Reflecting, however, the complex

merging and blending of characters that is part of Fielding's transformation by fusion, she appears also in the
"red admiral" (381), Clive Bodorgan.

. Red-headed Mother

Blaydon who dominated the males around her--her husband,
her bishop, and her sons--has been absorbed by the masculine world of the Navy.
What Rachel stood for, described and discussed in
chapter four of this study, her concern and guidance, is
also fused into Dymphna.

Her soothing companionship and

provocative conunents are part of Dymphna, as is her name
(Uprichard--"ewe-prichard"--refers to Rachel which means
"ewe."

There is also a sexual pun congruent with John's

growing masculinity in Fielding's hint at the diminutive
form of "Up-Richard.") 11
Rachel and Dymphna are involved in another of
Fielding's fusing techniques.

Using a motif of sainthood

with its representation of John's reaching for a higher
Self, Fielding describes Victoria as a saint (273), Rachel
as Victoria (273), Dymphna as the saint of the crippled
and the disabled (the meaning of her name).

Greenbloom is

11 other examples of Fielding's witty word-play to
hint at John's masculinity are "Cox'n" (cock); "Bodorgan"
(bud organ), "Greenbloom" (green bloom).
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"Saint-Jesu" (269).

He is feminine, a summary of these

saintcid women, and the unifying center of John's transformation.
Another slight but effective example of Fielding's
fusing technique is Rachel's phone number, Golders Green
20463 (218).

She is also a unifying force, and in her phone

number Fielding combines the gold of selfhood and the green
of healthful growth.

(The figures 20463 total fifteen,

John's age in chapter four, an example· of Fielding's close
attention to detail.)
Lady Bodorgan, "'I am Victorian'" (368); is the last
step in the process from Victoria to Dymphna and her qualities--her attractiveness, her warmth, her eager involvement
in

life-~are

clearly part of Dymphna.

This much-loved char-

acter, like Dymphna, controls the shadow and releases its
positive energies, just the opposite of what Victoria does
with the shadow, Jack.

Lady Gerry has an adulterous love

affair with Sambo, who contains traces of the shadow, now
under control as discussed later.

Animals, representative

of the primitive in John and personified in Toad, Badger,
and others; are stuffed and mounted on the walls or carved
in the wooden panels of her living quarters.

Her snakes,

now decorative art, are the final form of Victoria's snakey
funereal hair--a clear transformation from the deadly to the
creative.

Her masculine name ("Gerry") emphasizes the happy

resolution of John's problem with his negative androgyny,
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that is also tied to Victoria, "Who was Victoria and who
was he?" (57).
Fielding blends and fuses Dymphna with the progression of characters that lead from Victoria, absorbing their
negative qualities.

Such qualities appear only briefly as,

for example, when Dymphna shivers right after she appears,
a memory of the cold lake of the matrix. 12
She and John enter not Mother's cobwebby garden shed
but the Admiral's cozy boathouse; John's feminine impulses
no longer dominate his masculine psyche. 13

Here John

affirms life; he eagerly shares with Dymphna his plan to be
a doctor (earlier negative references to doctors have been
transformed), to be a psychologist (the gradual increase in
involvement in the lives of others reaching a professional
commitment), to be a writer (his interest in language, in
12 John's shadow appears as John meets Dymphna, but
transformed. John's face, like that of Jack Noone earlier,
glows in the light of a match. Then he notices that
Dymphna, like Victoria, is cold. He, like Jack, drapes his
coat around the hunched and shivering girl (390).
John is also chilled when he sees the flowers in
the Bodorgan garden--a touch of the freezing effect of negative impulses still apparent--but John is stronger and is
determined to make the flowers acknowledge him; he is no
longer passive before the power of the unconscious. "He
found then that he wanted . . . to affect them in a way
which would force them to acknowledge him'' (377).
13 The chart on page five of this study lists the
stages in the gradual transformation of the sagging boathouse
of chapter one to the inviting shelter that houses a swing
seat thickly piled with cushions that John and Dymphna
share. John's isolation in his troubled psychological complex, symbolized by the sagging boathouse, is over. The
association of the boathouse with the cave is another indication of the blending and merging of details to indicate
John's integrative process.
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literature, in order, transformed into ambition for artistic
accomplishment) .
Dymphna tells John of her encounter with the ubiquitous John Noone and of her near capture by him:
muscles go stiff

"'I felt my

. I began to feel as though I'd got

into his life or his head, that he had more control over me
than I had over myself'" (394), suggesting the threat of
contamination.of the anima by the shadow.
not Victoria.

But Dymphna is

As a strong fusion of many forces in the

progress from Victoria to herself, she is not overwhelmed
by the shadow.
Her experience leads John to see the role of suffering in giving meaning to life.

Her blend of

insigh~s,

in

another example of Fielding's technique of superimposition,
causes him to think of his own desert (not Greenbloom•s)
planted with the solitary evergreen of Victoria's death
(the minute fir tree carried from the matriarchal garden
at the Vicarage (104)), and of the sensibility he has developed in spite of psychic trauma (398).
John travels back to the earlier lake:
With total recollection and an excitement so powerful
that he was momentarily unable to speak or to move,
he was once again at the lakeside in Northumberland,
hearing the vanished sounds of the forest, seeing the
dead and living face of Victoria as she stood before
him with her eyes closed while he breathed in afresh
the scene of still water, mud and growing trees.(399).
But John knows Dymphna "was not, this girl was not, never
.could be, the same" (399) as Victoria, for she is the result
of a gradual process of reversals and fusions.

John's
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earlier attachment to Victoria reflected a negative relationship to the destructive feminine part of his nature,
that is now totally transformed, healthy and positive,
after a series of recapitulating appearances of other
phases of their nature.
Transformation as recapitulation is the central
technique in the mad night of the admiral scene at the end
of the novel.

A sudden cry interrupts John's thoughts of

Dymphna, '"Cox'n!

Cox'n! "' (401).

The weathercock (a sign

of change) on the Bellingham stables (8) is now Sambo
Stretton, Lady Bodorgan's lover.

Clive Bodorgan, who

earlier had assaulted a doctor, and like John had been
removed from his position, now forces Sambo at gunpoint to
. pole his punt toward the center of the Bodorgan lake.

The

"mad" admiral, statue-like, raises his sextant to the stars
as brass dolphins gleam in the cabin.
Sambo.

He orders and directs

When Sambo can no longer reach the bottom of the

lake, the two men drift about.
The scene recapitulates in tableau form John's former psychological state, with Clive and Sambo representing
earlier weaknesses made apparent to John and resolved by
him with the help of Dymphna and Greenbloom.

(Greenbloom

is eager to see the "water boatmen" (17), because they are
the earlier John.)

We are back at the Bellingham lake.

The admiral, having brought down the Greenbloom stars-the insight of the unconscious--has turned weakness into
strength.

He is representative of the somewhat stronger

18Q
of two lesser forces, both symbolic of formerly powerful
weaknesses, although neither any longer, as they drift in
silence, is much of a threat.

The two potentially danger-

ous forces.are turned against each other, thus they control
each other rather than attack John.
Behind the admiral lie the negative qualities
associated with the "erratic," "barmy," "crazy," "mad"
John, 14 now in control of the negative qualities lying
behind Samba, John's shadow impulses. 15

John's erratic

behavior of the early chapters, now the admiral's "madness,"
easily controls a "black

Samba,·~

as Clive forces him to pro-

pel (psychic energy) the boat (the psyche).
also the killer John.

The admiral is

Behind one figure lie many others,

another example of Fielding's technique of superimposition.
Dymphna is with John when he sees Clive Bodorgan
and Samba.

"'They're pathetic, aren'·t they?'" (406).

John

14 clive Bodorgan's association with John's erraticism is .evident in his use of his liVe torpedo as a threat
in the same manner as John's use of suicide thoughts, the
potential explosive power of negative impulses clearly
implicit. Clive shares another of John's qualities: he
has been removed from office as John is constantly removed
from schools. As mentioned earlier, Clj_ve (the red admiral)
also represents the red-haired Mrs. Blaydon, nowabsorbed
by the masculine world of the Navy.
15sambo's shadow attributes are apparent in h"is
huntsman's jacket (370)--the shadow is a hunter and killer;
his playing "Ruggah"--rugger, an English football game with
much running suggests the ubiquity of the shadow-Jack, a
hiker, his relationship with Lady Bodorgan, that is reminiscent of Noone's relationship with Victoria, is illegal
and slightly criminal but not harmful. The shadow is no
longer troublesome or deadly.
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sees the absurdity of "all that sort of thing" (406):

"'Lu-

natics, respectable lunatics, fools, apes, . . . They're
liars both of them, blind to their own lies . . . But now
I'm frightened, terrified to think that I may never have
been mad, that there may be no sanity anywhere for any of
us'" (406).

But John has no cause to fear madness.

He has

seen frozen before him his own weaknesses made incapable of
destruction.

Dymphna reminds him that his impassioned

observations are based on a mature sensitivity to the human
condition:
you?

"'Well, in a way you're sorry for them, aren't

-

.

That's what makes you so angry, your sorrow"' ( 407).

John's positive qualities have blended to produce major
transformation.

He is a bigger man--one who is humane, one

:who accepts and lives rather than retreats and rejects.

The

psychological implications of Fielding's use of superimposition, juxtaposition, fusion, and the like have revealed
John's increasingly strong, mature, and integrated psyche.
Dymphna and John run from the apparent madness of the
two men, stalled and isolated on the lake.

Fielding has

reversed the actions of Victoria and John in chapter one
when they ran from the sunlight of social intercourse to the
secrecy and silence of the dark lake.

In the last scene, in

a technique of antithetical parallelism, John runs from the
darkness of the cave-boathouse to the world of light, to the
activity bright in the beam of Greenbloom's headlights, to
the world of people and activity.

The larger society is

.now made attractive and desirable as a result of the power,
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insight, and creativity released by Greenbloom and con£irmed
by John's ego and creative female component.
The entire scene, from John's entering the garden
to his hurrying back into the light, contrasts and/or blends
many of the novel's psychologically significant details.
Those details incorporate John's psychological development
from unconscious domination· by negative forces (Victoria,
Mother, Noone) to gradual conscious realization and constellation of positive forces (Greenbloom, Rachel, Dymphna) with
resulting growing integration.

The details that shape the

final scene emphasize John's psyche, "sagging" and troubled
in the opening scenes of the novel, now grown healthy.

They

form a clinching demonstration of the manner in which the
processes of the psyche function as fictional techniques.
John has grown from boyhood to manhood and from
troubled childhood to psychic health, Fielding's transformational technique employed in a variety of ways dramatically communicating that change.

Fielding changes the

contents of the original elements, contrasts and merges
them, and thus effectively reveals the processes at work
in John's gradually developing maturity.

The novel then

is a fictional analogue to the working out of a psychological complex.

Psychological process here is fictional mode.

John explains, "'Things that happen to you are you . •
( 400).

'"
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